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THIRTYYEAR CLUB OFFICERS

The Thirty - Year Club Officers for the years 1980 and 1981 are
listed belos, in keeping with the policy of recording these folks
in the Timber - Lines.
1980

M.M. "Slim" Holzwarth
O.W. "Pete" Foiles
Garnet Love

President

Jim Langdon)

Executive Committee

VicePresident
SecretaryTreasurer

Torn Glazebrook)

1981

0. W. "Pete' Foiles
Glen Jorgensen
Garnet Love

President

Tom Glazebrook
Katherine Sigovich)

Executive Conmittee

VicePresident
SecretaryTreasurer

Reference to "E. J. Fenby Mernoirs

pages

57 - 65

of this issue.

Edwin Graham explains tis writeup in his letter on page 56a.
These Memoirs may have/pished in a previous issue. K. P. Cecil
made several notations on the writeup, in 1949. My research of
If they
the past isaues I have failed to show such a writeup.
In my opinion, they
were in a past issue it was many years back.
are worthy of repeating, as there are still several folks around
who either knew Ed Fenby, or worked with him or for him.
A apecial thanks to Ed Graham for sending them in.
(C.E. Brown)

ill

A WORD FROM YOUR EDITOR

Again, we are pleased to present to you the XXIV edition of TIMRERIt is always an interesting, enjoyable and challenging job.
Treasured memories of the past are brought back in the many articles
sent in for publication.

LINES.

A special thanks goes to those who prepared the obituaries for those
who have passed on. In many cases a special effort was made to get
a complete writeup of the accomplishments of the individual. For
instance, Glen Jorgensen made a special trip to the Library of the
Oregon Historical Society to get some excerpts from the papers prepared by Henry Haefner, which are in the files of that library. I
still rely on "Who's Who and What's What" prepared by Vic Flach
many years ago, for material Vic included in this booklet. For those
not familiar with this booklet, it is a history of the Thirty Year
It also includes the early appointment
Club, prepared in May 1952.
dates, titles, and places of work for many folks who were soon to be
eligible for membership in the club.
"Runty" Lilligren again donated her time to do the trping. She did
the trping of all of the long articles. She deserves a special "Thank
You" for, without her help, this publication may not be accomplished.
We have proof read all of the material, but, as brought out in "The
Editor"s Dismay" on page 39, errors do creep in.

Red Nelson did not expect us to include all of his articles in one
At the time of receipt of them from Red, we did not have many
issue.
articles to include in this issue. Therefore, we used all of them,
and, I am sure, they will be enjoyed by everyone.
The articles on Mt. Hebo, pp 75 - 79, were sent in by Helen Affolter.
Her husband, now deceased, worked on the Hebo Ranger District, Siuslaw,
all of his career.

To reiterate - If this issue serves as a reminder of the past, brings
back treasured memories, and serves as a tribute to those who have
passed on, then the efforts to get it ready for publication have been
well rewarded.
Carroll E. Frown
Editor
"Slim", the Forest Service mule, received much publicit.y in
P.S.
recent years. I thought it apprppiate to include his obituary in
TimberLines. Evelyn F3rown, Regional Office of Information, gave
her permission to use her articles appearing in past issues of the
Slim's obituary appears on page 31. (CEB)
Greensheet.
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2521.. NE 3h.th Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97212
March 28, 1981

Dear Friends:

Having been president of the Thirty Year Club has been an interesting cnd
satisfying experience. It has provided the impetus to become much rare
involved with the membership and the affairs of the organization. Each
occasion to get together with members or committees has taken on added
ineening this year.
Apparently this is the 36th year of the club's existence. This means it
was formed the year before 1 received my first appointment. I wonder how
meny charter iembers are still with us. Albert Wieendanger I know for
sure, but there must be a few others. I guess I'm just a sapling (second
growth at best) in an growth stand. (See TIMBER-LINES June 1967 pp 13 - 18
Besides
Albert Wiesendanger, there remains Leonard lBlodgett and Alex Jaenicke. CEB)

for a history of the club and list of the 24 charter

members.

Throughout the past year our last-Friday-of-the-month luncheons have been
well attended. We probably average attendance of 75-80. In SIJPER Septernber we had about 135 after commemorating the 75th anniversary of the Forest
Service at the Western Forestry Center. Jhen I saw all of the out of
towners I put in a hurry up call to the Beaverton Elks Club to expect an
overflow crowd. They assured us they would take care of us and did. We
were honored to have with us Ghief Max Peterson, and former iefs, d
Cliff and John cGuire. It is normal to have some out of town members a
every lunch. And the fellowship is just great.
Fine weather blessed our summer picnic at Blue Lake Park. The caterer seemed
to have a slight problem with a mixup in food delivery, but our efficient picnic chairman, Al Prn8t, soon was on the telephone and with dispatch turned
apparent chaos into a great event. We ended up with more food than we had
ordered and everyone went home well fed and happy.
The nominating committee of John 0. Wilson, Nance Nead and Ed Clarke came
up with a fine slate for you to ballot on and you elected 0. W. ?tpetert
Foiles, President; C. Glen Jorgensen, Vice-President; Garnet Love, 5ecretary-Treasurer; and Katherine Sigovich, Committee Member. Tom Glazebrook is
the carryover Cormnitteeinan. This group will be installed at the annual
Spring dinner meeting & f-anquet April 26, 1981 at the Hi Hat Restaurant.

The club's affairs remain in good harid.

The Spring Dinner arrzmgernents are in the capable hands of a committee headed
by J.E. ItJacktt Yodd md al3o including Harold Parker and Owen Cramer.

I want to express mu appreciation to all the people who have served on
various commnittc (any of whoi have Leen mentioned by name) The xecutive
Committee, C.T. rouT rown, I.:rnediate past president, for his counsel znd
support, Carroll E. lrown for editing tthe Timberlines, Bunty Lilligren for
typing them and Garnet Love for her good job as Secretary-Treasurer. I an
sure there are others Lha I am leaving out for which I apologize.
Thenk8 for the opportunity to serve; it's been a pleasure.

Sincerely - Slim /s/

M.M. Holzwarth, Pres.
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U!'RTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVTCE
P.O. E3ox 2417

Washington, D.C. 20013
April 9, 19S1
1650

Mr. Carroll E. Brown
300 Lumen Road, Sp 143
Phoenix, Oregon 97535
Dear Carroll:

As you requested, I have enclosed my contribution to the June issue of
TIMBER-LINES. I never seem to have as much time as I would like to have
As a result, I greatly appreciate your
for communicating with retirees.
invitation to contribute to your publication.
I hope the enclosed material meets iour needs.
assistance, please let me know.

If I can be of additional

Sincerely,

/5/

R. Max Peterson
R. Max Peterson
chief
En closures

QIIEF"S 1ESSAGE TO R-6 RETIREES

I always appreciate this opportunity to contribute to TrMBER-LINES because
it gives me a chance to take a brief time out and review just where the
Forest Service stands in meeting the numerous challenges we are now facing.
And let me assure you, this is a very challenging time for our agency.
In the Pacific Northwest in particular, the presence of an active volcano
on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest and the debate over how it should
be managed provides an excellent example of the kind of controversial
Our recommended management for
challenges confronting the Forest Service.
the area, described in the recently released draft environmental impact
statement, addresses a unique problem, namely, providing efficient multipleuse management to an area which may be threatened by volcanic eruptions for
years to come.
in addition, the growing need for the National Forests to contribui.e solutions
to the energy crisis through increased oil and gas development and housing
ntinuing debate over wilderness designeeds through timber harvesting, the
nations, arguments over the use of hurLicides, conflicting demands for wildlife habitat protection and increased resource use, all of these issues and
many more mean that the Forest Service will not be wanting for challenges in
And we intend to get the job done with fewer funds and
the years ahead.
personnel!
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expect most of you think I
flased on this description of the job ahead,
In fact, I am
This is not true at all.
view the future with forebodLng.
looking forward to coming to grips with these challenges. My enthusiasm
for getting on with the job tetns from my growing confidence in the abilities of Forest Service eniployees. Not that I havent always had a greats
deal of confidence in the members of the Forest Service family. 1n fact,
it is the high caliber of workers I have been associated with over the
years that influenced me to make the Forest Service my career.
[

But now that I have had the opportunity to see the work of Forest Service
employees from the perspective of the chief's de8k, I can see that the
tradition of service to the public extends throughout every level of he
agency. This was particularly apparent during the past year wIen we reThe 75th Anniversary events
viewed 75 years of Forest Service iistory.
provided an outstanding opportunity to take a look at our role in the
Nation's history and to review many instances in which the Forest Service
Many of he retireeu
met the cha1lenge of renewable resource management.
I met, including those from Region 6, played key roles in these successes.
During the coming Llonths, we look Iorward to utilizing t.he vast pool of
experience represented by Forest Service retirees in helping to determine
I know that
the best course of action in rninaging the National Forests.
today
will
be
the
success
stories
of
with your help the challenges o
tomorrow.

WIlY 311:

.[N SUOflEED

F{onesty is not only the best policy, it is rare enough today
to make you pleaantiy conspicuous.
The expedient thing and the right thing are seldom the same.
The best way to get credit is to try to give it away.
t.ill
You cannot sink someone else's end of the boat and
keep your own afloat.
If you get a kick out of your job, others wilL get a kick
out of working for you.
A man of stature doe8 noL need statu3.
THE OTT? Tfl WATCH

You watch the guy who drives ahead and the guy who drive5 Uehind.
You atth to the right;
you watch to the left, you drive wiU a
calm, clear mind.
But the guy you really have to waLch (on the highway) you will fird,
Is the GUY behind Lhe guy ahead, and akiead of the guy behind.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
Region 6
P.O. Box 3623, Portland, Ore., 97208
6180( RF)

March 17, 1981
Dear Carroll:

Once again its a privilege to provide some comment as my part of your
I look forward to each new copy and only wish more
TIMBER-LINES effort.
folks would take it on themselves to provide you with a record of our past.
After 2 months working with the new Administration it is becoming clear
nd while ie will undoubtedly be resthat the new people are objective.
trained in funding levels, the Forest Service budget is not a high priority for reductions. I am opt1mitic. T believe we have a good story to
tell justifying our programs and I believe the Administration is willing
to listen.
Land use planning to meet the National Forest Management Act continues
to be a major effort. Every Forest in the Region is involved and we
So far we rehave a team in my office working on the Regional Plan.
main on schedule which is to complete the process early in 1984.
Volcanic activity in Mount St. Helens continues, but it does appear that
each incident is of lower niagnitude. Not long after the May 18 blast I
commissioned a special task force to put together a land use plan for the
area affected. This was necessary because our previous land use plan envisioned no activity such as timber rirvesting on much of the impacted
National Forest lands. Now the obvious desireability for 3alvage and
rehabilitation in some areas nust be supported by a new plan and environmental statement.
-

Carroll, since I wrote iy last note, we have had significant changes in
1111 list the changes for the record:
the Region's key management team.

Forest Supervisor, John Rogers, Wenatchee NF - Retired
Forest Supervisor, Don Smith, Rogue River NF - To Wenatchee NF
New Forest Supervisor, Bob Devlin, Region 5, - To Rogue River NF
Forest Supervisor, Bob Terrill, Colville NF - Retired
New Forest Supervisor, Bill Shenk, Portland RO - To Colville NF
Forest Supervisor, Dale Robertson, Mt. Hood NF - To WO
Forest Supervi8or, Dick Pfilf, Shasta-Trinity NF (Region 5) - To Mt. Hood NF
Forest Supervisor, Jack Alcock, Willainette NF - To WO
Forest Supervisor, Mike Kerrick, Coconino NF (Region 3) - To Willamette NF
Forest Supervisor, Earl Nichols, Deschutes NF - Retired
New Forest Supervisor, Dave Mohla, Region 5 - To Deschutes NF
Forest Supervisor, Herb Rudolph, LJmatilla NF - Retired
New Forest Supervisor, John Lowe, Willarnette N' - To Umatilla
Forest Supervisor, Don Campbell, Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF - Retired
Forest Supervisor, Bob Ohadwick, Winerna NF - To Portland RO
New Forest Supervisor, Art DuFault, Deschutes NT - To Winetna
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Mr. Carroll E. Brown

Lands and Mineral Director, Merle Hofferber, Portland RO - Retired
Administrative Management Director, Dave Kolb, Portland RO - Retired
New dministrative Management Director, Franklin Johnson, WO - To Portland RO
Range Director, George McLaughlin, Portland RO - Retired
New Range Director, Bob Richniond, custer NF (Region 1) - To Portland RU
Fire Director, Carl Hickerson, Portland RO - Retired
New Fire Director, Bob McDonald, WO - To Portland RO
Timber Director, Jack Todd, Portland RO - Retired
New Timber Director, Jack Usher, Region 1 - To Portland RO
Coop Forestry Director, Duane Green, Portland RO - To NE Area
New Coop Forestry Director, Qiarlie Krebs, 140 - To Portland RO
Deputy Regional Forester f or Administration, Don Morton, Portland RU - To
Fort Collins, Co.
New Deputy Regional Forester for Administration, Claude F1ton, Region 3 To Portland HO
As of this writing replacements have not been selected for Don Campbell or
Merle Flofferber. In addition, Deputy Regional Forester for State and Private Forestry Frank Kopecky has announced his decision to retire at the
end of March.
Best Regards,

/s/ Dick
H. E. I4ORTHINGTON

Regional Forester

I AM YOUR FLAG
I have never transgre$sed upon foreign soil, except to defend the digriiLy of man.
I have never flown over concentration camps, except when they were free.
I have never flown over a grave, except in humble thankfulness.
I have left my shores with young men eager for battle and returned saddened Ly
I have fallen in battle - been grabbed up by eager hands and carried on.
death.
I have gone into battle with young boys and returned with battle-hardened men.
I have draped the caskets of a million fallen warriors, been folded gently and
I have been carried in victory, but never in defeat.
handed to a weeping mother.
I have looked down upon king$ and all the great men of my time.
I have been burned, cursed and spat upon.
Ye3, you may be disgraced, but. I have lived in so much Glory that I ccri never
For I ani a
be disgraced. I belong to no one and yet, I belong to everyone.
symbol of your heritage of freedom. Arid so I shall be as long as there is an
America.

James R. Howerton
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1980 ACTIVITY REPORT OF THE PACIFIC NORTWIEST FOREST & RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION

Mount St. Helens: The eruption of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980, provided
exciting research opportunities for PNI scientists. The station was assigned
the responsibility to assess the impact of the volcano and provide
state-of-art knowledge to the National Forest System and other resource
managers, coordinate biological science research activities, and assess
The Station coordinated an intensive study of the volcano
research proposals.
area by more than 100 scientists in September.

New Research Program: The Pacific Coast Wood Energy program, a new research
and development program, began operation October 1. The program manager is
Its purpose is to conduct research on problems associated
Richard Woodfin.
with using wood residue to increase energy supplies.

The PI'14 Station identified 10 important research
Research Highlights:
accomplishments for 1980. These findings were reported:

Large organic debris has beneficial role in stream ecosystems.
Stands often recover after outbreaks of the Douglas-fir tussock moth; in
cases, growth may even be enhauced.
The genetic adaption of Douglas-fir may be well-ordered in a complex
manner to landforms, being much more precise than has been traditionally
assumed.

Careful logging practices in thinning true firs can reduce the damage
caused to the remaining trees, particularly reducing damage caused by a
variety of fungi.
The highly toxic contaminant TCDD in pesticides used in spraying forests
will not adversely affect fish or bioaccumulate to a measurable level.

Much research has begun and many opportunities for research remain in the
Mount St. Helens area.
It may be possible to place a value on the cost of protecting a scenic
view of the forest landscape.

There has been a shift in ownership of privately owned timberlands in
Western Oregon to ownership by forest industry organizations.
A recently completed "Preliminary Classification System for the Vegetation
of Alaska" already is in use by government agencies in that state.
A new publication has been released entitled "Silviculture of Ponderosa
The State of Our Knowledge."
Pine in the Pacific Northwest:
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75th Anniversary Awards: As part of the national observance of the Forest
Service's 75th anniversary the PN.4 Station presented 18 individuals and
organizations with certificates honoring their contribution to conservation
and forestry in the Pacific Northwest.

The first in a series of joint meetings of Pt4 Station
Joint Meetings:
personnel with the staffs of cooperating organizations was on October 28 when
staff members of the Mt. Hood National Forest met with researchers to discuss
A similar meeting with staff members of the Oregoi
matters of common concern.
office of the BLN was held in Feburary 1981.

Forestry research in southeast Alaska is expected to sharpl
Alaska Research:
increase as a result of the Alaska Lands Act approved by Congress in 1980.
This act mandates that the Tongass National Forest will produce 4-1/2 billion
Research's role will be to assist in making
board feet of timber per decade.
this possible without causing unacceptable environmental impacts.

Range Validation: The Grant County, Oregon range validation project, of whic
A
the PN.4 Station is a sponsor, will end its implementation phase in 1981.
host of range improvements, on public and private land, have been installed i
The next 5 years will be spent to evaluate the effects these
recent years.
have had.

The PtL'J Station is administering a cooperative,
Southwest Oregon Program:
10-year research program for speeding development and transfer of
reforestation and stand management techniques crucial to southwestern Oregon.
This is a phase of the Forestry Intensive Research (FIR) program developed by
Oregon State University to find solutions to complex biological and managemer
Other FIR cooperators are the Bureau of Land
problems unique to the area.
Management, the Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service, certain Oregc
counties, and southwest Oregon timber industries.

y Sam Frear
Writer-Editor
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[N M{'M0RIUI1 and O2TTUARL1S

Now I lay me dotm to sleep
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
If I should die before T wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

xxx xxx xxx xx c x xxx xxx xx x xxx xxx xxx xx xxx x x
x
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x
X

X
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RO[FE H. ANDERSON
1906 - 1980

Rolfe H. Anderson was born Iebruary 6, 1906 in Idaho. He received his degree
in Forestry from the University of Washington in 1931. In his collegiate
days he was an outstanding boxer.
Fighting in the middleweight class (158
lbs.)
he was a Pacific Coast Conference Ohampion.
Rolfe worked on the Willainette Nat'l Forest under ranger R. C. Burgess.
In
1939 he was foreman of the 40 man fire crew at the Redwood Ranger Station,
Siskiyou Nat'l Forest. This 40 man crew was organized as a specially trained
They were prepared to go to the hottest spot on the
crew to fight fires.
fire and construct a fire line around the head of the fire to gain control.
They were credited with aiding in the suppression of nine large fires.

In 1940 Rolfe was assigned as District Ranger on the Agness District of the
Siskiyou Nat'l Forest.
In February, 1943 he was transferred to the Hebo
District, Siuslaw Forest, as District Ranger.
He remained in this position
for the next 23 years retiring in 1966. His total servive equaLLed 35. years.
After retiring from the Forest Service Rolfe moved to Eugene and worked for
several years for the Eugene Parks Department.
Rolfe married Helen Collins in 1935.
They had two sons - Donald and David.
Don is a freeway designer; David is a Senior Trooper
Both live in Beaverton.
with the Oregon State Police. Helen passed away in 1968. In 1970 Rolfe
married Bertha Deckinann.
She died in 1979.
Rolfe died February 11, 1980. In addition to his two sons, he is survived
by two granddaughters, brother Torney, and sisters Elva and Hdna. Ele had
been a member of the Thirty Year Club since 1973.
By M. M.

"Slim"

Holzwarth

WALTER E. BARNETT
1897 - 1980
Walter E. Barnett was born August 24, 1897 at McCloud, Oklahoma. Camne to
Oregon when he was 9 years old. He died August 16, 1980 at the Veterans ilospital in Walla Walla, Wash., at the age of 82.
He served in U.S. Navy from December, 1917, to January, 1919. Employed as
fireman in 1922 and Forest Guard, on the Whitman, 1923 - 24. Appointed assistant Forest Ranger, Whitmnan, January 2, 1925. Promoted to Forest Ranger June
Transferred to Maiheur Forest March 1, 1939 as District Ranger of
1, 1926.
the Lake Creek area. In 1948 he was transferred to the Prairie City District
From which he retired on November 30, 1952.

He and his wife remained at Prairie City until 1955 when they moved to near
Rogue River, Ore. They celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in eptewber, 1970. Several years later they moved to Enterprise, (iregon.
Uy Maiheur National
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LOWELL W. ASH
1903 - 1980

Lowell W. Ash was born April 8, 1903 in Michigan. He and his family moved
to the Rogue River Valley in 1912 where he finished his early education. He
started working for the Forest Service in 1925 wider District Ranger Andrew
Poole, at the Trail Ranger Station, Rogue River Nat'l Forest.

He served as Fireman at the Trail Guard Station for several years, and in
1955 was promoted to District Assistant on the Rogue River District, with
headquarters at the Union Creek Ranger Station, when George Kansky was
District Ranger. In 1959 Lowell was again promoted Fire Control Officer on
the Union Creek District. He served in this capacity until he retired in 1963.
Lowell originated the practice of putting protective paper over slash piles
This kept the piles dry and facilitated burning
for burning in the winter.
with snow on the ground.
He had continued to live at Prospect,
He passed away on August 31, 1980.
Oregon since his retirement. He is survived by his wife Irma, one brother,
Wayne E. Ash, Trail, Ore., and one sister, Irma D. Cushman, Shady Cove, Ore.
By C. E. Brown

TRertha Blake

1889 - 1979

Bertha Blake, wife of the late Forest Service pioneer, Grover C. Blake, died
June 18, 1979 in Roseburg, Oregon. She was 90.
The Blakes homesteaded at Mitchell, Ore., where Grover was a ranger on the
Ochoco NF. They later were at Crow Flats and Burns on the Malheur NF, and
at Pomeroy Ranger District on the ljmatilla NF. The Blakes then moved to
the Umpqua NF where he worked with the CCC program before retiring in 1944
after 35 years of service.
Mrs. Blake is survived by five children, including Mrs. Don Allen, wife of
Don Allen, former fire staff officer on the Mt. BakerSnoqualmie NF.
From Greensheet
July 13, 1979
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MELVA MAY BA1

1903 - 1979
Melva May Bach was born in The Dalle, )regon, on August 15, 1903. Her
ile going to
parents were Roy Butler and the former Ethel 3outhern.
college she was eniployed as a temporary clerk on the Frernont Forest. She
later obtained permanent status under Supervisor Gilbert Brown. She was
married September 18, 1934, in Lakeview to William Bach. He spent 40
years with the Postal Service in Lakevie, and died May 16, 1975.
4elva spent her entire career of thirty-nine years on the Fretnont Forest.
She was chief clerk for many of her last years. There have been ten superShe started
visors on the Fremont and Melva has worked for nine of them.
on September 1, 1923, while Gilbert Brown .zas supervisor. Others who fol.lowed Fron were; Jack Campbell, Bill Harriman, Ed Cliff, Larry flays,
Merle Lowden, John 1cDonald, Clayton Weaver, and Carl Simpson. (This is
up to the time of her retirement.)

She retired on December 21, 1962. She was honored by a retirement party on
December 1, with an open house at the Bachs home which lat.er overflowed to
a larger building to accomodate all who came to pay their respects. The
most treasured gift she received 4as a.scrapbook containing letters and mesEd Cliff, who was
sages from former and present Fremont Forest employees.
chief of the Forest Service at that time, summed up the esteem by which she
It is difficult to image the Forest Service and
so ably earned as follos:
especially the Frefnont National Forest 'operating without you. You have
been so much a part of the organization and have contributed so much to the
progress of the .ork of the Fremont and to the enrichment of the lives of
the many people with whom you have worked that the forest will not be the
same without you. 1eside being a highly proficient secretary, you were
always very human and understanding and made the office a pleasant place in
which to ork. You also contributed a great deal to the social and civic
elva was
life of the community which no doubt you will continue to do.
honored by a telegram froni Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freenan.
Melva pa8sed away on Decenber 8, 1979 at the Emanuel Hospital in Portland.
She is survived by two sons, Alan R. Bach of Aloha, Ore., and John W. flach
of Corvallis, Ore. She was interned at Lakeview.
After she retired, 1elva compiled a history of the Fremont Forest, starting
from 1907. She included many snapshots arid photographs of personnel and
early day scenes. The Supervisor1s office is now typing this project and it
will be bound.

She was a member of the First Presbyterian (hurch of Lakeview, Daughters of
the American Revolution, Lakevie Rebekah Lodge and Oriental Chapter No. 5
of the Order of Eastern Star, and the American Association of University
Women.

She was honored for her ouLstanding .aork by the Lakeview i3ranch of the AAUW
on April 29, 1976, when a 5Q0 gift as made in her honor to the AAUW Research
She .zas particularly honored for her years
and Projects Fe1loship Frograni.
of service locally, a president of the branch for 1959-60, vice-president
for progratns and trieinberips, secretary, historian, social studies, fellowships, and numerous other special branch projects.

by Thomas E. Robson

PAUL E. BARDEN

1894 - 1979
Paul E. Barden was born Kay 25,
of George and Emma Barden.

1894, in Wessinton, South Dakota, the son

Paul's first Forest Service assignment .ias under temporary appointment
In 1914 he was
during the summer season of 1912 in Missoula, Montana.
employed as stenographer with the Department of Interior, Indian Flatand in 1916 and 1917 he served on the
head Agency, Dickson, Montana;
staff of Secretary Lansing, Department of State, Washington, D. C. He
entered the U. S. Army Air Service - Aeronautics during World War I, serving as pilot and then reuiained as a member of the reserve forces until
In 1924 he married Mertie Roach of Dalhis retirement as Captain in 1922.
las, Texas. They had one son, Richard.

After several years in private industry, Paul returned to government service in 1933. He first worked with the Agricultural Plant industries in
then Forest Service business management assignments on the Sncqual-.
Idaho;
rnie and Colville National Forests. His next assignment was under the CCC
program headquartered at alemn, Oregon. Paul also had duty in the Regional
Office, Portland, and in 1943 transferred to the old Columbia (Gifford
Pinchot) National Forest where he was appointed Senior Administrative
Assistant, the position he held until leaving the Service in 1956 to enjoy
more than 23 years of retirement.

Mrs. Barden, a former Portland elementaryschool teacher and French language
specialist, had also been associated with a travel agency. Paul and Mertie
toured extensively during their retirement years, visiting urope, South
America and Mexico. The highlight of their travels was a nine month trip
around the world in 1957.
Paul was interested in many subjects and enjoyed reading arid discussing
For several years he held mempolitics, economics, history, and astronomy.
bership, and for a time was president, of a Portland amateur astronomy club.
He also played a good game of chess and while in Salem joined a group of
players who named him president of their club for one year.

Those of us who were privileged to know and work with Paul remember him as
Ala man close to nature and one who loved and cherished his friendships.
though nearing his nid-80s, he continued to drive his car until about two
years before he passed away.
Paul is survived by his wife Mertie, and hi son Dick and family who live in
Dick is the Assistant Director, Univer3ity of Washington
the Seattle area.
Press, Seattle, Washington.
By Virginia M. Larson
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RIcHAPLD H. BOWE

1914 - 1979

Richard 1. Bowe, distinguished Forest Service landscape architect and long
time member of ASLA (American Assn of Landscape Architects), passed away on
May 30, 1979, in Portland, Oregon.

Dick was born in Portland, Oregon, in 1914, received his BLA degree at the
University of Oregon in 1937, and was a registered landscape architect in
the State of Oregon.
Dick's career was with the U.S. Forest Service. He was the forest Landscape
Architect on five different national forests before becoming regional landscape architect for the Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region of Oregon and
Washington, where his responsibilities covered 19 National Forests with more
than 1,000 campgrounds and recreation sites, direction of master planning,
maintenance and construction. He was responsible for the adrninistratie
direction of 26 LA's, and for the design coordination with the major Forest
Dick worked
Service functions of engineering, titaber and land managenient.
as a landscape architect in Yellowstone National Park, as site planner for
the Bonneville Power Administration, and, at the onset of World War II, as
a member of the U.S. Corps of Engineers team of landscape architects involved
During World War II, he
in the camouflaging of the Boeing Aircraft plant.
was a naval officer in the Caribbean area.
In 1960, Dick became a member of ASLA. In the Pacific Northwest 1apter,
he served as secretary treasurer, vice president, president, and in 1969 was
elected trustee. In the national society, he served as chairman of the lembership Qualifications Committee, of the Bradford Williams Veda]. Award Jury,
and of the National Executive Committee. Upon retiring from the Forest Service, he [nanned the Portland Qiapter office as general chairman for ASLA's
71st Annual -meeting held in Portland, Oregon. This chapter office was
established in conjunction with the AlA Chapter office headquarters and
with the local AID chapter, thus forming a close association of these three
professions in the Portland area.

In addition to ASLA activities, Dick served as a professional affiliate of
the American Institute of Architects, and cias president of the Oregon Roadside Council when Oregon's billboard law was sponsored by the Council.
We will
To his many friends and coworkers, Dick's passing is a great loss.
remember him for his warm friendsüp, valued counsel and hard work for his
profession.

by Ron Walters, Oregon Qiapter
ASL A

ho is associated
flowe, Dick's twin brother,
Above submitted 1y Gilbert
Dick is survived by his .rife, Gertrude,
ruce & Girard, Inc.
with Ilason,
a son David and his iife, two grandchildren, a sister Elizabeth Smythe,
CEB
and his brother Gilbert.
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JOHN RA

BRUCKART

1887 - 1979

John Ray Bruckart was born June 11, 1887 in Columbia, Pennsylvania. He spent

four years in the U. . 14th Cavalry. He first joined the Forest Service as
a forest guard in 1909 on the Snoqualmie NF. He was appointed assistant forest ranger May 1, 1910. Promoted to forest ranger July 1, 1913, and later
to senior forest ranger.
Ray was promoted to Assistant Forest Supervisor, Olympic Nat'l Forest, on

On January 1, 1930, he was again promoted and transferred to the Columbia (Gifford Finchot) Nat'l Forest as Forest Supervisor. He
was transferred to the Olynipic NF November 1, 1935 as Forest Supervisor,
after a short time in the Division of Engineering in the Portland Regional
Office. He was transferred to the t4illamette NF October 1, 1938 as Forest
Supervi$or, where he remained until his retirement in 1954.
February 16, 1927.

Ray was given the Distinguished Service Award by the Forest Service. de
served as president of the Oregon Trail Council of the Boy Scouts and received the Silver Beaver and the Silver ftxitelope Awards. He was a long time
member and past president of the Eugene Rotary Club, a member of the Round
Table, the Board of Strategy, a 50 year Mason and a member of the Congregational Church.
He passed away October 31, 1979 in Eugene at the age of 92. He is survived
by his wife, Mary, whom he married in 1972 in Eugene, two daughters, Edith

Elliott of Pleasant Hill, Calif., wife of Joe Elliott, a Forest Service em-

ployee, Virginia Pagter of Leaburg, Ore., one son, John Bruckart Jr. of
Port Orchard, Wash., a step-son Stewart Place of Eugene, a sister Florence
Betake of San Francisco, 7 grandchildren, 7 step-grandchildren and 2 great
grandchildren.

By Stan Norton

Ray wrote his memoirs after he retired. These memoirs are included in this
issue of Timber-Lines. CEB
SALLY G. RITTER

1900 - 1980

Sally G. Ritter was born in Juliet, Idaho 4arch 22, 1900. She died December
17, 1980 of Renal failure in a Salen, Oregon hospital. She had been ill ror
two years.

She married charles Frank Ritter in 1917, and their first Forest Service

assignment was Tiller, Oregon. Frank was District Ranger, and Sally was
the telephone operator. They moved to Olympia, Washington in 1928 where
Frank was with the Olympic Nat'l Forest. In 1935 they moved to Portland,
where Frank worked for the Gifford Pinchot Forest in the Vancouver office
until his retirement. (Frank passed away in 1974.)

Sally moved to 'Joodburn, Ore., after his death, and lived there until her
illness. She is survived by her two daughters, June Holloway of Sisters,
Oregon, and Kittie Rei of Seattle, eJash.,; seven grandchildren and twelve
great-grandchildren.
By June (Ritter) Holloway
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WILMER DAVENPHRT BRYAN
1899 - 1980

Wilmer Davenport Bryan,"Bill', was born June 18, 1899 at Rochester, WashingIn 1905 the family moved to
ton, to Willian i-i. and taud (Daverport) Bryan.
Olympia, Wash., ihere Bill received his education, graduating from Olympia
High School.
as
He attended the University of Washington, School of Forestry, but that
After the
interrupted by his enlistment on October 5, 1918 in World War I.
ar ended he iorked seasonally for the Forest Service until he was appointed
Sr. Forest Ranger, April 16, 1923, stationed at Quilcene, Wash. He served
as Chief Forest Ranger on the Snoqualmie and Olympic Nat'l Forests from li32
to

1943.

He was married and had a daughter Betty. This marriage as dissolved in the
On September 27, 1937 he was remarried to Sara Munn Aibright,
early thirties.
At that time he was transferred from the Snoqualmie
who also had a daughter.
to the Olympia office of the Olympic Forest.
He was Timber Sale Officer in charge of the Scha±er Brothers Logging Company
large timber sale on the Satsop River, aiarded in 1937. They established
their railroad camp in the sale area and Bill as given a speeder for his
travel on the railroad. He continued on this job until April 1, 1943 ihen
he became District Ranger on the newly established Shelton Ranger District.
He helped prepare the material for the Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield
Unit agreement between the Forest Service and Simpson Timber Company, the
only agreement of its kind in existence. In 1958 Bill became the Timber
Staff Officer in the Supervisor's office in Olynpia. He remained on this
job until his retirement in 1960.
An avid reader and Civil War buff, Bill spent his hours researching early
history, traveling extensively, and, in between trips, vieiing all the football and baseball games on TV he could absorb.
the first summer after World 4ar I, Hill ient
Sara, his wife, tells that
In those days
to Hoodsport, and learned there that he as to go to Quinault.
it was quite a chore to get to Quinault, especially if one did not have a
He learned there wa a trail from floodsport over the foothills to
car.
It was an Indian trail. Many years after that when we lived at
Quinault.
Scharer Olympic Camp, if would sometimes go with Bill when he .ms mapping
out cutting areas etc., arid e came upon this old Indian trail that went
from Hood Canal to Lake Quinault. He showed rue the place where he 3aid he
just laid down on the moss and slept and then made it to uinault the next
day, with some candy bars in his pocket for meals."

Bill and Sara lived the 1at 34 years in a unique log house overlooking the
whole milling operation of Simpson Timber Co., and enjoyed a panoramic view
of the Olympic 1ountains.
Wilaer "Bi1l' passed away January 17, 1980, at the age of 80 years. He is
survived by his wife, Sara of Port Tomsend, Wash., two daughters, six grandchildren and four great grandchildren.
fly Sara Bryan, and Rita Willit
of Shelton District.
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ORVILLE B. CARY

Orville Cary was born in Texas on Dec. 13, 1913. He began his federal service
in Wyoniing in 1932. He received his first federal professional appointment t.

in 1937 as a field assistant for the PNW Station with a range survey party near
Enterprise, and later with the Grazing Service as a range examiner near Burns.
After three years in the Navy, he returned to the Grazing Service until 1946
when he joined the Freniont Nat'l Forest at Silver Lake. He served as District
Ranger on the Freaiont, Ochoco, and Okanogan NFs before going to the WallowaWhitman Forest in 1958.
a

The Democrat-Herald of Baker, Oregon, had this editorial on March 20, 1980.

"It has been said that typically just 2 percent of a community's residents can

be counted upon to provide leadership.
'Orville Cary definitely was ong Baker's 2 percent. Mr. Cary died 'arch
5 in Prescott, Ariz., where he and his wife Bernadette, had moved last July.
He left behind a string of accompli8hments that Baker will long remeuber.

"A forester for 36 years, Mr. Cary served with the U. S. Forest Service

in. the KJ.amath (Freinont), Okanogan, Ochoco and Wallowa.-Whitman national for-

ests. He came to the Wallowa-Whitman in 1960 to head the fire crews 'in the
worst siege of fires ever to hit the forest,' according to retired forester
wade Hall of Baker.

'Mr. Gary later was assigned to range inanagetnent. ICeating rancher and
former Oregon legislator Bob Steward remembers that area ranchers were having

trouble with Forest Service grazing policies. tBut when we turned to Orville
he put together a grazing program which really made sense,' Steward said. 'In
fact, it became a kind of pattern for the Northwest.
'Mr Cary helped establish the Baker Family YMCA.

a vague dream was floating around about such a place.
the drean2 and made it fly,' she said.

Jan Proebstel remembers

tOrville put wings on

'A former member of the Baker Planning Commission, Mr. Cary is renemtered

for his work on the city's comprehensive plan. Former City Manager George
Hiatt recalled that Mr. Cary served as instigator in developing the plan.

'He also i8 remembered as leading the Baker School District's last successful campaign for a school bond issue. The proceeds financed gymnasiums, shops,
and classrooina. tPeople said the issue was doomed to defeat because it came up
in the winter,' said former school board member Frances Burgess. 'But Orville
Cary led it to success on December 12. 1972.'
'Through the Baker Rotary Club, of which Mr. Cary was an active menber, he
prodded' the annual youth wrestling program sponsored by the 3aker Family YUGA.

For the past several years, Mr. Cary personally put up half of the money for
the wrestling program with the understanding that the Rotary Club would finance
the remainder. It did, and the resulting program has been a huge success.

'Baker residents have a lot of reasons to be thankful for Crville Carys
efforts in this community. Baker enriched his life. And he, in turn, enrLched

the lives of it's residents, both dl1ring his lifetime and far into the fuLure."
Orville died March 5, 1980 in Prescott, Ariz. He is survived by his wire,
Bernadette of Prescott, Ariz, a sister, Vera Braden of Cody, Wyo., four nieces
and four nephews.

By Wallowa-Whitinari Mat'l Forest
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ALLAN R. COc}IRAN

1902 - 1980

Allan R. Cochran, 78, retired with 32 years service in the USDA Forest SerA native of
vice, died August 15, 1980 at his home in Roanoke, Virginia.
Pocahontas County, West Virginia, Cochran entered the Forest Service as a
ranger on the Olympic Forest in 1928, shortly after graduating from the
University of Idaho. He had previously attended Ohio State University.
Cochran remarked on this assignment in the 30-year club newsletter of
1980 as follows:

arch

arlie Connaughton, who
"I had just graduated from Idaho with classmate
was to become R-6 Regional Forester. Henry Lansing Plumb was Forest Supervisor, John Ray Bruckart, a 19 year veteran of the Forest Service, Assistant
Supervisor, Robert McClay, Junior Forester, Clarence Adams, Adm. Asst. and a
sweet young lady clerk-stenographer, and this new addition Forest Ranger.
Not too much red tape it seems, as the Olympic timber cut was 1 billion bd.
ft. per year, if memory serves me well. I was indeed a jack of all trades,
scaler, cruiser, survey helper, worked in the Supervisor's office, detailed
to the old Crater NF to work on the Pelican Bay timber sale, and even a brief
period with Leo Isaac on an old burn seeding experiment."
In 1930, he was granted a leave of absence for advanced study at Yale University where he received a 1aster's Degree in Forestry, graduating with honors.

Well known in technical forest circles across the country, Cochran worked on
the White Mountain NF in New Hampshire for two years, and served as a ranger
on the old Natural Bridge NF in Virginia for a similar period. He also served on the Allegheny NF in Penn., and the Jefferson NF in Virginia. He was
made Supervisor of the Jefferson in March 1942. While serving in that position, Cochran was active in developing a cooperative management program between the U. S. Forest Service and the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland
The highly successful program was subsequently adopted in a number
Fisheries.
of other states.
In September 1952, Cochran transferred to the Eastern Regional Office of the
Forest Service in Philadelpnia, where he was made chief of Fire Control. In
this position, he planned and directed forest fire control on national forests
of the Eastern Region, which then extended from Maine to Kentucky.
Upon retirement, he
He retired March, 1958, following 32 years of service.
received a Superior Service Award from the Secretary of Agriculture during
ceremonies at Washington, D. C. He had lived in Roanoke, Virginia since his
retirement. He is survived by his wife Ruby Barlow Cochran, a son !i1lia;n N.
Cochran, outdoor editor of the Roanoke Times & World News, and a daughter,
Nancy C. Woolridge, elementary school teacher in Salem, Virginia. The cause
of death was a heart attack.
by C.

S. Thrown

Theabove account was taken from the 30-Year Club newsletter of September 1)8O.
See the club's newsletter of March 1980 for additional remarks by Cochran of
his experiences on the Olyrapic Forest. He was moved to writing by the death
of J. Ray Bruckart, whom Cochran thought highly of. CEB
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HARRY R. (MIcKEY) ELLIO
1887 - 1980

At
Harry R. (Mickey) E1liott as born October 4, 1887 in Peirce, Nebraska.
He
was
from
the
woods.
a young age he migrated to Washington to work in the
"Old School", and as college degrees were not required, he took and passed
the old Ranger's Exam at Republic, Wash., in 1910.

He was soon appointed District Ranger of the Aeneas District of the Colville
C.C. Reid was Supervisor and Fred Cleator was Ass't Jupervisor.
Nat'l Forest.
He always felt that he was assigned to that district because his neighbors
were a bunch of tough homesteaders, miners, and many Indians front the Colville
Indian Reservation. They had, up to that time, done pretty much as they pleaickey could
sed in cutting timber and grazing livestock on Forest lands.
get along with these neighbors and ease the tension they had with the Forest
Service.
A bachelor at the time, 1ickey enlisted zith the U.S Tenth ngineers in 117,
and, following World 4ar I, went to Texas and zorked in the oil fields for
some time. Not liking Texas, he returned to Spokane, Wash., and worked in
the logging camps in Idaho. In 1921 he received a telegram from (. C. Reid,
It
who was then Supervisor of the Malheur Nat'l orest at John Day, re.
was an invitation to renew working for the Forest Service on the laiheur.
He had received two years of Forestry Schooling at Washington :tate College,
Pullman, Wash., so he decided to investigate offer, which he did, and st.ayed.

He became a Forest fanger and worked on more than one district. The last ten
years of his tenure was on the Bear Valley District. tJhile on the aIhour,
he married Mrs. Ruth Lemons, a widoz with a ten year old son, Clifton.
A
short time ago Clifton and his family, after retiring from the Oregon State
ickey and
Fish and Game Dept., moved to John Day to be near his parents.
Ruth have a daughter and grandchildren living in California.
Mickey has some outstanding achievements. He diligently studied '. s. Manuals and any professional Forestry reports he could find to enable him to
do a better job as District Ranger. He studied for, and passed both the
J.F. (Junior Forester) md J.R.E. (Junior Range Examiner) exams in
Those of us who started our fores.rLth a grade of 10th high in the U. S.
try careers in those early years can appreciate what it took to pass those
written exams.

i'32,

He had some health problems (rheumatism and heart condition) which made it
necessary to retire on disability in 1936 after 26 years of L'orest Service
and other government work. He later bought and sold timber. With the tender, loving care of his wife, Ruth, through the years, Mickey enjoyed 44
years of a fruitful retirement. He generously gave of his time to the
Shrine Club, Senior Citizens and many other community functions. This
must be some kind of a record and it couldn't have happened to a more
wonderful co-worker.
1)80 at his home in John Day, living o be
92 years, 10 months, and 5 days old. He liked to write poetry "jingles'
Wonderful Uorse", published in John fl. Guthries's
as he called them. It(
"Forest Fire and Other Verse" was one of them. There were many more.
Mickey passed away on August '-p,

By Ruth Elliott and
William N. Parke
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ROBIE MASON EVANS
1884 - l)80

Robie Vason Evans was born August 7, 1884 in Fryeburg, 'aine. He graduated
from Fryeburg Academy and received his BA degree from Dartmouth College in
1906. He taught for two years at Kimball Union Academy before returning to
studies at Yale University where he received a Masters in Forestry in 1910.
He joined the U. S. Forest Service in Portland as a forest assistant, then
rose to Deputy Supervisor of John Day and Sumpter. He became 'orest Supervisor of the Whitman National Forest at Baker, Ore., in 1916. In 1920 he was
promoted to District Forest Inspector. In 1922 in Portland, he married the
former Ethelyn Hull.
Robie moved to Washington, 0. C. in 1922 to become Assistant District ForRe held that position for 12
ester in management for the old District 7.
years before becoming Regional Forester for Region 7, which then covered
25 Eastern and Southern states from Maine to Florida and included seven
national forests.
As Regional Forester Mr. Evans was a leader in the formation of the policies
arid plans for the management of national forest resources and the developnent
of the timber sales program. He also was instrumental in forming the Timber
Salvage Administration after the hurricane devastation in the New Egland
area in 1938.
He helped manage the assistance program for 8mall land oiners under the
Norris-Doxey Act of 1937, and he administered the wartime timber production
program in the eastern region and helped to conduct several timber resource
surveys for the federal government.
After
Robie retired in 1949 after more than 39 years of federal service.
retirement he and his wife traveled extensively. They lived in Santa [iarbara, Calif., for a number of years and moved to Medford, Oregon in 19b0.
They were among the first members to enter the Rogue Valley Manor in 1961.
This manor'. isa retirement apartment building.

Robie Evans was a lifelong tason, having joined in Fryeburg, Maine on his
21st birthday. He .ias organizing first president of the Kiwanis Club of
Baker, Oregon, and a member of the Cosmos Club and the National Capital
Park & Planning Commission in .1ashington, D. C.
Survivors include his wife
He died September 26, 1980, in Medford, Ore.
Ethelyn, who resides in Medford, and one niece in New Jersey.
by C.

E. Brown

During the time when we had a National Forest Advisory Council, on the
Rogue River Forest, Nr. Evans vent with us on our field trips. He was
grateful for these trips and thoroughly enjoyed them. Incidentally,
Herb Stone served as District Ranger on the Allegheny Forest hi1e Robie
was Regional Forester. CEB
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ROBERT L. FURNISS
1908 - 1980

Robert L. Furniss, a native of Portland, Oregon, graduated from the New York
State College of Forestry in 1932. In 1929 he worked during the summer as a
student at Coeur d' Alene, Idaho for the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine.

Following graduation froni college, Bob worked for the above named Bureau
until it was consolidated with the Forest Service in 1953. He worked in
California and then was assigned to the Pacific Northwest 1orest and Range
Experiment Station, Portland. He retired from the Station in December, 1966
as an Assiant Director arid head of the In$ect and Disease Research.

Bob had an out$tanding career a a forest entoniologist. In everything he
did he strove for perfection and came close to achieving it.

Outstanding was his leadership in the establishment of the NorLhweL forest
Pest Action Council, and in advancing cooperation among governniental and industrial organizations throughout the West.
After retirement, he and Va].
Carolyn, of the PNW Station, wrote the authoritative book, "We8tern Forest
Insects" which received the lief's Certificate of 1erit, and other awards.
He also authored rnaiiy score articles for professional journals.

He served a Chairman of the Columbia River Section of the Society of Aierican Forester$, and ia a Fellow in the Society. During 1949 ind 1950 he served on General McArthur1$ staff in Japan to combat a beetle infestation in
the pine stands of Japan.
Tn 1961 he received the U.S.D.A. Superior Service
Award and in 1962 received the Western Fore$try and Conservation Association's
Award for out$tanding contributions to !orestry.
Bob passed a.iay on December 7, 1980. He is survived by his wife rances rind
a brother, Malcolm Furni$s, an entornologi$t with the Intermountain Experiment
Station in Moscow, Idaho.

Few have given so much of themselves to the welfare of Forestry and the coinrnunity as Bob Furniss has given.
By Ben Howard

HENRY E. HAE?NER
1884 - 1980

Henry E. Haefner was born February 22, 1884 in Giard, Clayton County, Iowa.
He was a pioneer forestry graduate from Iowa State (College) University, with
a Bachelor's degree in Scientific Agriculture.
On July 1908 he joined the Forest Service in Washington, D. C., as a Forest
Assistant, and later was sent to the Coconino Forest. He served there for
the rest of 1908. In January 1909 he transferred to the Siskiyou Forest,
where he remained for sixteen years. He was promoted to Forest Examiner in
He made the initial timber cruises on this forest.
1915.

He was transferred in 1925 to Westfir, Oregon, in charge of the large timber
sale to Westfir Lumber Co. (subsequently Hines Lumber Co.). In 1930-31 He
was with Forest Survey. During this assignment he made estimates of the tim.ber on the Siskiyou and Santiam Forests. He was one of the formulators of
In 1932 he made a special timber study and rethe "maximum allowable cut".
He became technical assistant on the Willaport for the Regional Forester.
mette Forest in 1933.
Henry transferred to the Division of State & Private Forestry in the Portland
Regional Office in 1936. On this job he made study of private timber ownerships, and prepared the first tabulation showing the allowable annual cuts
for national forest timber as well as for private and other ownerships in
Oregon & Washington. He retired from the Forest Service in 1944.

From 1945 to 1953 Henry was Qüef Forester for the St. Helens Pulp and Paper
He helped assemble the company's ownership of 117,000 acres of timberCo.
After
Lii 1955-57 he bought timber land for Publishers Paper Company.
land.
1958 He was interested in several small tree farms of his own near Portland.
At the request of the University of Oregon and the Historical Society's Libraries, Henry wrote two publications about his life. The University Library as
on file "The First Ninety-Four Years", a volume of reminiscences of an ordinary native American born in 1884. It was dedicated to his parents and to
the great forest tree - Douglas fir. The Oregon Historical Library as "Some
Reminiscences of an early Forester" 1959 - revised 1966. In this paper Henry
describes his experiences on the Siskiyou Forest relating heavily to the people, fire experience and lardships of travel.
A few random excerpts follows: "It was my job to map the area, locate and
estimate the amount of timber arid areas of agricultural land, if any, help
protect the area from fire and do a multitude of other jobs that come up in
connection with federal administration of a large timber property. It was
then about 325 miles by stage around the forest from Grants Pass to Roseburg via Crescent City, Brookings, Gold Beach, Port Orford, andon, Coquille,
1yrtle Point to Roseburg and then 70 miles by train back to Grants Pass.
Such a trip took about seven days in summer if all connections were made on
From 1909 to 1914 a horse stage ran between Grants
time and more in winter.
Pass and Crescent City, a distance of 100 miles. The fare was !.lO and meals
enroute were 25q. The 'old Concord thorough brace type' stagecoach was pulled
by four horses, which were cianged seven times. The stage left Grants Pass
at 7:00 AN and arrived at Crescent City 6:OOAH the next day."
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Henry died June 15, 1980 in Portland, Oregon. He zas not married, but provided the home for his parents from 1918 to 1938 and for his sister, Ruth
Haefner, frotn 1927 until his death. His surviving family, in addition to
Ruth, are a nephew, a niece, and ten grandnieces and grand-nephews.
By C. Glen Jorgensen

WALTER R. HOLBROOK

1892 - 1980

Walter R. Holbrook, 88, died February 2, 1980, in Vancouver, Washington,

of causes incident to age. He worked in the woods in Michigan and moved
to the Northwest in 1911, at the age of 19. He worked in logging operations
on the Columbia River.

In the late twenties or early thirties he started work in timber cruising

for land exchanges under Jack Horton and worked some on niost of the east

side forests. With the coming of the CCC program he was assigned to CCC

camps on the Urnpqua Forest where he was an outstanding foreman and trainer
of young men throughout the CCC program.

Following the CCC program he did timber cruising, road location, sale layout blork on the Umpqua until he retired. I often assigned him to work on
our Umpqua crop of fine young Junior Foresters and felt that he was most

instrutnental in their training process. Some of them included:

Roy Bond,

Jack Todd, Lou Gabel, John Trotter, Bert (-loltby, Wright Mallery, etc. Following retirement from the Forest Service, Walt worked for a company in
Roseburg that made battery separators from Douglas-fir.
Later in life, Walt and his wife moved to Vancouver, Wash, where he passed
aIay. He is survived by two daughters, Dorothy Van Riper, Vancouver; Mary
Ellen Showalter, Portland; and two sons; Kenneth and Gordon, both in the
Seattle area. Gordon Holbrook is a former ranger on the Wenatchee E'orest
but has worked for a Seattle Lumber Co. for a number of years. Walt retired
in 1953 and has been a member of the 30 rear Club since 1954.
by M.M. "Red' Nelson

(from 30 Year Club Newsletter, March, 1980)

BETH NAYLOR

Beth Naylor, wife of W.E. 'Bill0 Naylor, died November 23, l')7') of a heart

attack. 1ill had been incapacit.ated by a stroke several years ago. Feth
had taken care of him since that time at their home on the banks of the
Deschutes River in Bend. They had one son, Bill, Jr., ho i in the Armed
Forces stationed sornethere on the east coast.
Gail Baker had called on the Naylors just before her death and had found
both of them in good spirits. He reported her death but wa unable to fur-

nish any further details.

From 3O-Year Club Newsletter
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RAYMOND . MERRITT
1888 - 1979

Raymond E. Merritt was born October 25, 1888 in St. Paul, 1innesota where he
received his early education. Moved from Minnesota to Eloquiwn, Washington
Served in Ii. S. Army in World
Married Irene E. McArdle in l'911.
in 1910.
Moved
to
Portland,
Oregon
in
1920.
Wr I.
He started working for the Forest Service in the Mt. Flood Supervisor's
Tom Sherrard was Forest Supervisor at that time
office as a clerk in 1931.
He was tIansferred to the Regional Office in the
followed by A. 0. Waha.
Division of Fiscal Control in about 1935, where he worked for Larry Wilsey,
He accompanied Howard Stratford on many forest audits. Ue
Fiscal Agent.
retired in 1950 as Regional auditor.

Ray's main hobbies were fly fishing, photography, travelling and gardening,
After retirement &id prior to his dfe's death in 1972,
(especially roses).
they travelled extensively throughout North America. Following his son's
retirement in 1977, Ray renewed his interest in travelling, making cruises
to S.E. Alaska, Carribbean through the Panama Canal. He enjoyed sailing in
the SanJuans and Puget Sound in later years. He was active to the end-living
alone at his home in 1astmoreland and puttering about the yard. Plans were
underway for a cruise of the Grecian Isles at the time of his death.
Ray passed away on August 28, 1979 at St. 'Iincents Hospital in Portland,
following a stroke on August. 24, 1979. He is survived by a son James of
nacortes, Wash., who retired in 1977 from the Mt. F3aker-Snoqualmie Forest,
and a granddaughter, tarcia, who is presently working in the Supervisor's
office of the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmnie orest. He was a member of tjnity Lodge

No. 191, AF&A, in Portland.
by James 1erritt

'IONDIS E. MILLER
1903 - 1979
He
Vondis E. 4iller was born January 22, 1903 in Maynardville, Tennessee.
started working seasonally for the Forest Service in 1925, gaining nis degree
in forestry fron Oregon State College in 1930. He received his first regular
appointment as Assistant Ranger on the Siskiyou Forest that sarie year. He
returned to Oregon State in 1931 as the first recipient of the arj cDonald
scholarship award and earned his master's degree in 1933 and became District
Ranger at Agnes on the Siski'ou.

Fle later iorked on the Mt. Hood nd was Assistant iupervisor on he a1heur,
Olympic and Ochoco. He then served as Supervisor of the Ochoco rroui 1j52 to
1954, when he was transferred to the Urnpqua Forest as Supervisor. He retired
in 1965 from the latter position and soon after he and hia wife Katherine
moved to near Redmond, Oregon.
Ue
He passed ac..eay on June 11, 1979 at his home near Redmond, fro[n cancer.
Summerfield
y
his
wife
Katherine.
who
no'.1
lives
at
11205
3.W.
is survived

Dr., Tigard, are., 97223, one daughter and two sons.
By Katherine
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JOHN WILLIAM SARGINSON
1910 - 1980

John W. Sarginson, a 43-year veteran of the Pacific Northwest Region, died
A 1931 Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the
January 13, 1980 at the age of 70.
University of Washington retired in 1974 as Lands Staff Officer of the it.
Baker - Snoqualmie National Forest.
John filled temporary appointments on the Snoqualmie Nat'l Forest in 1933
and 1934 and became Junior Forester Technician in March 1934. In Vay 1934
he was transferred to the Malheur NF at John Day, Oregon. In May 1936 he
became Junior Forester on the Deachutes NF on the Sisters Ranger District,
Sisters, Oregon. In September 1936 he was promoted to Acting District
Ranger at Sisters and in June 1937 to District Ranger. In May 1938 he was
transferred to the Rogue River NF, Dead Indian Ranger District, as District
Ranger, headquartered at Kiamath Falls, Oregon. While on the Rogue River
he received several promotions. In March 1948 he was transferred to the
In
Snoqualinie NF as Forester, District Ranger of the Skykomish District.
January, 1963 he was reassigned to Forester, in the Supervisor's office in
Seattle, as Lands Staff Officer. lie served in this capacity until his retirement in 1974.
A professional Forester with a strong humanitarian ability to inspire and
assist his people to strive for the best and get the most out of them while
A good family man, community leader and church
they bettered themselves.
member, he exemplified the high stature of the Forest Service which he loved
and served well.
He is survived by his wife Valaria, six children and 12 grandchildren.
by Ed Loners

SPRAGUE T. SIMONS
1894 - 1979
Sprague T. Simons began working for the Forest Service in Region I as a
draftsman February 12, 1917. He served in World War I from Movernter, 1'17
until March, 1919 and returned to Region 1 after that service. He later
worked as a draftsman in Region 4 and in 1929 transferred to Region 6.

He was in charge of drafting in the Regional Cice Division of Engineering.

lie worked continuously on this job until

e retired in 1955.

He passed away on November 21, 1979 in the Portland Odd Fellows retirement
home.
Cause of death is unknown but was probably due to causes incijent to
his age. He was 85 years old. He is survived by a step-son and
stepHe was a member of the Masons Parkrose Lodge No. 179, the
grandchildren.
C2ristian Science Qiurch, The Veterans of Foreign Wars, The American Legion
and the Parkrose chamber of Commerce.
From 3OIear Club Newsletter
January, 1980
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JOLIN HERBERT STONE

1904 - 1980

J. Herbert Stone, retired Regional Forester for Region 6, died November 27,
1980 in Portland, Oregon at St. Vincent 1-lospital of congestive heart failure.
He was 76 years old. Services were held Dec. 1 at Finley Sunset Hills (lapel.
He is survived by his wife Alberta, a daughter, Coral (Mrs. Keith) Edwards of
Medford, Ore., a son Richard Stone of Dallas, Texas, and five grandchildren.
John Herbert Stone, tiHerbU, as he was affectionately knorn throughout the
Pacific Northwest, and nationally in forestry circles, was born Aug. 28, 1904
in New Haven, Conn. He attended Yale University 8nd received a masters degree
in 1927. He joined the Forest Service that year as a ranger on the Allegheny
Nat'l Forest in Pennsylvania. In 1930 he went to the Natahala NF with headquarters in Franklin, North Carolina. There he iiet Alberta Beam, a school
She and "John Herbert" were married June 8, 1932 at Ashville, N.C.,
teacher.
In 1933 he became Supervisor of the Pisgah NF, in Ashville.
Alberta's home.
He was promoted in 1936 to the North Central Regional Office in Milwaukee,
He next became Director of the Central States Forest and Range Experi-.
Wisc.
ment Station at Columbus, Ohio. In 1945 he was appointed Regional Forester
for the Southern Region at Atlanta, Ga. From there he came to Portland as
Regional Forester in May 1951. In 1960 he was awarded the USDA Superior Service Award. He retired from active service in 1967 after 40 years of service.

Herb was an active member of many worthwhile organizations. He was a member
of and served two terms as a national councilman of the Society of American
Foresters. He was member and chairman of the Oregon 3oard of Geographic Names.
Gov. Tom McCall appointed him chairnan of SOLV (Stop Oregon Litter and Vandalism).
He was member of Oregon Roadside Council, Portland Forest Park Committee of 50;
Izaak Walton League, Oregon Historical Society and chairman of its
Place Naming oard; Oregon Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Fondation; Clackamas County Farm Forestry Association, and the Cedar Hills Community Church UCC.

aitrriire4 respected and loved as few men in high places ever are.

The
He had a remarkable
ability, no doubt consciously developed, to remember peoples faces, names and
the circumstances of previousmeetings. lie excelled at reciting poetry arid
telling Lincolnesque anecdotes.

Herb was

terni ?ta true gentleman" was often used in describing hitn.

An editorial on Stone's retirement in the June 26, 1967 Oregonian said this
about him; "Iiis recommendations and his administration of the vast, forests of
the Pacific Northwest have been fair but firm. He has won the respect of all
with whom he has dealt, even when he had to rule against them.'
Dick Worthington's note in the January 9, 1981 Greensheet sums it up beauti-

fully; "- He brought our Region out of the protectionism era and led us
And
into becoming the most advanced forestry organization in the world.
while he didn't do it by himself, he saw to it in his modest way that hi
basic concerns for honesty, quality professionalism, high ethical standards,
and a concern for people were a key part of our decision making. - - - We
indeed are better for his passing our way.

By Howard Hopkins
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JOSEPH "JOE" ALBERT THALHOFER
1900 - 1979

Joseph Albert Thalhoter was born March 19, 1900 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin to
Albert John and Anna Klima Thaihofer. lie attended grade and high schools
in Oshkosh before receiving a degree in Business Administration from Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
In September, 1922, Joe accompanied William Bray, a Lumberman from Oshkosh,
to Klamath Falls, Oregon where Bray bought a sawmill on the Sprague River.
Joe was appointed company secretary and had charge of the commissary.

On June 16, 1923, Joe married the former Ursula Kerwin, of Silver lake,
Later, Joe took a position as paymaster at Algoma
Wisconson, a teacher.
Lumber Company and then joined Pelican Bay Lumber Company, Kiamath Falls,
as assistant sales manager. He was also in charge of the retail lumber yard.

Joe joined the U. S. Forest Service and was employed in the Ochoco National
Forest office in Prineville, Oregon from 1935 to 1960. First, he served as
lie was transAdministrative Assistant and then as. Administrative Officer,
ferred to the Regional Office in Portland in June, 1960 and remained there
t.heir
until his retirement in 1964, at which time he and Ursula returned to
home in Prineville.
For the next three years Joe wor'ked in the Federal Abundant Foods Program
then was appointed as trustee for the Referee in Bankruptcy for the Central
Oregon region and served in that capacity until his death June 18, 1979.
urth. He was a long-time
Joe was a parishioner of St. Joseph's Catholic
al1s
member and past Grand Knight of the Knights of Columbus in both Kiamath
He was also a member of the American Legion, having served
and Prineville.
in the United States Army during World War I. He was amember of the Crook
County Rationing Board during World War II. He also served as budget off icer for the Crook County Cemetery Improvement Committee.

Joe and Ursula had four children:- three boys, Joseph John, Deschutes County
District Judge, Robert Lawson and Paul Albert, all born in Klamath E'alls;
and a daughter, Mary Pnn, born in Bend who is now Mrs. Hardy Myers.
When Joe passed away, he was survived by his wife and four children, fourteen grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. Also surviving were t.wo
sisters and a brother, all residing in Wisconsin - Mrs. Marie Redfern and
Albert Thaihofer of Oshkosh and Mrs. Josephine Bishop of 2heboygan.
By Mrs. Ursula Thaihofer
Through Cleon L. Clark
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HENRY ROGERS TON S}TH
1899 - 1980

Henry Rogers Tonseth was born February 20, 1899 in Methow, Washington.
He attended the University of Idaho and Montana.
He began his Forest Service career in 1923 on the Ghelan Nat'i Forest, in..
Washington. He was appointed as Forest Ranger in 1926 on the EightMile
District of the same forest. In 1934 he was transferred to the Paulina
Ranger District, Deachutes Nat'l Forest. In 1962 he became the first GS-12
He produced nine rangers through his training
District Ranger in Region
efforts, and his district, Fort Rock, (renamed from Paulina), was one of
four selected in the U.S. for intensive management study, lie retired in
1968, having served as bistrict Ranger at Fort Rock for 34 years, which was
a record in Region 6. In all, he served the Forest Service for 44 years.

Henry passed away February 8, 1980. His wife Velma preceded him in death
December 24, 1945. He was a member of the Bend Eagles, Elks, and Moose lodSurvivors include 3 nieces, Darlene Owens, Bend; Helen Sopp, Methow,
ges.
Wash.; and May Kiock, Seattle, Wash; and one nephew, Carroll Tonseth, Eethow,
Wash.

By Deschutes National Forest
Through Don Peters

FRED URWYLER
1900 - 1980
Fred TJrwyler, a native of Portland, Ore., passed away at Portland on June 8,
He received his education in Portland; in fact he attended the Holinan
1980.
School with Ray and Harold Engles.

He was first employed by the Forest Service in 1925 as a packer at West 3oundary on the Willamette Forest and worked for Ray and Harold Engles during
About 1930 he transferred to the Zigzag
his assignment on the Willarnette.
District of the Mt. Hood Forest and worked for Harold Engles and liuck Hiatt
as protective assistant. In 1937 he transferred to the Forest Service Warehouse in Portland and later worked with Elliott Roberts at the Sellwood Shop.
In 1949 Fred transferred to the Collowash Ranger District, Mt. hood Forest
as district clerk and later was assigned to the district assistant position,
working for Evan Jones. He retired while on the Collowash District, in 1962
after 37 years with the Forest Service.
Fred was married to Freda Marsh on May 20, 1933, who survives and lives in
Also a son and daughter and 5 grandchildren live in California.
Portland.

The writer, as Administrative Officer on the Mt. }Tod, worked with Fred on
various fiscal matters - a most pleasant person - always a smile - a pleasure
to work with.
By Carl Hamilton
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ALBERT L. WARREN
1921 - 1979

Albert L. Warren was born on April 4, 1921, in St. Louis, Mo., where he was
graduated from High School and attended Harris Teacher's Junior College.
He
attended Univ. of Washington in l9Ll - 42 and worked summers on Wenatchee
Forest and for Weyerhauser Timber o in 1942 - 43. Inducted into the Army
in 1944 at Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis, Mo. and was dischargedin1946.
Returned to University of Washington, was married June 20, 1947 to Martha
Mayo from St. Louis, Mo.
In the summer of 1947 served as a forest guard on Wenatchee Forest, and in
the following spring finished school at Univ. of Wash. He then taught at Pack
Demonstration Forest. Received his permanent appointment on Umatilla at
Pendleton in 1948 and worked until 1950, when he went to Yale University and
Returned to iJmatilla working on timber sales
received his masters degree.
until 1954, when he was transferred to Olympic Forest working at Snider and
tas. on sales work.
Transferred to Gifford Pinchot Forest in
QUinault Rgr.
In 1960 he was promoted
1958, working on timber sales at Vancouver, Wash.
and transferred to the Willamette as District Ranger on the Lowell Ranger
District. He served here until 1965 when he transferred to Oakridge where
he was District Ranger until 1967, when he was again promoted and transferred to the llmpqua National Forest at Roseburg as Timber Staff Officer. He
served in this position until his retirement in December, 1977.
A]. always said that he had wanted to be a forester since he had listened to
Al had been
Ranger Bill, a radio program devoted to children's activities.
active in his church in the various locations helping out in any project
Our longest stay has been in
that was going at the time we lived there.
Roseburg where he served as chairman of the Administrative Board, chairman
of the of the Planning Committee the last few years that we have been updating and improving our physical building.

He worked with Boy Scouts in Lowell and Oakridge helping them do some of
their work to pass tests on how to fix common household ills such as a frayed
lamp cord, putting up a picture safely, identifying trees, and taking cub
Scouts out for a nature hike. He was also good with helping the neighbors
with his common sense know how to fix things.
Al was very interested in the activities and interests of the Society of
Another organiAmerican Foresters and worked a great deal in this endeavor.
zation to which he devoted a great deal of time andeffort was the International
Society of Wood Collectors. Here he was a moat valuable resource person and
we enjoyed the good friendships and fellowship that we as a family have truly
treasured thru the years.
Albert passed away at a Prineville hospital on November 27, 1979 from a heart
attack. He is survived by his wife Martha, three children, Allen of Salem,
Mrs. William (Carol) DeGroot of Prineville, and Barbara Ann.
by Mrs. Martha Warren
Thru J. R. Philbrick
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INEZ WELSH

1903 - 1980
Inez Welsh was born January 5, 1903 in Wichita, Kansas. The family moved to
She
Edmonds, Washington in 1908 where her father, Mr. Coomer, homesteaded.
graduated from Edmonds High School and Bellingham Teachers College, (now
Western Washington State College).
Her teaching career started in 1923 - 1924 at a government Indian School in
Metlakatla, Alaska. From 1924 to 1926 she taught in the Highline School DisShe then moved to Darrington, Wash, where she taught from
trict of Seattle.
On
Dec.
26, 1929 she married my father, John L. (Slim) Welsh.
1926 to 1933.
to
1942
she
was
a housewife and became a mother on July 23, 1935.
From 1933
During his time she remained active in school
(I am an only offspring.)
affairs and community work.

1942 she resumed teaching in Burlington, Wash. and in 1945 moved to Marble
mount, Wash, where she continued to teach until 1951. That year she moved to
Darrington, Wash, where she finished her teaching career by retiring in 1963.
All of the
This was the sane year that Dad retired from the Forest Service.
above moves werea result of Dad being transferred.
In

Upon retirement, she and Dad spent the next several years traveling the U.S.,
spending winters in Yuma, Ariz. and summers in Darrington. Most of this time
I never knew where they were. I only received letters from where they had
been.
In 1971 they bought a home in Yuma and caine North in summer (taking
two months to travel each way).
l4hen Dad's health failed in the fall of 1978, I brought them to Kirkland,
Wash, where Dad passed away in Novenber. Mother remained active in the retirement community to the day she died, January 23, 1980. She is survived by myself, granddaughter Maureen E. Welsh, and grandson Thomas L. Welsh.
by John L. Welsh, Jr.
(Through Clarence McGuire)

F1I.JI3ERT 0. WILSON

1905 - 1979
Hubert 0. Wilson was born atMinkler, Wash., April 15, 1905. In 1926 he began
He continued seasonal
work for the Forest Service as a seasonal etnployee.
He
graduated
from
the
University
of Washington in 1938
work through 1937.
when he received his appointment as a Junior Forester on the 1t. Baker Nat.
In November 1938 he was transferred to the Siuslaw and later served on
For.
the Willarnette and Deschutes Forests. lie returned to the Mt. Baker in June
1941 as District Ranger on the Baker River District.
In June 1943 he transferred to the Skagit District and in 1946 was transferOffice in Bellingham, where he served until he retired
red to the Supervisor
He
was
one of the pioneers in developing the present aerial
in December 1965.
attacks techniques now commonly used if fighting fires. He was a private pilot

Hubert passed away on Nvernber 5, 1979 at his home in Bellingham, Wash. He is
survived by his wife Armis, a daughter and a son.
by Clarence McGuire
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A delayed tribute to Mrs. ALBERT WTES'NDANGER, who's death was caused by

cancer, shortly after Albert's retirement. By Albert Wiesendaner.

Few of the 210 friends of both Cleo "Micky1' Wiesendanger and Albert who
attended the retirement party of her husband on the evening of June 13, 1980,
held at the Black Angus Restaurant in Salem arid aw her 8itting at the head
table smiling at each one who came up to greet her, realized that night that
they would never ee her again, as shortly after the party, she passed away,

the victim of cancer.

For 31 years, 1917 to 1948, while Albert wa a ranger on the Mt. Hood Mat'l
Fore8t, and then another 32 years, when he took early retirement to become
Executive Secretary of the Keep Oregon Green Association, she was a big
factor in helping PJ.bert with his E'orest Fire Prevention Program.
1hile at the Eagle Creek Ranger Station in the Columbia River Gorge, she was
not on the payroll, since regulations prevented ranger's wives froni being paid.

Since the office and telephone were in the ranger station, she contributed
many hours attending to official telephone calls, and issued many camp fire
permits to hikers who often arrived late at night on the bus from Portland.

IXring Saturdays and Sundays, during the sumnier months, thousands of picnickers and campers arrived at the Eagle Creek Camp Ground, which was one of
the first public camp grounds to be developed on the Oregon Nat'l Forest
(Mt. Hood Nat'l Forest). The gorge, with itts spectacular forested cliffs,

had long been recognized as one of the prime scenic resources of the Pacific
Northwest. Lone before the turn of the century, it had been easily accessible
via railway, steamboat and buses. When the Columbia Gorse Scenic Highiay was
opened, the area became accessible to highway traffic. Certain factions tdthin the Portland Community, concerned with the preservation of scenic values,
took up the problem of ho't to prevent the degradation of the Ortgon bank of
the Gorge that might result from unrestricted tourist development. Two Portland organizations in particular took an active interest in the preservation
of the Oregon bank - The Portland Chamber of Commerce and the Progressive
Business Men's Club of Portland, of which Former Supervisor T. H. Sherrard
was very active. Certainly their support played a crucial role in Forester
Henry Gravests decision to recommend to the Secretary of Agriculture that an
area some 22 miles long and 4 to 6 niiles wide (13,873 acres) along the Oregon
bank of the Gorge be designated as the Columbia Gorge Park Division of the
Oregon National Forest.

Secretary David Houston's order to that effect, dated December 24, 1915, appears to mark the first time the Forest Service dedicated an extended area
to purely recreation use. The order prohibited timber sales and the distribution of permits for homesites. Raving closed the Columbia River Gorge Park
to the development of summer cabins or private resorts, the Forest Service
found itself forced to assume reatér responsibility for recreational facility development than it had done in other area8 of high recreational potential. During the summer of 1916 the Oregon National Forest developed the Eagle Creek Camp Ground within the Park. Because the area was already so
readily accessible and popular, the new camping area could not be merely
another undeveloped site set aside for the use of camper8, as had most ear-

lier 'camp grounds' in the national forests.

At Eagle Creek, for the first time, the Forest Service undertook the constrFacilities included camp
uction of a public Camp Ground in the tnodern sense.
The
Forest
Service
plans for recreattables, toilets, arid a ranger station.
ioni1 use in the Park did not end with the dedication of the camp ground in
July 1916. Even then work was progressing on a l3 mile long Eagle Creek
Trail to Wahtum Lake. Built specifically for recreational use, the trail
purposively sought out scenic routes, even tunneling at one point, behind
The easy accessibility and great beauty of the Columbia Gorge
a waterfall.
Park assured its rapid acceptance by the public.
During the summer of 1919 nearly 150,000 people enjoyed the Eagle Creek Camp
Ground. It was at this important location that Mrs. Wiesendanger "vicky"
became the first wife of a Forest Rmger to reign over such an important area.
Many, many very fine people came to the door of her ranger station to inquire
if they could park near the station their automobiles, mostly Ford cars, as
they wanted to hike on up the Eagle Creek Trail overnight. She always obliged
rrhe
The Multnotnah County Police patrolled those days on motorcycles.
them.
Eagle Creek Ranger Station had the last Lelephone in Multnomah County on which
they could report in to their headquarters, or to report a grass and brush
fire along the railroad right-of--way, caused by a coal burning freight engine.
She was Mrs. PubThey too were given the welcome mat by Cleo Wiesendanger.
lic Relations.
In June 1948 a group of business men contacted her husband, Albert, to take
early retirement from the Forest Service to become Executive Secretary of the
Cleo gave her consent to this move. The KOG
Keep Oregon Green Association.
Association had been organized and was supported by contributions to carry
on a year long Forest Fire Prevention program in schools. It was organized
shortly after the big Tillatnook fires that destroyed thousands of acres of
timber in Tillarnook County.
They told (leo they wanted Albert for this job as, for the past six spring
seasons, the Forest Service had used him fur visiting schools in Oregon and
orest Fire Prevention.
presenting illustrated talks on
Again, she became more active than ever in assisting Albert during the months
he was contacting schools and enrolling prominent persons in each Oregon
County to assist in this No. 1 program of Forest Fire Prevention.
So all in all srie served a total of sixty four years assisting her Forester
husband in making the Keep Oregon Green Progrwn a success it is today.

Following is the letter of transmittal from Albert, dated 4arch 20, l)l.
I tried to get Red Nelson to write the enclosed but/felt I should
I am sorry I am no \.Iorking at KOG or I would have had it
so its enclosed.
I think however, since it has to be-written for printing, that you
typed.
will be able to read it as it is along lines that you are familiar with.
T thought some of the early development on forest camps would be interesting
one things started in the early days.
,o tie people w-iodon't often know ho
So I tried to make i inereting ror old 30 Year Club members as \.jell as
new people of which there are now a lot of' them.
/s/ Albert
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MILTON "SLIM" U1O35

1943 - 1981
Milton, or 'S1im", as he has been called since he was four years old, was
born in 1943 into a Forest Service herd near Missoula, Montana. This was
where Region One bred arid raised all Forest Service mules and saddle stock.

1946 Wade I-Tall, then district ranger on the Bear-Sleds District of the
Wallowa NF, went to the Perma winter range near Missoula to pick out about
35 three-year-old mules for Region 6. The mules he chose from the herd
were shipped by rail to Walla Walla where Hall picked them up. About half
of the lot went to Westaide Forests. The other half stayed in the Wallowa
Slim had to be one of the band Hall picked up, though he doesn't rearea.
member him distinctly then. After all, Slim hadn't earned his reputation
In

yet.

Slim worked the summer of 1946 on the Bear-Sleds District. Then in 1947,
1-Jarold Dahl, ranger on the Union District, needed a new saddle horse and a
new pack animal, to replace his old horse, Murphy, and three cantankerous
mules. He got a beautiful seven-year-old saddle horse named Jigs, and from
Bear-Sleds he picked out Slim. "They were a pair to remember-the only two
They were always together, where one would be the
I remember distinctly.
the other ws sure to be there also. Slim was a beauty, 900 pounds, in top
shape and well trained." recalled Dahi. They worked together for many years
until 1956 when Jigs was put out to pasture.
Dahi left the Union District in 1956 and Vaughn (Jake) Livingston became ranger and was Slim' s boss until 1972 when Truman Puchbauer was ranger during
Ed Holland was one of the main
Slim's last active year before retirement.
packers Slim had and he used Slim for six or seven years for trail work.
Slim knew all the trails in the high country of the Eagle Cap Wilderness
and helped Ed by carrying stakes for surveying trails for maintenance and
reconstruction. He would follow like a dog with a full pack on his back
and without a halter rope.
In

1973, at age 30, Slim was slated for disposal, the usual course of action

when an animal becomes old and no longer able to do a good day's work. Ed
Holland and his wife, Carmelita, were attached to Slim, so asked to take nim
Mrs. Holland was granhome to live out his days in comfortable retirement.
ted a 'custody contract", and promised that Slim would never have to work
again. He grazes the lawn at the Holland residence all day without running
He will follow anyone around the
off. No fence or halter rope is needed.
pasture just as he did on the trails when he was working.

1975, Slim was taken over by the Portland Zoo. He made his grand
entrance at the zoo in front of TV and newspapers reporters. During his retirement, he had been the in the ne.ss often as here was a Forest Service
a
retiree living a well-earned life of leisure in Eastern Oregon without
pension and never on welfare. He was placed in a special corral and paddock in the children's zoo and became the darling of the zoo.
On July 11,

On Sunday, April 12, 1981, Slim keeled over
All good things come to an end.
in his corral and later was given a lethal Injection by the zoo's veterinarian, after he determined that the animal was beyond saving.

By Evelyn Brown - Greensheet - June
and July 3 & 18, 1975.
Oregon Journal, April 14,
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6, 1975
1981

P'ROM THE MAIL BAG

The following letters are from those who wrote in answer to requests for
obituaries: CEB (Purpose is let you know how these folks are making out.)
Thanks for your note of January 22 asking for an obit of
Bob Reinhardt:
I really must be slipping because aitho I recognize the
Allan Cochran.
name I can't remember where I saw him or anything further about him. Perhaps you don't have the problem of forgetting your associates (or former
ones) but I surely do. Of course I well remember people like you & Tom
and Larry Mays, etc., but others have just disappeared. Sorry.
I have been, for the past 2 years, a "Refuge Helper" and it's taken up all
I have been most active in working thru our church as
my time and then some.
sponsor or co-sponsor to some 19 families so far. (Co-sponsors merely use the
church name but assume the responsibilities themselves. So far I have co-sponsored three families & have two iaore in "the pipeline"). Really the ones I have
worked with have been most wonderful people-they have to be very brave just to
I enclose a writeup on the Cambodian family we have had for about two
survive.
months now. On Feb. 28th we rec'd our new Vietnamese family of seven persons.
In addition, I have provided partial food etc. support for a rather large no. (f
(for me) of Indo 1inese families & am currently working with about 30 families.
Our church contributes 15O/month just to help with the gas and also provides
support with clothing etc.; altho sometimes people expect refuges to wear comBut genpletely worn-out things - or perhaps merely clean out their c1osets
erally we have had the reputation of doing more for refuges than any other
Presb. lurch in the area has done.
This area is a good one for refuges aitho there's some resentment from lower
Housing is
class blacks who don't work hard or as dependably as refuges do.
a most difficult problem, especially with large families because (1) They don't
have birth-control information (Lhe pro-lifers should be happy about that.
(2) A large family supports itself better over there & cares for it's old
people in a way Social Security over here never does. (3) Women over there
are often second class people, useful for breeding, cooking & caring for children but never should be educated unless as teachers or nurses.
Well, I've rambled on enough perhaps for now. Will try to help your good work
along before the next issue. Would you please pass on the end, check for dues
as I never want to drop Lhis subscription! (What a bargain!).

Ed Robson: (2-19-81) I left right after receiving your 1eter, requesting an
obit on Melva Bach, for astay in Rogue Valley Hospital. I'm just getting
I will let you know soon what I
around now and I am doing a lot of walking.
find out about Melva. ---- A few days before I went to Medford my wife
slipped on black ice in the fog at Hunter's Point on Summer Lake and toL1ed
our car. My wife and the other lady just had minor cuts and bruises, they
were very lucky. P.fter seeing the car I was very thankful. Somebody was
watching over them. Peg has had to do all the driving to and from Medford
and around here, because I still am not ok'd to drive and Peg still doesn't
feel comfortable driving.
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Ed gobson: (3-12-81)

I stopped
I'm not having mush luck with Nielva's obit.
Tt is the same one we had in
at the Klaxnath Falls paper arid got their obit.
I asked the F. S. here if they get the info
our local paper.
from Portland on when she started work with the F. S. and when she retired
Enclosed is the clipping from Klainath
They said they could not.
Falls paper and if I get any more info I'll let you know.
(Thanks Ed for a fine job of digging out what info you did get. cF)

Received your request for obit for V. H. !iller. I
Isabel Jolley: (1-29-81)
phoned Katherine and she had what she thinks will suffice. I have been house
She phoned tonite & she
bound for over 3 weeks with one of those viruses.
got zerox copies and is sending them to you. Hope it is what you want.
In reply to your recent letter, we are leaving in
(1-26-81)
Bill Benecke:
a few days for an extended trip and I'd not have time to acxluire the infor(They leftfor Hawaii. CEB) I'd suggest
mation you seek on Hubert Wilson.
that you contact Clarence McGuire. He worked with and for Hubert over a
period of several years in close association.
Thanks Clarence. CFB)
(Clarence wrote the obit for Hubert.
Your letter was forwarded to me and r received it
Ashley Poust: (1-28-81)
I
will
be
in
Arizona
until about April. I would be glad to prepare
today.
the obit on Joe Thaihofer if April date is not too late for publication.
Two other sources to prepare the obit would be Cleon Clark (Joe worked for
Because of the
him). His son Judge Joe Thalhofer can be reached in Bend.
time element you may wish to contact either Cleon or Joe.
Flope everything in your lives
Don Peters:
(1-25-81) Howdy to both of you.
in the way of health and happiness is top rate. It is with us as far as we
Carroll, this is just to let you know that I've started things rolling
know.
f just called Kay Coiner, the Supervisor's private
on FT. Tonseth's obituary.
I asked her to try and get Joe Meade, a blind fellow, who works
secretary.
in the S. 0. in I & F to do the job. I'm sure Joe will be interested for
Joe was out of trie
reason the forest is trying to log all historical data.
office today but will be back next week. Kay will ask him to call me.
I
told her to try to get it to me or you by the end of February. Hope this
will be OK. Rest assured I'll follow up and if I run into any problems I'll
take another route and let you know.

I knew him
Sorry I can't helpyou with Henry Haefner's obit.
Toby Ohilds:
(Tn fact,, I
only casually, and have no sources of information in the R.O.

don't even know the kids that now constitute the Exp. Sta. - the last time
think
I was there I thought T had wandered into a high school by mistake.)
Ernie Wright knew Henry fairly well. He might be able to help you. I'd
phone him about it, but telephone conversations are not as distinct as they
(PS - I'd love to write
used to be. The circuits seem to have deteriorated.
an obit for Ayatollah Khomeini.)
Sorry to be so Late with this. (Sprague T. Siinons) I really
Bruce Plath:
gineerdidn't get anywhere with it because those few retired oldsters from
ing didn't know anything about him. The Regional Office Personnel and Information offices could cone up with no more that this enclosed Greerisheet obituary, which I assume you had on hand.
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Glen Jorgenson: (2-23-81) Sorry for the delay in getting you an obit for
I asked Bud Burgess if he wouldn't like to write it since
Henry Haefner.
Bud said he couldn't add to the obit that Garnet
he knew Henry quite well.
I tracked down the location of I-{enry's t.io
Love had in the Dec. Newsletter.
writings and found his forestry reminisces in the Oregon Historical Library.
From this information I was able to enlarge on Garnet's obit, and the results
are enclosed. Good luck on your Tinberline endeavors.
Phil Paine: (3-2-81) My wife and I really do not feel qualified to prepare
an obit for Sally Ritter. It is true we knew Sally and Frank for many years
and trailer traveled with them for many miles. I wrote the obit for Frank
However, I obtained a lot of
and I believe his brother also contributed.
background from Sally. In talking to Sally over the years we know she had
many interesting experiences in the early F.S. years. My wife and I attended
the fureral service for Sally and met a lot of the family. I suggest you
contact Sally's daughter - Mrs. John (June Ritter) Holloway, Star Route, (rio
box Number) Sisters, Ore., 97754., or Hugh [Utter, 1030 N.E. Savage Streeb,
Grants Pass, 97526. I believe they could furnish more detailed and accurate
information than we can. I would not like to write an obit and not be completely accurate. At the funeral service the minister read a very good obit prepared by June Holloway, I believe. I enjoyed the Fernkiopper anquet a
ho has been on the Forestry School Staff
Attended with ny son David,
lot.
During the afternoon meeting in the Ste.iart Auditorium enjoyed
since 1962.
Al Arnst - but he didn't get back in the 1920 history quite far enough.
Hope you make out OK with June and Hugh. Sorry we couldn't be of much help.

Qiuck Overbay: I am very sorry, but I will not be able to help you in the
above request. (Beth Naylor) !y trouble started from a back operation last
The operation was üK but when I left the hospital I did not feel well.
July.
I caine up with a severe case of muscular arthritis plus extreme weakness.
The Dr. kept saying all I needed was exercise. In late Nov. I took a turn
for the worse. I went back to my regular Dr. He discovered I had a blood
I am no under his care and
clot in my right lung and an enlarged heart,
ju2t holding ny own. Because I am so short of breath so much of the tiie he
put me on oxygen. He says it will take a long time -several months- to rcover.
Again, I want to say Pm sorry I will not be able to help you.
Jas pleased to receive your request of Feb. 1 on
Cleon Clark: (3-l*-81)
I celled his widow Ursula to seek her help and she responded
Joe Thaihofer.
generously. She said this would work in nicely with a history project she

and the family were participating in and they would get the data together for
She called last week to say she had it ready and we picked it up yesterne.
When I first examined it, I thought there might be an error in the
day.
statement that he started as Administrative Msistant, but after checking
Hattie Goodnight's obituary in Vol. XVIII of Tinberlines and also with Ethel
Conroy wo came to the forest in 1938, Urn convinced the statement is correct as it stands. The statement is enclosed and Ursula and her family
should be credited with its preparation. Ursula wants to be sure she gets a
copy of the Timtierlines that carries it but isn't sure her dues are paid up.
I took it thet 'she would check on this lasL I think you are doing a great
If I can be of further help,
job on Timberli.nes - keep up the good work.
please ask.
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tn reply to your letter of January 22 requesting
an obit on Dick, I am enclosing a zerox copy of a memoriarn published by the
American Society of Landscape Architects in August 1979 that gives a good
account of Dick's background history and work experience as well as his accomIf family survivor information is needed, these include Dick's
plishments.
wife Gertrude, my sister Elizabeth Smythe, myself, Dick's son David and wife
I hope that retirement is treating you well.
and two grandchildren.

Q&1bert M. Bowa: (1-26-81)

Hattie Den.ham phoned me about a week ago regarding
Howard Hopkins: (2-4-81)
your letter of Jan. 22, asking Avon to prepare the obituary for J. Herbert
Stone. Hattie said Avon was poorly and having to do something like that upAvon knew I knew Herb well. Here it
I agreed to.
set him - Could I do.
I read it over the phone to Alberta
is - in longhand. Sorry about that.
arid she added some dates, and seemed pleased with it.

This from the newspaper obit:
"Phil" Philbrick: (2-11-81)
I asked Martha for a rundown on his FS career, and she furnished
the enclosed typed resume. I might add that he (Albert Warren) was a trustee of the IWCS, an outstanding craftsman in wood,. and an inventor of macIt
- - - - Hope this serves your purpose.
hines to facilitate that hobby.
t'm
needs editing, cutting and arranging, but guess that is your field.
looking forward to the next issue of TIMBER-LINES, but not for the (it.
That, and the periodic news letters keep me posted on the doings of the old
timers, of which I suppose I am one, and a lot of kids that have been around
only 25 or 30 years. Wonder if my age is showing.

When I got your letter - I initially confused you
James Merritt: (2-6-81)
with your brother. Tom gave me my first job on a trail maintenance crew at
Oak Grove in 1940. "Chris" Ohriswell set me straight when I mentioned
hearing from you. Following are the main points statistically concerning
I had written more but revised it - figuring that those who
ray father.
knew him will remember quite a few things about him and those who didn't
Embellish this or cut it as you wish. So
won't really care.
many of the FS people that I knew as a child in the 30s and who used to
Dad managed to outlast most of his generation and
come over - are gone.
also the next one. As Chris was saying even the people that he and I've
A trend ttm sure we'd all like to see
known are beginning to disappear.
Anyhow
I've
tried
to
include
as much of the main points.
reversed.
Fd Loners: (3-26-81) Greetings and reference your letter of January 22,
requesting obituary on Johnny Sarginson. It took quite a while to get his
background from the stored files for accuracy of his life in the Forest
Copy of this data attached along with my long hand obit. Feel
Service.
free to edit, etc. Hope it's all OK. Best personal regards.

Sorry to be so late with the enclosed obituary
Virginia Larson: (4-6-81)
Although I did not know him personally I was able to get
of Paul Harden.
a bit of information from his personal records and his son Dick in seattle.
I have my mother
I'm enjoying my retirement - it's a grand old feeling.
But I'm so glad I
with me - age 97 almost - and she needs constant care.
I keep in touch with friends by phone. "Ma Bell"
can have her with me.
does well from me. best Regards.
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took thea
Fd Robson -(3 - 31 - 81) Thanks for the clippings on Melva.
up to the Forest Service & they made copies for them and myself so I will
send yours back. I always remember you taking me around to the lookouts
to change the little charging motors and dison type batteries on the nei
two way radios. You drove that 46 yellow 'ord 4-door sedan. I helped Chet
Lyons from Bend install them on the Frecnont. There are not many people around
here that were here when you were. Herb Hadley lives in 131y, Jake Harris in
K. Falls and Al Waterhouse lives here in Lakeview. I started with the F. S.
j 45It and enjoyed everybody worked together but they don't do that. so much
any niore. I had a nice chat with Ed Cliff when he visited the Fremont last.
fall. My neighbor across the street 'Lacy Garretts' and Ed Cliff were good
friends and I got them together while he bias here. So long for now.
T cotitacted Leonard Elodgett here in Olympia (one
Les Larsen: (3-31-81)
of Bill Bryan's closer friends) ho said he would try to write up some of
Pill's experiences. Leonard ha had a sick spell since then and doesn't
feel up to writing anything. T received the enclosed write-up from Rita
Willits of the Shelton Rgr. Sta. and it does add some to the write-up in the
30 Year Club Newsletter of' April 1980. 1 did not have too much contact with
1

Bill in my earlier days in the F. S. arid as Hill bias a quiet type of person

you didn't hear much from him unless you asked questions. t suggest you contact Sara Bryan, 405 Lawrence St., Port Tomsend, Wash., 98368. 1 have not
been feeling too well lately. Having problems with a swollen neck gland
and a flare up of ny ulcer probleni.
- 17 - 81) T'tn cleaning out my desk drawer this A.M. & I
Sara Bryan:

have come upon this first version of my letter in answer to your request for
- Elope you have good
data on Bill's experience with U..F.S.
luck with your project and I hereby put in an order for a copy. Excuse ny
negligence - charge ib up to old age.
Carl Hamilton: (4 - 17 -81) Fred's ([Jriy1er) wife was away for a while md
was away on a trip o Fiawail. T finally go completely retired - the house
and yard look worse than when I was working. A little less golf could change
that tho. I bought a Kenwood R-l000 jusL to see what is on the ham bands just can believe what tthat little thing will do! (about the size of the
big boxes of yester year.) Am active iith the barbershop singers and have
taken on the treasurer job. With all the shows and activities, itts almost
as bad as being an A. 0.
1

TI'I CO1MNJD!NTS fl[' 1lIMM R[TATTOT'JS

Speak to people.

greeting.
Smile at people.

There is nothing as nice as a cheerful word of

taes 72 niuscles to frown, only 1I to smile.
sound of his on name.
Be friendly and ieipfui. If you would have friends be friendly.
Be cordial. Speak and act as if everything you do were a genuine
pleasure.
Be genuinely intereted in people. ou can like everybody if you
try.
Be generous ih praise; cautious with criticism.
re corisiderae with the feelings of others. It will be appreciated.
Be Lhoughtful of the opinions of others. There are three sides to
a controversy; Yours, the other fellows, and the right one.
Be alert to give service. What counts most in life is what we do
for others.
!t

Call people by nawe. The sweetest music to anyone's ears is the

s.
).
10.
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1Y CCC EXPEIEUCE
N.M. Ilolzwart.h

The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was set up in 1933 as a part of Pres.
tt's purpose was to provide training and
Franklin 0. Roosevelts New Deal.
employment for the hordes of young men who could not find work irk the private
sector during the "great depression". It was authorized to engage in natural
resource conservation work such as planting trees, building roads, trails
and dams and fighting forest fires. More than 2 million men served in the
CCC before Congress abolished it in 1942.
Fresh out of Oregon City, Oregon, High School in June 1936 in that deep depression year I pounded the pavement for a couple of weeks in search of employIt was immediately obvious that I was not alone and that for each posiment.
[hen
tion likely to become available the competition would be overwhelming.
I learned through the U.S. Employment Service that the CCC was accepting young
men I had to give it due consideration. An older brother had served in a camp
on the Jmpqua National Forest for a time a year or so earlier. Cvei though
the pay was only 3O per month, this was net inasmuch as room, board, clothing, medical care and recreation were all furnished. My parents still had
['hre was no way I could be a burden on them.
four younger children at home.
::urely,
it would give me time to consider my future.
I had to do something.
this depression wouldn't last forever.
I signed an application and on July 7, 1936, the Employment Service took three
brand new enrollees to Camp ZigZag on the 4t. Hood National Forest. Some of
our Foremen and Foresters - names that many of you will recognize - John E.
Mills, Camp Superintendent, Harlan C. "Huck" Hiatt, District Ranger, Walter
Rust, Assistant Ranger, Foremen Frank Rypczynski, Merle Acker, Waiter Creighton, Homer Osborne, Walloce Whitconib, Carl Alt and Foresters Boyd Rasmussen,
Jack Saubert and N:arshall Stenerson were there at the time. Harold Engles
Fred Urwyler was Protective Assistant.
subsequently replaced Huck Hiatt.
Mark Johnson was warehouseman.
We cleaned
My initial assignment was to Frank Rypcznski's campground crew.
The size of the crew
up, maintained, improved and constructed Forest Camps.
Occasionally we'd have a couple of college
varied from 10 to 15 enrollees.
Theywere just observers - volstudents. I don't think they were employees.
I had never been in a forest before so everything we did was a learnunteers.
saw
I had to learn to use an axe, falling and buckiri
ing experience for me.
(no chain saws in those days) grubbing hoe, draw Iciife, level, square, etc.
We "policed" the campgrounds. The Zigzag district had the neatest campgrounds
The district had a little mill and manufactured campground tables,
I ever saw.
We tuilt the stone
but we set them up and treated them with hot linseed oil.
Most of the young men
and concrete stoves (or fireplaces). We fell snags.
were real raw but we had a few older men known as LENS (Local Experienced en)
who provided a good nucleus of experience and were able to give us training.

Most of us were provided training in fire fighting and by the end of 1936 we
As I recall, besides suppressing some not so large
were quite experienced.
fires on the home district, we also had a few days on one on the Detroit DisAnd, of course, we nelped on the big one of the year,
trict on the Willamette.
We spent 35 days there - Sept. 1 to Oct. 5.
the Eandon fire.
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We were mighty thankful when the rains finally came. We were just about
exhausted. I especially remember the name Merle Lowden from this project.
My duties here were mainly building fire trail although I do remember some
One incident I remember was once when the SPF radio failed
snag falling.
I was detailed as messenger and given a note to deliver to another sector.
Well, greenhorn that I was, I got lost. I finally got to ray destination
and apparently had not been gone long enough that. anyone else had sounded
an alarm. I had a few anxious moments.
One weekend a couple of us CCC boys and several of the Forest mechanics deWe got a ride up to Government Camp; rented skis
cided to have a ski day.
We put on the skis and got on the trail
and got a ride to Timberline Lodge.
It was the first time I had ever
headed for Government Camp about 2:00 P.M.
had skis on and I dont think the others had either, so we spent most of the
Well finally it got along
afternoon falling down and picking ourselves up.
toward dusk and Government still was not in sight. Finally just at dusk we
arrived just as Ranger Harold Fngles was organizing a search and rescue.
That was the end of my skiing lessons.
In August of 1937 Johnny Mills was organizing a party to take 300 feet of l
inch rope and a dozen steel posts to the top of Mt. Hood for the Hood River
Crag Rats to string on the Morth side of the mountain. He put out a call
for 15 volunteers. Thinking this would be an adventure, I was one uf those
I was among those chosen. The 300 feet of rope
who had hi hand up first.
was distributed among about 12 packs of about 30 to 50 pounds each. The
remainder of the party carried lunches and posts. It was hard work but a
very satisfactying experience.
It
During the winter of 1936-37 1 was reassigned to the Zigzag warehouse.
In
addition
to
was operated as distribution point for the entire forest.
all the ranger districts, it served the agle Creek Recreation Ranger and
road, trail and WPA camps. My duties consisted of reconditioning tools and
equipment, delivering suppUes and keeping records. One special detail was
moving Tom Erown's household goods from the it. Hood to Pendleton when he
Another enrollee, Ted Bergeron, and I used one of the camps
was transferred.
ton and a half stake trucks to accomplish this chore.

We saw President Franklin D. Roosevelt's caravan as it headed west after he
I suspect that the
dedicated Timberline Lodge. He waved but did not stop.
Secret Service could not allow that even then.
Excerpts from a message from the President of the United States to members
of the CCC read over the H[3C network at 7:30 P.M., Friday April 17, lv36:
"To the million and a half young men and war veterans who have been,
or are today, enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps Camps, I
extend greetings on this third anniversary of the establishment of
the first CCC camp.

Idle through no fault of your own, you were enrolled from city and
rural homes and offered an opportunity to engage in healthful, outdoor work on forest, park and soil conservation projects of definite
practical value to all the people of the nation.
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The promptness with which you siezed the opportunity to engage in
honest work, the eillingness which you have performed your daily
tasks and the fine spirit you have shown in winning the respect of
the communities in which your camps have been located merits the
You, and the men who have guided
admiration of the entire country.
and supervised your efforts, have cause to be proud of the record
the CCChas made in the development of sturdy manhood and in the
initiation and prosecution of a conservation program of unprecedented proportions.
Since the Corps began some 1,150,000 of you have graduated, iinproved in health, self-disiciplined, alert and eager for the opportunity to make good in any kind of honest employment. Our records
show that the results achieved in the protection and improvement
of our timbered domain, in the arrest of soil wastage, in the development of needed recreational areas, in wild life conservation
and in flood control have been as impressive as the results achieved in the rehabilitation of youth. Through your spirit and industry it has been demonstrated that young men can be put to work in
our forests, parks and fields on projects which benefit both the
nation's youth and conservation generally.

Forty-five years later T can most heartily agree with our former president.
To me personally it
The good that the CCC did is certainly incalculable.
It taught me an appreciation of the great
was a very maturing experience.
It created the awareness which led me to the career I eventually
outdoors.
pursued.
So, in 1939 after about 2
organization good-bye.

years. of valuable experience, I bid that fine

Tflhi EDTTORtS DISMAY

The typographic error is slippery & sly
You can hunt until you're dizzy but
somehow it gets by.
When the forms are off the press, strange
how it still keeps
It shrinks into a corner and never stirs
or peeps.
too small for
The typographic error i
human eyes
the ink is on the paper, then it grows.
ru
to mountain size

For all
can
But the
you

the print may be as clean as clean
be
typographic error is the only thing
see.

We tr nt to mak# theese er?ORz to menyl
times but
We aer human & r ot ail waxs per(-/!

Contributed by M.M. Holzwarth
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Til OUGH TS ABOUT TH J

KV A CT AND ON I

OF THE MEN B Eli I ND T T

Marvin L. Smith
During the last election campaign in the fall of 1980, Al Ulman, as chairmaxi
of the powerful Ways & ileans Committee, had tie usual advantage of an incurubent and in addition, the added help of the prestigious position he held in
the House of Representatives. rfhe situation was quite similar to the one
that existed in 4.innesota more than 30 years ago, when I wa Supervisor of
the Chippewa Nat'l Forest, headquartered at Cass Lake, within the Congressional District of Congressman Harold Knutson. At that time he was also
Due o the numerous benefits to
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.
his constituents, as chairm&i of this committee, hi reelection as taken for
granted, and consequently he spent relatively little time or money campaigning.

During one of his low key visits o Cass Lake, he took note of our idle forest
tree nursery that was out of production during the ar years 1)41 - 1)/45.
ked.
" What will it take o get this plant back into production againu he
Like a trout jumping for a ayfiy, I let him know we were ready o go with
well trained manpower and equiprnent, if we had a broad based Reforestation
Program with the Chippewa getting it's proportionate share of total funding.
"Never mind the total program" be said, "let's take care of the Cas Lake
After I offered some rather naive comments to discourre this
Nursery first".
restricted approach, with a twinkLe in his eye, as an experienced politiciün
tional
having fun with his testing and teasing, he finally talked about a
Reforestation Program.
Shortly afterward he introduced a bill in Congress to authorize a 15 year
Reforestation & Range I?evegetatioxi Program on the National {orests. Jay Price,
Regional Forester of R - 9, at Lhat tiuie, had a chance to suggest he addition
of the Range Revegetation feature to encourage the support of Western CongressThe bill was introduced rather late in that session nd died when Conmen.
cress adjourned. The same bill was again introduced in the next session and
passed as the Anderson - ansfield Act, setting up the authorization for an
expanding program.
Congressman Anderson 'iicked up the ball" when Mr. Kxiutson was defeated in LLie
ensuing election. Local political observers explained the upset as a rnttnke
on the part of many voters in thinking they were voting for a candidate who
Actually, it was the son
had been a very well liked arid popular county agent.
The lack of a significant campaign effort, as noted
of said county agent.
above, did not help in establishing identities. And, as r. Ullrnan recently
found out, being Chairntn of the Ways & Means Conimittee, is no sure frc neans
T.n the case of r. Knutson, it was a rather ignominious
of getting reelected.
ending for one who had done very much to facilitate forest manageuent on the
National Forests.

During his preelection visit, it was no more than proper and natural to coinmend the Congressman for the many good things that., had been accomplished under
the provisions of the -V Act. This prompted his question, "What shall we do
about it". The best answer T could think of was, "Don't let anyone do anything to change itt, being iindful of frequenL and repeated suggestions from
the udget Bureiu to rescind it and force reliance on appropriaLed funds.
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Unfortunately, Budget Bureau rules establishing procedure for administering
the K-V Act at that time, required separate accounting for collections and
expenditures on each timber sale area. Because of the type of timber stands
ippewa at that time and the many small gypo type operators
available on the
who were available and interested in bidding on timber offerings, there were
hundreds of small sales. On the ground results in accomplishing forest management and providing local employment were good, but the paper work was
needlessly heavy for both the ranger and his clerk and equally horrible to
A Budget Bureau representative
one Reed Jensen, Fiscal Agent in Milwaukee.
visiting the region, saw the good sense of pooling K-V accounts by ranger
districts, with a bit of friendly persuasion from the Fiscal Agent. Shortly
the improvement was adopted. We hope that personnel involved in K-V activities who take today's improved practice for granted, fully appreciate the
In other words, it's OK to
missionary work done by Reed over 30 years ago.
say, "Don't change it" but it was great to have had a part in changing some
of the onerous features of administering it.
In his post election visit to the Chippewa, I had another chance to take Mr.
Knutson out on a visit to one of the Norway Pine plantations. [Us delight
in seeing the area fully stocked with thrifty 9 - 10 foot high pine saplings
was enhanced by the knowledge that the job had been financed by K-V funds.
Mindful of his recent defeat at the polls, he said ruefully, "Trouble is the
trees couldn't vote".
Eighteen years of service in R-6 in the Division of Operation (1951-1969)
may incline a fellow toward writing about events in the Pacific Northwest,
but they can't wash away fond memories of seven interesting years on the
Ghippewa and contacts with people who have done important things to facilitate work of the Forest Service.
P'or readers who may not be familiar with the provisions of the KnutsonP.S.
Vandenburg Act (K-V), it may be helpful to know that it authorizes the 1orest
Service to withhold a portion of the receipts from the sale of timber to
finance reforestation of the cut over area, or to do timber stand improvement
Reforestation of denuded areas caused by fires, insect infestations,
work.
etc., were not eligible for use of K-V funds, hence the need ror the PndersonOne of the big dvantages of K-V
i4ansfield Act and annual appropriations.
financing was the assurance that financing is available to facilitate schedulng of nursery production and prompt planting of cut over areas before brush
takes over the sight.

M. Pt.

NELSON

4729 Lariat Ct. N.E. 393-22440
Salem, Oregon 97303
Match 13, 1981
Dear Carroll,

I have your form letter of January asking that I prepare an obit for
Cleo Wiesendanger. I have not written you about that. First we were
gone when it case; and second because I felt the need to get information
from Albert, her husband, for preparation of the it.
D turned out he
Finally, I got on the job and got ahold. of Albert.
wanted to prepare the obtt, and he preferred sending it directly to you.
The other day he called about your address so I assume he must have sent
the material to you.

As I once told you I prepare once a month an item I call "THE
I limit myself to not over 2 pages an. each of my "T}{
OLDEN TIMES"
I send it with. my monthly letter for Family and. Friends.
OLDEN TIMES"
Usually the subject has to be something of 40 or more years ago. The
aim is to record things of my past especially for information to my
Some of the subjects I
grandchildren; children; nieces; nephews, etc.
have written about are, of course, about my early experiences in the
Forest Service. Thus they might be of interest to you as editor of the
(In 1979 issues you used one I had written about origin of
TIM3ERLINES.
Illinois Valley Airport.)
Now, Carroll, I do not want to "snow4' you; nor do I want you to use
too much of my stuff in any one issue (one or two would seem enough to
me). But, since I have the various (The Olden Times) subjects written,
You might see if any of
I am sanding several on to you at this time.
them might be usable in your TIMBERLINES. Some of the subjects ass more
than one issue of my "THE OLDEN TIMES".

The items I am sending you ares

#6 and #7. My First Forestry Job
Making Your Own Entertainment in Back-Woods Camps.
#9.
#15 and #16. My Involvement with Civilian Conservation Corp.
(This is my prefer#17 and #18. Transportation By Morse or Mule.
Don't
want
to
send
this
without
telling you that
ence of this group.)
Mildred and I really do appreciate the job you are doing for the Thirty
Year Club. That goes for Bunty Lilhigren too.
Sincerely yours,

RED NELSON
April 3, 1961
Dear Carroll,

I do not know if you will use the story I wrote up in my "THE OLDEN
TIMES" about the Redwood Remount Station--under the title of "TransportaIf you did make something of it, perhaps the
tion by Horse or Mule",
attached might be a. companion itsa,
What I have worked up deals with
only one of our remount station horses. One that made a name for himOne that launched a. future chief of the Forest Service,
self.
Good luck with your Tisberlines.
to th. next issue,

Many of us are looking forward
Sincerely,
RED

FORESTRY JOB

MY FTh

By M. M. "Red" Nelson

June, 1.979

It was 50 years ago this month that I took my first job in Forestry.
A half a Century ago! That should. be worth recording as an item for "THE
OLDEN TIMES".
I had enrolled in the College of Forestry, University of Washington
in the fall of 1928, after having stayed out of school to work for a year
after graduation from high school. I had finished my freshman year and
gotten a. job for the summer on the Mt. Baker National Forest.
I was to
be the lookout on Crater Mtn. which is really a side mountain to Jack
Mountain located east of the Skagit River and north Ruby Cxók, not very
far from the Canadian boundary. Real Wilderness Country!
As soon as classes were over (about June 1.0, 1929) I headed for the
job by taking a train out of Seattle, then another "feeder line" R.R. up
the Skagit River to Rockport (end of commercial R.R.) near the very email
town of Marbiemount, Wa. The ranger station for the Skagit District was
there. Tommy Thompson had been ranger for a number of years and remained
there many more years. His district was over a million acres in aim. with
practically no roads, He was truly a "horseback ranger" and did not even
rate a government pickup for transportation. I, along with others, was
met at rail-head and moved a short distance up river to a small meadow
area which had once been the site of a sawmill. It was now to be the
location of the annual Fire Training Camp for three days.

Such a camp was attended by the Forest Supervisor, Mr. Pagters his
staff of two, Lage Wernstedt, and a Junior Forester, Don Stoner. (I
believe he was the only fully graduated forester on the Forest); eiz
District Rangers; and all of the summer fire control force--mostly
Some were from eastern Forestry schools; my how they were
students.
impressed with the most rugged and. beautiful landscape!
Th. training camp was set up and run as if it were a "fire camp"
on a large fire. Cooking all done over open fire. with fire camp equip-.
meat, We slept on the ground,
We all furnished our own "bed roll".
Being before the advent of sleeping begs, your bed, roll usually had a
couple of blankets, a quilt, and a canvas ground cover large enough to
fold over the top for rainy weather. Pillow was your wool shirt or
Purpose of the camp was to train us for th. positions we would
jacket,
have for the summer--lookouts or "firs guards" which were those stationed
in areas to be 'Tirat attack" on fires reported.
Following the training we all left for area of our summer assignI, with others, took the City of Seattle railroad up the Skagit
River to Diablo, which was a construction camp where the City was then
building the Diablo Dam. There was no road to Diablo. There was a
guard station where we stayed a short time, Here I bought all of my
grub supplies for my summer, The Company store gave credit which was
common in those days, and much needed by me without money, They were
paid for when my first monthly check of $70 came. My supplies were
boxed up for packing on a couple of mules. I was then assigned to a
trail crew and we al]. (3 plus trail foreman) took off up Skagit River
working the main trail. This was lots of work with pick and shovel,
brush cutting, log sawing, but I did learn to use dynamite too, The
packer unloaded my groceries, etc. in front of Brown's place, a residence & junction of Ruby Creek and Skagit near present location of Ruby
Dam,
Those packs were there in the sun a couple of weeks,
ment,

-
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The Forest Service had some cedar dug-out canoes at some locations
on the Skagit River which were only means of getting to the other side.
One Sunday the trail foreman and I took a dug-out, crossed the river, and
hiked up Beaver Creek to a cabin occupied by a fellow who was a fire guard
for FS in summer and a trapper in the winter. A real 'Indian experience"
crossing the fast moving river in the dug-out!
By July 4th our trail crew had worked its way up Ruby Creek and then
up onto McMillan nteadow in higher elevation. To celebrate the 4th I shaved
for the first and last time of the sununer. While we had been working the
trails the Ass't Ranger, Roy Clander, and a man from the Supervisor's
Office, Lage Wernstedt, had climbed Crater Mountain. It was done on a
bad day but they say the fog parted some so they got to see much of what
was visible from the top. Up to that time it had been picked only from
the map without anyone having been on it. (Side light: It was Wernstedt
that later developed the panoramic camera so that pictures could be taken
from every lookout or potential L.O. point.)
Soon after the 4th, the Ass't Ranger blazed a 'way trail" from
McMillan meadow up through timberline on Crater Mountain. A way trail
was pretty crude--any log a mule could jump over was not cut out--there
was practically no grading. Above timberline it took some grading in
snow fields so the nules could travel them. It was impossible to get the
mules to the top of the peak, so a place was chosen on the side ridge of
the peak (about 1,000 ft. below the summit) for my camp. I could rough
it up through the rocks and cliffs to the peak each day to be the lookout. It took about an hour to get from nty tent to the top; the best I
ever made it down was 20 minutes. My tent was placed on the ridge where
the last tree was tall enough to hold up the ridge pole of nty 5 ft. x 7 ft.
tent. The other end was held -up by two poles cut and roped together as a
cross. My bed was made on the ground in the tent taking up more than half
the floor space with two cut poles and tree boughs between them. I built
a rough writing table of boxes that came with my supplies. (In those
days almost every-thing came in wooden boxes--corrugated paper box materia]. had not yet been invented.) My chair was also a box. The first stove

I had was a small tin affa.ir, but it was replaced by a fine Lang Range
with a cast iron top about 12" x 18", and good small oven which I found
most useful. For example, the first pot of beans I cooked on top of the
stove for several days but they never did cook to be soft enough to eat.
The altitude was too high (nearly 8,000 ft.) and the water boiled without
gettiig hot enough to cook beans. The only way to cook them was to bake
them in the oven. It was about as bad for potatoes--but I did not have
enough of those to last very long; besides, they could be fried.

My Crater Mountain Lookout on the Mt. Baker Forest near Canada was
not what most people think of as a "Lookout or a "Tower". I was the first
to occupy that mountain, and it was still in developmental stage. There
was no building. I sometimes say, "I was a lookout before lookout buildirigs had been invented'. That is not really the truth--I may have been
the only one on that forest without a building. One was built the next
year. In fact I did the needed surveyirg so the ranger could order the

cable needed to get the materials to the top of the peak. There was no
trail to the top of the peak. It was well before the use of radio, and

what poor communication I had was via phone. We had hung on trees and
brush a temporary one wire line front my tent about 4-5 miles down to Ruby

Creek to tie into a permanent grounded phone line. When first put in,
there was not enough wire so I had to hike down the ridge to make a call.
Often deer would go through the line and break it so I would have to hike

down, find the break and tie it together.

-
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Later in July I had my first official visit. The Ass't Ranger returned
with some pack animals. He brought me another box of groceries--the last
I would get for the rest of the season. He brought the new Lang stove.
He brought enough added wire so the phone could be moved to my tent. He
also brought a firefinder and. climbed to the peak with me to set it up
on a fremework made from wooden box material. It was designed for outside weather and had a cover somewhat like a garbage can lid. He then
helped me get acquainted with the area I could see from that point. It
had a map with the center being my L.O. point and I could read the
azimuth of any fire discovered, fill out the reporting form, climb down
from my peak to my tent camp, and phone it in.
Fires were reported to the Central dispatcher at Sauk R.S. which must
have been nearly 100 miles away over very poor lines. It was a grounded
system, meaning that the ground wire from your phone had to be kept in
moist soil. Mine was put in such below a, large snow bank, but as the 8fl0w
I was always
melted. the ground dried and the connection became poor.
having to find new moist soil to bury my ground line. In late season
with most of the snow gone (except up in the rocks) this became difficult
and, the phone got so bad that the dispatcher could. not hear me--although
I could hear him with his stronger batteries. He would then ask me
questions like, "Any fire to report?", or "are you airight?". I would
then give kim one ring on the crank operated phone for a "no" and two
rings for "yes". The fact that it was all a "party line" with many
phones did not help because most everyone on the line would listen in
each time it rang.
with the crude system I have always been glad that we had no lightning storms to set fires in the part of the forest where I was located.
I made no discoveries of fires. It was a dry season which could have
resulted in big fires had they started. A good share of that summer
there were large forest fires burning in Canada which I watched to the
north. Late in the season I could see a large one in the Olympics.
When the Aee't. Ranger came in July he also packed the bedrolls ant
a bit of "backpack-camper" equipment belonging to my Dad and a young
fellow from my home town named Bruce Biesell. They had come to: visit me
and stayed for most of a week. That is how come I have a picture of myself climbing up the cliffs from ray camp to the top of the peak. I
surely did enjoy their visit and. hated to see them leave to hike out,
carrying their bedrol].s and gear. For the rest of the summer-- past
Frank Besbie, the fire-guard
Labor Day--I had only two other visitors.
in summer and apper in winter, cams up from his cabin at Ruby Creek
at the mouth of Granite Creek. Me brought me much appreciated mail.
Then there was one horseback party of tkmee that rode up to my camp as
a side trip in their wilderness travel. Three months on the mountain
and three visitations
My tent was so small that I had the stove set up outside for the
entire summer. No problem because weather was reasonably good. For
water I melted snow the entire season. On my side of the mountain there
were huge snowbanks but they were pretty well gone by fall. Another side
of my mountain had a small glacier, and also two beautiful small lakes.

I had heard much talk about the Forestry student lookouts usually
I was deterstarting to agitate to be released when mid-August came,
mined that I would never mention wanting to leave the lookout job;
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would stay just as long as they would let me I needed the moneys I did
First thing I knew it was
not want a reputation of being a quittera.
Labor Day. With that came a snow storm including about 5" at my camp
It was time to move my stove inside my tent.
arid rather strong winds.
I had one stove pipe elbow and a "jack" to use where pipe went through
the canvas tent.
I set the stove in tent with pipe going out the back
(could not change that because had only
pointed directly into the wind.
I built a fire but the smoke blew down the chimney and filled
one elbow.)
the tent with smoke. Thus the stove had to be moved to the front of the
It worked fine there, but
tent and set up in what had bjen the doorway.
my entrance to the tent had. to be through a hole in the corner. I was
like a dog entering my tent.

With that storm it would seem the fire season was ov, but weather
reports indicated otherwise. I was allowed to go down the mountain to
Frank Beebe's cabin to get my mail, stay the night, and borrow a small
bag of flour and some beans to fill out my dwindling food supply.
I got
On my way back up the mouna
23 letters--my friends had not let me downs
tam I also killed two grouse which made good eating.
I was kept on the mountain for another week before being ordered
The last days I lived on only beans and rice. The rind from a
former slab of bacon was used in cooking the last three batches of beans.
Time to leave. I packed my belongings (bedro'l, come clothes, a 22 rifle,
and some text books I had been studying) in my large duffle bag to be
later packed out and sent to me. I filled my packsack and went down the
mountain. Stayed another night with Frank Beebe, then next day hiked the
23 miles to Diablo Dam. I was a sight without a iaircut, and a summer
growth of beard.
At the Daiblo Dam Camp I first headed for the barbershop but there was no time before the train left to go down river.
I
chose the train and before midnight, after 3 different trains, I had
arrived in Seattle.
Next day a barber made me presentable and I was
ready to enroll for the start of my sophore year--it was about October1 1929.
down.

*

.tAXI

YOUR OWN ENFERTAINNr IN BACK-WOODS CAMPS
By N. M. "Red" Nelson

In the 1920s and. 30s the Regional Offices of the Forest Service had
summer timber cruising parties to cruise large areas on different National
(cruising parties made a rather accurate contour map by running
Forests.
stripe on the ground--usually 2 per forty acres--and measuring or estimating the diameter and height of trees on the strip and recording it by
species. This, of course, was before use of aerial photos.) The summer
parties were made up of college students in Forestry. The parties were
headed and camps run by the head Regional Timber Cruiser.
In the NW it
was Fred Mats, in California it was Oscar Evans. They gave special
training to the students. A job on the cruising party by a student was
considered most desirable--his first chance to work
"real forestry" as
opposed to fire control jobs. Many of the later F.S. Leaders served in
such cruising parties and were sometimes referred to as "the boys" of
Fred Mats or of Oscar Evans. Both had made some of the early appraisals
of the student's ability to advance in the Service.
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The Retiree Group in California printed some "Anecdotes About Life
with Oscar Evans". I especially liked one by Carl Wilson whom I knew.
I quotei
"The first night's meal at the Grizzly Flat Camp in 1937
I was sitting on a bench at the
was a shocking experience.
table waiting for the food to be served. I felt cold water
running into my lap. To my dismay I learned about the initiation rite! Several boys rolled up the oilcloth on the table
into a sort of trough. A person at the far end of the table
poured water down the trough and the unsuspecting individual,
I learned later that happened to
me, was thoroughly drenched.
every new member of the crew." "This happened one Sunday when
one of our guests was a wife of one of the crew members, Bob
Several of us decided that she ought to be initiated
Burton.
into the crew. She was sitting in her Sunday dress, enjoying
the conversation. All of a sudden she screamed, and jumped up.
Mr. Evans said, 'Mrs. Burton, what are you doing?' Bob Burton
knew that was happening so he said, 'Mr. Evans, this is a common
occurance. At least once during every meal my wife screams loudly
jumps to her feet, and sits back down, and we just have to accept
it.'
Every member of the crew, excluding Oscar Esans, of course,
roared with laughter. I'm sure that this initiation rite continued for many years. I suspect that Oscar Evans never learned
what was going on."
I quoted above because it clearly shows what length a crew of young
fellows will go to make entertainment for themselves. I worked, in such
cruising crews in the Northwest and Alaska. The camps were most often
way back in the country (often beyond end of roads). They were made up
of 10 to 15 summer Forestry Students, the boss, and a cook. There were
few visitors. Mail did not come often--perhaps every 2 or 3 weeks.
There was no radio to listen to; and it was before days of TV. Crews
went to camp for the summer--there was no "going to town". Thus the need
for making their own entertainment. In the case above half the fun must
have been doing it without the knowledge of their stern boss.
My first job in such a timber cruising camp was in 1930--end of my
sophmore year. It was on the Moh River (now in National Park) on the
Olympic National Forest under the leadership of Lester McPherson, a recent
graduate. It was real "back country" in those days. I got to camp by
taking a ship (over night) from Seattle to Port Angeles. The FS met us
in a truck and we drove down the west side of the Olympics a short distance below Forks to the end of the road. We then took our backpacks and
headed up the trail. Being an area of very high rainfall, much of the
trail was in such muddy country that the trail wa.s covered with "puncheon'
split poles layed. across the trail like RR ties except next to each other,
upon which we walked. We did not get to our camp that night, but stayed
at the "stump ranch" of a German couple who had homesteaded on a meadow.
They fed us both dinner and breakfast and we slept in their hayloft.
The next day we hiked up the Hoh River to our first camp.
It was
strictly a tent camp with sleeping tents plus a larger one for a combination cooking, dining and storage. The table was of cut poles upon
which was rolled a tap made of heavy canvas with staves made of lath.
That was so it might be rolled up for moving to next camp.
It was
covered with the usual oilcloth (handy for tricks as noted above). The
camp was moved a number of times in summer to keep us closer to our work.
A few days before each move some of us would go to the new camp site to
cut wood to dry for the cook and cut poles for the tables, tents, etc.
The cooks were always very good (including baking) but most often were
alcoholics trying to stay away from the booze for the summer.
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each sleeping tent had a Sibley stove for keeping warm On cold nights.
That type of stove was like an ice cream cone set upside down with stove
pipe going straight up. There was no bottom--it sat upon the bare ground.
It had a small door for putting in wood and a small hole for draft which
was controlled by how much dirt you put in front of it or over it. It
made a good hot fire quickly. Many nights, even though not cold, we
would build a fire in the Sibley so we could sit about it and spit on
the hot side to listen to it sizzle. Main, home made entertainment!
We called it "Lying and Bragging".
That went with story telling.
W. had not camped on the Hoh too long before the FS packer came in
He had
on a Saturday (we worked 6 days per week) with mail, and supplies.
He
went
on
up
river
to
Jackson
a couple of cougar hunting hound dogs.
Guard Station where there was grass for his mules. Before noon on Sunday
the District Ranger, Stanford Floe, came into camp with his horses. H.
unpacked and prepared to stay for Sunday Dinner--a big affair in the camp
served in the early afternoon. The phone rang and it was the packer to
tell the ranger that he had. killed a cougar that morning. We had never
heard of anyone eating cougar meat, but apparently it was common in the
He saddled up and left
Olympics. The ranger said, "put it in the pan".
before the big dinner was served. We decided it must surely be worth
eating and delicious besides. Later th. packer gave our camp a. hind
quarter of the cougar. The day we were to serve it we had an inspector
from the Regional Office, one George Drake (later headed all woods operations for Simpson). I recall we aonsidered him an "old man" and
wondered if he could keep up with us as he went to accompany my group
for a day in thø field. (Me just died and. I now learn that he must
have been only 37 at that time!) In trying to make some fun for ourselves we decided to keep it a. secret from him that he would be eating
cougar that night. It backfired, because he was wise to the ways of
those woods and recognized it as cougar on the first bite. Actually it
was very tasty meat--between beef and pork.
For July 4th and Labor Day, along with a Sunday off we had a "long
weekend". For entertainment on the Fourth, vs rolled up a blanket, took
glacier
a little food, and hiked up to the head of the Hoh and climbed
Same for Labor Day except we hiked in and. camped
covered Mt. Olympus.
in Seven Lakes Basin. I recall killing a ptarmigan with a rock and
roasting it over the fire. Making Entertainment!
That fall I had similar work in Eastern Oregon,
Alaska.
*
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WITH THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORP

By N. M. "Red" Nelson
I have just run across a picture of 4'0 persons gathered at Cape
Perpetua Visitor Center who were gathered in a reunion of the Civilian
Conservation Corp. Camp that occupied that site in the 1930's. Naturally
there were a lot of bald and gray heads since the camp was established
nearly 50 years ago. Anyway, it reminded me of my various involvements
with the CCC Camps.

To set the stage; In the early thirties the entire country was in
a deep depression. Many people were without work; jobs were almost impossible to find; money was very scarce; people were going hungry. In 1.932
Roosevelt was elected President and almo8t immediately started a number of

relief programs. The CCC was established to aid young boys. Many 200
man camps were established in the forested areas of the entire country.
Although there was an over-all CCC Organization in Washington DC to
coordinate the entire program, such of the work in running it fell to
the Forest Service which planned the work projects, supervised the work,
trained the boys to work and in other skills (i.e. reading, math, etc.).
Most of the CCC Camps were run by the Forest Service either directly or
through its cooperative programs with State Forester, but there were
also some camps run by the National Park Service, Soil Conservation
Service, etc.

In the fall of 1930 the depression caused me to have to drop out
of college for lack of funds. That summer I had a timber cruising job
with the F. S. and was lucky to be able to stay on until snow stopped
I then went home and was without work for several
the work in November.
months until I got a job next spring with Los Angeles County Forester &
Fire Warden (now the L.A. County Fire Department). Sothern California
was somewhat over-run with transients who had come to the warmer climate
but without funds and could not get a job. L.A. County established some
transient work camps as a place to feed such men and at least get some
work out of them--usually pick and shovel and wheelborrow projects
By 1933 I was stationed at the Padua Hills Fire
building roads, etc.
The
Station at the foot of mountains east of Claremont, Californ1a
county had a transient camp close by in which I was somewhat involved.
In 1933 the site of that camp (which was a pure tent camp) was chosen
as one of the first CCC Camps in that area and 200 boys arrived under
the direction of regular Army Officers and started to sonstruct a
permanent camp (wood buildings--not just tents). The work projects,
including camp construction, was under the Project leaders--in this case
My station being close, meant I was involved in
County Forestry men.
I recall thinking, "If this is a temporary relief
this early CCC Camp.
(But the CCC promeasure why are they building such permanent camps?"
gram was very successful and some of the camps were in operation until
World War Il--so there was reason for them to be of a more permanent
construction--especially in the colder climates.)
My next involvement with CCC' s was while cruising timber in Alaska
Alaska had fewer young boys eligible so did not have the big
camps, but did have work projects for such boys. Two of thei were
assigned to our camp as "bullcooks"--the logger term for "flunkies".
in 1.93L1..

In

1935 I graduated from college and got my first job as a Junior

Forester on the Mt. Baker Forest. I was assigned to a CCC Camp not yet
established but due to come to Marblemount, Wa. I was paid from CCC
funds but soon assigned as Assistant District Ranger at Naches, Wa.
There I was still paid with CCC funds as a replacement for the regular
ADR who was doing work in Supervisors Office related to CCC projects.
At Nachee there was a 200 man CCC Camp. The ranger had responsibility
for laying out the work projects for the camp so I became involved in
I served in such technical things asi the
many things with the camp.
location of roads and trai].33 laying out recreation projects3 making a
2' contoi.ir Qlanometric map of the Little Naches River drainage (with
CCC boys help) for a recreation plans training of CCC fire crews and
supervision of CCC office help. Although I did not live in the CCC
Camp I did take all my meals there--until I was married in 1.936.

While assistant ranger in the fall of 1.936 the great conflagration
of SW Oregon occurred--the one that burned the town of B,andon, Most CCC
The crew from Naches
camps in the NW sent crews to fight those fires.
I was not sent with our CCC crew but went separately
was sent by train.
I was in the town of Gold Beach one mornas part of the fire overhead.
ing talking to the Regional Fire Chief when ten busload.s of CCC firefighters rolled in to be organized and assigned to some of the numerous fires.
The Fire Chief, Jack Campbell, had been the District Ranger on that district during World War I. I recall him seeing the 10 buses of CCCs and
In 1918 when the entire Smith River
stating, 'how things have changed.
drainage was one big fire, there was only me and two other fellows fightYes, the CCC program did represent
ing it--and one of those was sickt"
great improvement for all forestry agencies in protection of their land
from fire.

After the 1.966 Oregon fires I was assigned as District Ranger on
the Siskiyou Forest at Cave Junction, Or. By that time the rnunber of
CCC camps was reduced and the Graybe.ck CCC camp located on the district
was eliminated. The Park Service, however, used the camp for winter
headquarters of their Cx'ater Lake CCC Camp.

In January, i0 I was sent to the Umpqua National Forest at
By that time the four or five CCC
Roseburg, Or. as a staff officer.
Forest had been reduced to two-Uapqua
Camps that had operated on the
My staff
and
Tiller
on the South Umpqua.
Umpqua
Steamboat on the North
responsibilities, besides Timber Management, Recreation, Lands, and
Engineering, included supervision of the two CCC Camps. By that time
the quality of the CCC enrollees was lower than at the beginning of the
program (result of depression improvement with more jobs available) but
we did have a highly qualified supervisory staff for the camps and the
work accomplishments were high.
When I made my first inspection of some of the CCC work the head
CCC mechanic called me to one side. He told me, "I have always remembered some advice you gave me and other CCC leaders during the 1.936 fires,
He
and now it has happened". I had long forgotten about that incident
was among other CCC leaders that one night on th. fires was berating some
of the regular Forest Service personnel, especially some of the younger
I had told them, 'you fellows had better be careful of how you
ones.
discuss those fellows for one of these days it may turn out that they
will be your bosses".
The coming of World War II lessened the need for CCC Camps so all
Our Tiller Camp' s last assignment was to transfer all
were eliminated.
the work to the Med.ford Airport where they built revetments for protection
of airplanes in case of enemy attack. Some of our trained personnel were
transferred to other defense jobs. Tom Barber, my camp Superintendent
at Steamboat CCC Camp, went to Annette Island near Ketchican, Alaska for
supervising CCC enrollees that had been sent there to aid in building
(It later became Ketchican's airport.)
the airport for defense purposes.
Some of the CCC overhead took regular jobs on the Forest: John Montgomery
my South Uapqua camp superintendest, and George Churchill became Rangers.
Walt Holbrook became my road locator, timber cruiser, and trainer of some
Some joined the Military in such units
of our new Junior Foresters, etc.
as the Navy's SeaBees.
I am sure, too, that the military forces for the war were better
because of the work experience that many of their GIs had gotten as
enrollees in the CCC program. Surely many of the Army Officers were
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better able to command because of experience g&iu.d in assignments of
running camp operations of CCC Camps. ?rom start to finish of the CCC
program the U.S. Army had the responsibility of enrollment of the boys;
transporting them to and from caaps; operations of the ca.ps (but not
When first
the work projects); and caring for their medical. needs.
established the Army's work was handled by regular Army Officers, but
Some other branches of the
later it was all by the Reserve Officers.
Military also were involved under the Army. In the first camp I
referred to, the head Aray Officer was a Major. Then I recall a great
debate, when he left, between the Army Captain and a Navy Lt. about
which one would be the conuander. Both were of equal military rank-the Navy man claiaed more senority. A Japanese Arty Doctor was assigned
to one of the CCC Camps. He was an excellent doctor, but was interned
with all other Japanese at the 8tart of the war. Later he was cleared
and was doctor for the Japanese regiment that landed and fought in Italy.
Upon return he had a very successful private practice in Portland where
he attended many a Forest Service famtily he had known in the CCC DayB.
Forest Service leaders, through the CCC prograa, made many contacts
inple
with military leaders that were helpful over the years.
General George Marshall who headed the Army's CCC work in the northwest
out of Fort Vancouver was later Chief of Staff in WW II arid the Secretary
of State, General Hap Arnold, first head of the Air Force, came to the
Forest Service for help in how to train the first paratroopers--he knew
During the
the F.5. had experience through the Smoke Juniper program.
War the Forest Service was host to a number of top Generals (including
Geaeral Arnold) in tack 'ountry fishing tripe in the Sierras. The camp
o even when
was daily 8upplied with the iost up to date war bulletins;
on R & R, those generals had their fingers on the pulse of the war
operations.

Enrollees in the CCC Camps mostly came from the poorer areas of the
We had one camp that was all Southern boys. At first they were
dissatisfied, then it was learned that they preferred grits for breakfast rather than pancakes. Sending for a supply of grits made them
happy. There is a story about a camp made up of boys from Brooklyn.
One of the boys, on his first morning out in the forest, excitedly yelled.
TMlook at the boyd". The foreman told hia, "that is no 'boyd' that is a
The boy was puzzled and said, "well, I"l be, looks Just like a.
bird".
USA.

boyd".

One feature In all CCC Camps that I thought was kind of unique wa
the system for the flush toilet. I have never again seen one in use.
It was made up of a long concrete trough with toilet seats on top. The
At the head of the Irough wa.s an open
trough had a slight down grade.
tank affair with water runnirg into It at all times. The open tank was
hinged on a counter balance so that when it became full it automatically
dumped into the trough, flushing it Into the septic tank system. It wa
simple; cheap to build; required little maintenance; and with ever running water, it never becaae a freeze-up problem.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

in the original languages of
...But, of course, there was
rio Federal Income Tax, either.

There was no profanity
most American Indians.

...?ranklln P. Jones

TRANSPORTATION BY HORSE OR MULE
By M. M. "Red" Nelson
In March 1.980 I picked up a copy of the Bulletin, a Mollala, Or.
newspaper with a lead article entitled, "SISKIYOU FOREST PACK SRIG
It had been written by Kathryn McPherson who worked for the
RETIRED".
Forest Service at Gold Beach, She had interviewed a number of the packers who had worked on the Siskiyou Forest and she related many of their
interesting experiences. Since I was a District Ranger at Cave Junction
You might
in tha late 1930s, I found the article of particular interest.
say I was ranger in the "hay days" of the Siskiyou when the numbers of
pack stock on the forest was perhaps at its peak. That was more than
50 years ago--and the last pack string was eliminated over 10 years ago.
I will put down some of my experiences when horses and mules were a
prime factor in transportation on National Forests.
I first learned to throw a diamond hitch, and. thus load a pack
animal, on the Angeles Forest while I was still in High School. I had
been raised on a dairy where we always had work horses so handling such
animals came second nature, but we did not pack them. Our High School
Agriculture teacher taught a class that in this day and age would have
to do with "environment". It covered conservation and some on forests.
He arranged a 3 day trip for some of us to pack and hike the back trails
We had a couple of burros to pack our camping gear-of the Angeles.
thus someone had to learn to pack the burros. It was me.

In 1928 my first job in the Forest Service was on a lookout some
23 miles by trail from Diablo Dam (then under construction by the City
of Seattle) on the Skagit River, Mt. Baker Natioaal Forest. Naturally
all of my stuff was packed in on mules by the Forest Packer. Then in
1935 I started my regular F.S. Career on the same forest, being assigned
One morning
as a Junior Forester at the Ranger Station at Marbleraount.
Ranger Tommie Thompson asked if I knew how to pack a mule. He had determined it was time to build a privy at one of the established lookouts and.
needed to take some lumber up to do the job--also some rolls of #9 phone
wire to replace the upper part of the line which was then buried under
much snow, I told him I knew something about packing and. how to throw
a diamond hitch, but had never packed lumber. Tommie says, "you're my
He had anether fellow working but I recall Tommie saying, "he
man"
doesn't know the breast strap from the crupper". He also said he would
go up and show me how to load lumber on a mule. He did. Some of the
lumber was 8 ft. long so it was packed with the forward end up over the
neck of the mule and the other end sticking out rather wide on each side
of the mules (the lumber thus in a kind of a "V" shape). I was soon off
on my own leading the saddle horse loaded with the phone wire, and the
two mules loaded with lumber. The Ranger was an excellant packer (had
to be with a million acre district and about 12 or 15 miles of road.)
As I
But I still had to stop and repack the loads a number of times.
got near the lookout the snow became quite deep and the trail had only
been broken by the lookout walking th. The lumber would rub in the snow
drifts. Then I started to cross a small stream that ran down under the
snow on the trail. One mule dropped into that; the lumber caught, and
The lumber sticking out
he was flipped upside down and over the bank.
on each side served like skI poles and kept the mule on his back as he
I tho't
slid down a steep snow bank with all four feet pawing the air.
that would be the last I would see of him, but in a few hundred feet he
hit a tree and stopped. I cut off the pack and retrieved the mule (unhurt
except for his dignity). From that point on to the top the lumber packing job had to be handled by the lookout--board by board.

In 1.936 at Naches Ranger District (then on the Snoqualmie N.?) I
was a full time Assistant Ranger so obligated to buy my first saddle horse
($50) and. saddle ($5)--total cost a bit over 1/3 monthly pay. Much of
the inspection work in summer was in the back country requiring horses
In December of that year I was made Ranger
and mules for transportation.
A look at a map made it clear
on the Siskiyou N.?. at Cave Junction, Or.
that mt*ch of my work would require a horse (only one of six lookouts had
a road to it)p so I suggested to the Supervisor (Glen Mitchell) that the
F.S. pay for transporting my saddle horse to the Siskiyou. I was disappointed when he turned me down. But, he said they had plenty of pack and
saddle stock and the government would furnish the horses for the Ranger.
Besides, he said, if you like your own horse you would not like to use it
on the Siskiyou because natural feed (meadows, etc.) were very few and
far between and you always had to pack grain to subsist and it was a hard
country on the pack and saddle stock. He was right.

When I took over the Ranger District I also assumed considerable
I had my district string of 7 or
responsibility for Horses and Mules
8 mules plus saddle horses; and also 5 or 6 burros used with trail mainI also had full responsibility for the Regional Remount
tenance crews.
It had about 65 head of horses maintained at my ranger station
Station.
for use in packing on fires any place in the Northwest (also used some
In addition, each fall, all of the string of mules
in No. California).
and the saddle horses from the other five ranger districts were assembled
I was responsible for getting winter pasture for
at my ranger station.
We usually got the pasture in the Medford
the whole herd--about 1.1.0 head.
area and drove the whole herd to the pasture and return in the spring. It.
was a two day drive each way. I recall one year when spring was late in
coming and the rented winter pasture played out. We rented another
pasture for a month but it was located nearly 40 miles away. One of my
packers and a summer fire guard and I went over early one morning, caught
us some riding animals, and started the drive to the new pasture. The
first 10 miles were at a fuJi. gallup. The route required crossing a
ridge of mountains. As we neared the top of a logging road the road
divided into many branches and we had different horses taking each differend branch, It was a big round up job before getting them headed dowmn
the other side on a narrow trail. It was well after dark and raining hard
Needless to say part of me was
before we got them into the new pasture.
too sore to comfortably sit down the next day. After returning the whole
herd to my station in the spring the other districts would come for their
pack strings.
I had one district packer, Decker Sowell, who had started his packing as a boy riding the bell mare for pack strings serving the mining
country in Southern Oregon. I also had two remount packers, Hugh White
and Mike Rice. All three worked until the stock was in pasture then were
off The the winter like all the rest of my force. I was the only one on
the job year round.
In the mid 1930s the Forest Service, in much of the west, found that
supplying fire camps on large back country fires was becoming a problem
because the number of pack strings that might be rented for use on fires
were becoming fewer and fewer. The answer was for the Forest Service to
maintain some Remount Stations so as to be sure to have pack animals to
go on large fires. Region One out of Missoula, Montana established a
Remount Station with brood mares and Jacks and raised mules for their
supply of remount pack animals.
(Later in the 1940s their mule production was great enough so that they were even supplying mules for some
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*anger Stations in Oregon--we used mules from such a shipment on the
Uapqua N.?.) Region Six decided to establish a Remount Station on the
Siskiyou LL for use in the Northwest. In 1935 or spring of 1936, Ken
Blair, the Redwood Ranger, and Frank Folsom of Regional Office made a
horse bèying trip to eastern Oregon for animals to establish the Remount.
I know it was in operation in'36 because, as an Assistant Ranger, I was
assigned as Service Chief on the large Sandy Fire (one of many being hanWe
died by the F.S. during the late fall conflagration situation).
determin4 that we needed to establish a fire camp a good distance back
My
from any road. Otto Lindh was Division Boss in charge of that camp.
I heard about the new
responsibility was to keep the camp supplied.
Remount Station and ordered packers and pack animals to pack to Otto's
A couple of months later I was made Ranger with responsibility for
camp.
the Remount Station.

The
It was then that I began to really learn about the remount.
animals bought for it were, in general, range horses and had not been
broken to carry a pack. The remount packers had a big job just breaking
horses. Some were impossible to break so the packers and I were allowed
to "horse trade"--always trying to upgrade the pack strings. That was
in the days before the Siskiyou rated an Administrative Officer on the
Later Ernie Shank was assigned in such a job and discovered in
staff.
the manual that "horse trading" was not allowed without getting out bi4s
and other paper work that made it not worthwhile. By that time, however,
we had aLpretty good string of working horses.
During my first year at the Station other improvements were made.
The old standard ranger' s barn was greatly extended on both ends making
a very large storage area for hay, and mangers divided by stall partitions were put in so that all the animals could be fed at the same time.
We also built four pole corrals--one for each quarter of the barn. Also
three large red pack animal hauling trucks were provided for use in
sending pack strings to fire assignments. Special loading ramps were
built to facilitate fast get away.
There were many interesting experiences in operation of a remount.
Pasturing the stock in winter was one already referred to. When at the
station the stock had to be fed twice a day. They ate a lot of hay in
a season. I had to buy hay and some of that was done in the packer's
"off season", meaning that I was the only one available for the unloading
and stacking of the hay bales in the barn--a back breaking job! After
each horse was broke to pack, they had to be shod before used on the
rocky trails. We hired a special horse shoer to help the packers with
that job in the spring--then it was up to the packers to replace shoes
Horseshoeing went on for several weeks in the spring. Some
as needed.
horses did not like it and a special sling rig was used to hold up the
horse and special method used in tying up the flailing hind legs until
the metal shoe could be heated in the forge, pounded out to fit the
Spring always had something
shape of the hoof and then nailed in place.
If the animal had not yet been
interesting at the shorseshoeing shed.
branded with a "US" that mae also done at shoeing time while we had a
fire going in the gorge to heat the branding iron white hot. The bad
odor of burning hair was common.
One year we had a young Jack burro and decided to try to raise a
couple of mules using mares in our pack string. We built a special corral
for the Jack to keep him away from the Jennie burros. We put mares in
with him but he would. have nothing to do with them.
My packers claimed
it was because he had previously been with Jennies and liked them better.
- 5! -

They could be right for the next spring we did have a Jennie come in oa1
with the cutest little burro colt you ever saw. In years after I had
left the remount it is reported, in the article referred to, that unexpectedly some of the mares in the remount did come in foal. That was a
mystery until it was learned that one of the employees had been secretly
experimenting with the use of artificial insemination--pretty new stuff
in those days
While I ran the Remount Station the Pack Horses were used on many
fires in all parts of the region. It waa in d.ay3 when dropping supplies
from aircraft was just beginning and usually used only for those camps
that had no trails near the camp. I recall 1938 when we had one packer
supply camp with 125 head of pack arid saddle stock on the Illinois River,
used to supply camps on the Nome Fire and one caap on the Chetco Fire.
At the same time other caaps on the Chetco Fire were bein supplied by
other pack strings from the west side. Use of pack animals was not
without accident. I recall when one of our remount horses was killed
when it fell over a cliff while packing to a fire on the GaJ.ice District.
Later that year when we had aissing items in our annual inventory we
usually said, lost when pack horse went over cliff". That was ok until
someone in the office figured one horse couldn't possibly carry such a
load.

As ranger, I picked out a beautiful paint horse for niy personal use.
Hi3 working pardner wa a patient mule. With the two of them I traveled
many a mile in the tack country of y district. While camping at night
I would tie one of them and the other always stayed close to camp ready
for the next day. There was only one exception--a. certain camp where I
was in trouble twice.
It was a very small spring on a ridge top in the
"rough-and-ready" country used on way to, or way from, Chetco Peak
Lookout. The first time my mule left me for home. The second time my
saddle horse left. £a.ch time it was a long walk out, but I had one
animal. to pack out my camping gear and saddle equipment.
I recall another trip when I had an extra mule with ne and camped in a high iaountain
meadow with much willow growth.
In the morning that extra mule could not
be caught and I had not put hobbles on him. I rode for about 3 houra
before fin&lly getting a lasso on that rascal. I claimed it was because
he could duck into the willows and not because of my ineptness with a
lariat.

My horseback and. packing travel days did not end just because I was
transferred as a Staff Officer on the Uapqua N. F. When I arrived on
that forest it was very short on roads; i.e. no two ranger districts
had a road connecting them.
I estimate that I spent about 30 days each
year in the back country with horse and mule transportation. Some of
my most enjoyable days spent on that forest occurred each fall after we
had finished burning our slash and took off to the back country for our
annual deer hunt--country where hunters were few and our success greater.
Many a year 5 or 6 of us in a hunting party would pack out with a deer
for each of us.

In subsequent years while I was assigned jobs in Washington, D.C.,
California, and Milwaukee my use of horses for transportation was slight.
I do recall inspecting on large fires in New Mexico where horses for use
on the fires were so plentiful that every "overhead, person" and inspector
was furnished a saddle horse for use on the fire. One such fire was burning
in the Gila wilderness. Also in the 19603 I was privileged to make a horseback inspection, with Regional Forester Rahin, on the Anaconda-Pintler
Wilderness in Montana.
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TWO LAUNCHINGS OF ED CLIFF
By M. M. "Eed" Nelson
It was only
In 1962 Ed Cliff became Chief of the Forest Service.
a few weeks after John Glenn had made his famous trip into space, A
Family Meeting was held in the USDA auditorium which I & E promoted
as a "Launching of the New Chief". They even had a dummy rocketship
I thought
on the stage. Some of us were called, upon to say a few wordi.
it might be a good time to say that this was not the first time Ed Cliff
Perhaps
had been launcheds and tell the story of the first launching.
readers of Timberlines will be interested?

In the late 1930's one of our horses at the Redwood Remount Station
He was not a stallion, arid.
was a beautiful pinto. His name was Agate.
That
was
because
he had been "cut proud".
really not a gelding either.
If
As
such,
he
was
a
kind of a nuisance.
We called him an "original".
in a corral with geldings he was always fighting with them. If in a
corral with mares his stallion instinct became pronouneed. But, he was
a good strong horse so my packers and I decided he would be better useful
as a saddle horse rather than being used in a pack string. They broke
him to ride.
When Ed Cliff came to the Siskiyou as Forest Supervisor he needed
a saddle horse to get around in that unroaded forest. He chose the
beautiful Agate even though he had not been fully broken and tended to
buck now and then. It became common knowledge that Agate would unload
his boss, the Supervisor, now and then on a cold morning or early in the

spring.
On a back country inspection trip Ed was making with Ranger Boyd
Rasmussen they had been gone a week and Agate had behaved fine. On their
last day as they headed toward the Powers Ranger Station, Boyd commented
to Ed something like, "I am not going to be satisfied until I see Agate
buck you off". WeU, they had not gone far and were riding a steep trail
around a mountainside with a cover of thornbush, when sure enough Agate
launched Supervisor Ed Cliff high into the air and down the hill into
the thornbush. As you can expect there was one mad Supervisor climbing
out of the trush patch and accusing his ranger of having jogged Agate
Boyd steadfastly denied it for many
with a stick to cause the bucking.
Good
thing
he
did.
for
he
was
perhaps closest he had ever come to
years.
being demoted or fired.
When Chief Cliff took the podium he told the story in greater detail.
Also, how he enjoyed that horse, Agate, and had him transferred. to the
Fremont Forest when he moved to Lakeview to be Forest Supervisor. Agate
still bad his game at bucking but Ed did. not mind because Agate was still
a fine beautiful strong horse, and also made a good show in local parades.
(Probably the local Lakeview people were like Boyd, and looked forward
to seeing a contest between Ed. and Agate?) The Regional Safety Officer,
however, considered Agate as a safety hazard arid recommended disposal.
Ed refused, but it is said that when Ed left for Region 1', the new
Supervisor, Larry Mays, could. not stand. the pressure from the Safety
Officer. That was the end of Agate's Forest Service Career.
It is also understood in later years Boyd did admit that all he had
done was toss a small pebble that happened to land under Agate's tail.
And that ends this tale!
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P. 0. Box 4343
Sunriver Ore., 97701
November 14, 1980
Dear Carrol:

I see by the 30-Year Club newsletter that you are editing the
Timberlines.
I think you may be interested in the enclosed
draft of a paper my Uncle prepared in 1949.
The only date on
this paper was added by K. P. Cecil on the last page.
As many retirees will recall, I was raised by my Aunt and Uncle,
Edwin J. and Lesh J. Fenby. As I recall, my Uncle was asked to
write some of his memoirs just prior to his retirement.
This
is a copy of a copy that I have and I do not Imow where the original is. I suspect somewhere in the archives of the Mt. BakerSnoqualniie files.

Undoubtedly this paper will generate comments from other retirees.
After you read this, if you have any questions, I will try to
answer them, or direct you to some of the many retirees tho may
recall some of the events and areas described in this paper.
Sincerely,

/s/ Edwin D. Graham
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L J. FNRY MflOIRS -- 1883-1966
Written prior to January, 1949
Sources

dwin Graham

The Big Bottom Country, as the upper Cowlits Valley is known, began
Before then it was an Indian hunting ground.
Jim Yoke was an Indian who probably was born about 160. He said the
first white san he saw was Pskkwood. Jim's family was camped near th.
south of Skate Creek, when Pmckwood, with white hair and beard, appeared
like an apparition. Jim recalled running to his moth.r in fright and
h&t*ing behind her skirts. Jim's elders, though, had had more contact
with the white.. Their chief, Babtiste Kiona., and svera]. tribesmen
were nominally of the Catholic faith. This indicated influence of the
early mission arid trading post on Cowlits Prairie. The rivalry between
the Cowlit and Klickitat tribes is legendary arid pertains mostly to
raids for the purpose of abducting each others women. The old trail via
Poiapey Peak and. Berry Patch to Cispus Peas has always been known as the
Klickitat Trail. arid probably was associated in some way with those forays.
Strangely enough there is also a Iclickitat Creek flowing into White River
from Cayuse Pass. It would be interesting to know why th. name was applied
to a feature so far distant.
to be sbttie*t about 1885.

The early settlers came from widely distant places. Th. first,
Wit, and. Herman York., were German seafarers; the Silers were from North
Carolina; MacKay and Owens were Canadians; Rand].. and Huffaker were from
Tennessee; and the Chilooats from Texas, to mention only a few. Most ware
bachelors, a few re.ain.d so. In later years there was a considerabl. influx from the hill country in Kentucky and West Virginia. The Chilcoats
were the first family to become established., the first to set up a grist
sill and. their first winter was a hard one. Their larder contained flour
and potatoes--nothing more--not a well balanced ration had it not been
enriched with venison.
The best agricultural lands were taken up within a few years after
the first settlement. The community was retarded for a long time by lack
of transportation. Livestock could be driven to market so furnished the
cash crop. Rushes were abundant in sloughs and produced high grade beef
which attracted much attention in the Chelalis market. These rushes, however, do not renew their growth after being cropped so do not make continuing forage. When the railroad reached lbe, turkeys were driven that
far and then dressed for shipment. As late as 1910 mail was carried by
pack horses due to the condition of winter roads.
The Ciapus watershed remained a hinterland to the Cowlitz settlers
for some time. The Sh..peen from around Goldend.ale grazed on the headwaters about Mt. Adams and the Goat Rocks quite early. The Northern Pacific
Railway explored it as a possible route prior to constructing its present
one in 1884. Council Lake, of course, is said. to be the meeting place
where General. McClellan and the Indiana drew up a treaty about 1856.
Prospectors on the Mc Coy Creek were the first residents on the watershed.
They came from White Salmon and had a well worn trail over Table Rock
before they knew of the Big Bottom settlement.
There was one bona fide resident on the Cispus prior to the great
fire of 1902. He was a squatter by the name of Covel and. had a cabin in
a clearing of several acres beside the creek which now bears his name.
Randle poatoffice was named, like many topographic features, after
The community of Vance was named for Senator Vance of
early settlers.
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A number
North Carolina who assisted in .etablishtng that postoff ice.
of the residents came from that stat. so it was natural that they sought
h. first postoffic. in th. upper vall.y was called Sulphur
his aid.

Springs, Thre is such a spring on the river bank opposite Johnson Creek.
It was sometimes confused with Sulphur Springs, Montana, so the Department
readily agreed to ohang. th. name to Levis. Lswi3 was an official of the
Valley Development Company which started a hydroelectric project at
Packwood Lake. The postoffice was later moved. t Packwood.
Sunrise Peak and aat Canyon were well named by prospectors in the
McCoy Creek area in relation to this position. John Dark was a leader
among them and camped in meadows that bear his name when going to Underwood after supplies,
His uncle, John Underwood, operated the first feary
and roadhouse at the Columbia River settlement bearing his name. Langille
was another of these prospectors; his son at one tine was a Forest Supervisor in Alaska. Grenville, French and Allen were applied to mountains
in memory of 1. F. Allen the first Forest Supervisor of RaAniar N&tional
Poresti Griffin Mountain for Alfred A. Griffin, a young forester who was
Burley
attached to the old. Rainier Forest at the time of his death.
Mountain ia a corruption of the French word "brule'" meaning burn, which
I first applied to it. Pimlico and Timonium Creek are named for places
I once knew in Maryland. D, C. Bishop (Bishop Ridge) was a picturesque
Civil War veteran who had a bogus mineral claim in that area and. started
a number of incendiary fires.

These folk from along the Tug, the Big and Little Sandy Rivers
back yander are referred to locally as "Sciasorbills", It is intereating to note how this application came about. The wort in "hobo
Transient laborers were brought into the
venacular" means a farmer"
Big Bottom about 1910 to work on the hydroelectric development of Packwood
Lake along with local southern mountaineers. The transients applied the
word to the locals and since the outsiders contacts were mostly with the
southerners th. usage of the word in that locality became restricted to
th. southern moiarrt.&ineers,

Timber was a hindrance to the sattlera in developing crop land and
was so abundant as to be regarded as worthies.. It was a fortunate
coincidence that maple predominated on the rich alluvial valley lands
maple is easier to dispose of and the stumps decay faster than do evergreens. Those who had cedar made shingle bolts and sold them at a. price
based. only on the labor involved with no consideration for stumpage value.
The bolts were driven on the river to a mill a.t Kelso. The value attached
to timber is further illustrated by the attitude of Ben Woods who had. a
Ben was much
very heavily timbered claim on the Creek bearing his name.
disappointed when the great Cispus Fire of 1902 stopped short of his place;
he thought had it burned. it would have been easier to clear it for cultivation. Some years later he traded this timber for a large apartment house
in Long Beach, California.
An applicant for a forest homestead, Myron
Music, explained to the examiner that the huge fire trees on the land were
worthless--he had felled several only to find, they were poorly suited to
rive into boards. The first sawmill was set up in Randle by Albert Miller
and was run by a water wheel.
These are random recollections and heresay of one who was associated
with the Forest Service during its formative period and later growth.
These observations say be of passing interest as a. contrast of then and
now.

Larly in 1909 I was eng&ged aa "Forest £xpert' st $75 per month and
assignàd to a tiiaber cruising perty in Montana. On July 1 I was a4vsnced
in salary to $83.33 per aonth, but deitotad. in title to that of'Poret
A prerequisite of the job was that one furnish and maintain
Aasistant".
pack and saddle stock.
In July, 1909 I was assigned to the Rainier National Forest, G. F.
Allen Supervisor. Here I iust pause to express my affection for that
scholarly a.nd eacentric.. gentlemen. He had antici.tsd the transfer of
the Foreet Reservea froia Interior to Agriculture and the rau].tant expansion so ha4 joined the Land Office aevera]. years before that change
was affected. At that tiae the Rainier extended from Stampede Pass to
the Columbia River on both siopes of the Casca4e Divide.

Mr. Allen' s predecessor as supervisor of the Reserve was Dave
Sheller, a loca.]. politico. Me turned over to Mr. Alien a half dozen
axes, stored in a. d.ap cellar of a. Tacoma Saloon,
rusty shovla a
explaining they were furnished for fire fighting purpo3es. The Reserve
had no office, the correspondence was carried on from the Supervisor'8
Neither were there ranger station5 for razgers were eap].oyed
residence.
only during summer ionths and. caiaped wherever they happened t be.
Mr. Allen took up residence at Buckley in t906 for living expenses
were lees there than at Tacoma. Sub$equently, he Moved to Yakiia, in
1907, then to Orting, (1908-It) where office space was rented in an old,
In 1911 it wa, aoved to the newly coapisted Poitoffice
stor. building.
Building in Tacoma.

It reaind. there until 1933 when the Rainier Forest was dismembered
to enlarge the adjoining one6, which were aU sa1lr in area. The
Yakiaa side of the Naciee-Yakima Divide was aAded. to the Wenatchee unit.
The Snoqua.laie unit took the rea.inEer of the east side and, the weet side
to and. including the Nisqua.11y and. Tilton drainages. The Coluabia irthar(Originally the Columbia had been a.
itod the Cowlitz and Cimpua areas.
portion of the Rainier and that iiade a large territory to cover with poor
For exaaple, Mr. Allen
Field trips were of long duration.
trazisportatioii.
would, with hi5 horsee, boa.rd a river boat at La Center to reach White
Salmon and the Mt. Adaas region. An alternate route was by trail out of
iakima).

The Forest Supervisor was also Park Superintendent, ex officio, but
this axrangeent terminated abruptly during the Baliinger-Pinchot incident. The S.creta.ry of Interior telegraphe& Mr. Allen to turn over the
recorda to a. succeisor and assist ttim in every way possib1 to becoae
acquainted wtth th. intricacies of his new office. Th.re wa. no 'ord
of appreciation to Mr. Allen for p.rforaing this function for a decade.
The Supervisor's salary was then $18OO and. his clerk's $1200 for a.diniatr*ting both Forest and Park. The new Park Superintendent's salary
The ip.tus given to oreate
was set at $24i.00 with a clerk at $1,600.
In that
the Park wae furn1hed by the Northern Pacific Railway Coapany.
way the Coapazl3r received lieu selection graztz for valuable tuber laths
on Graye Marbon in p].a.c. of snow fiel&s and rock cliffs in the Parke
When automobiles first began to co*e to the Park the regulations prohibited women from driving within it and cars were not allowed to move
under their own power, after 6 PM. The penalty for violating the latter
was a $5 fine plus the expenae of towing the car out of the Park with a
teaa of hor8es. A pro.tnent citizen. Major Everett Griggs, violated this
rule and was taken to task by a Park Guard, Williaa Sethe. The incenaed
*otori8t inquirei if Bill didn't know who he was. It was then Bill iade
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his big mistake. He admitted he did not recognize the gentlemen.
Next
day a t.].egraa from Secretary Balliager ordered Seth. to be eu*rily
discharged and never again employed by the Department of Interior.
Mr. Allen so informed, Seth. by letter and accompanied it with another
letter engaging him as a Forest employee. Recently he retired after
35 years with the Forest Service.

Speaking of the Park, Math.r Memorial Parkway borders Chinook Pass
highway across Snoqualmi. Forest.
It was named. in honor of Stephen P.
Nattier one time Director of the Park Service, It cami about in this
way. His many tnfluencial friends propoe.d a memorial but were undecidad as to the form it should take--a monument or what. There was a
local movement afoot to purchase and preserve privately owned timber
alongsid, the highway outside the National Forest. Ashel Curtis suggested the monument fund be used for that purpose and had the parkway created
so as to advance his proposal. The fund, however, did not become available.

A portion of the roadside strip was later acquired by thu State
Federation of Women' a Clubs. First they obtained a timber tract on

Snoqualmie Pass Highway but it suffered too much from windthrow to remain
permanently. The two were exchanged and much of the credit is due to the
initiative and guidance given by W. G. Wiegle, former Snoqualmie Forest
Supervisor, then Director of State Parks.
I must tell one, before leaving the Park, that amused Mr. Allen.
Me had sold some dead. cedar within it and then learned the Secretary of
Interior was enroute 'for an inspection.
Hi doubted if the Secretary would
look favorable on this commercial activity. The shingle bolts were driven
on a stream the Secretary must cross and that might be bad. So Mr. Allen
suggested to the logger that he lay off until evening after the official
had passed. The logger did not take kindly to the idea. TMSee h.r&', he
said, "1 bought that cedar and .1 ain't planning on stealing it after I've
done paid for itl'
Grazing posed many problems in early Forest administration.
The Land
Office had initiated the permit system shortly before but some still continued to ignore it--trespassing was not uncommon.
It had been open,
free range both inside and outside the reserve and railroad grant lands
constituted a considerable portion of the whole. The railroad was mostly
intrested in the livestock freight traffic.
Now it realized, following
the lead of the Government, that additional revenue could be had from
grazing privileges on its lands. The execution of this new policy was
assigned to its Agriculture and Immigration Agent, g F. Benson.
Mr. Benson arranged a meeting with the etockien in Walla Wafla. The
hostility to this idea. became so intense as to cause the prudent Mr.
Benson to take body guards with him to the meeting.
In a few years
everyone approved the plan.
It ended the feud between sheep and cattle,
got rid of those who did not have home ranches and did much toward.
stabilizing th. industry.
It made the lamb market.
Before then one never
knew if he could. fatten his lambs for a competitor might beat him to the
forage he had planned to use. The lamb crop now became as sure and as
profitable as th. wool clip. The railroad too liked these lambs that
is, hauling them to Chicago.

Grazing use on the Forest was vastly greater in the beginning than
it is now, At one time there were as many as 1600 cattle on Rattlesnake
Creek. Applications far exceeded the capacity of the Forest and it was
a difficult task to approve and. disapprove them equitably and state the
-
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During the first world war the number
reasons for so doing in each case.
increased
to furniah more meat, wool and
of permitted stock was purposely
For seaseal sea8ons
hides. Grazing was even allowed on the National Park.
and
a
couple
of
bands of sheep
500 head. of cattle was allowed in Sunrise
along the Cascade Crest. Then came the problem of redung and that is
It was helped somewhat by changing conditions. Forage on
never easy.
ol& burns eas being crowded out by young trees, elk were increasing, a
Besides the dealine in livestock prices
cycle of dry years had returned.
also contributed to retrenchment. All the while farm land was becoming
more valuable with the expansion of fruit growing and other specialized
crops and stock raising had to give way to the new order.
Our relationship with grazing permittees was close and cordial. They
were helpful in keeping trails open, in fact they had provided many of
Rarely
them in the first place and could be counted on in case of fire.
by
long
distance.
did they cause fires but one such case was handled
Mt. Aix lookout observed through field glasses two sheepmen across a
big canyon. They were sitting on a log and one was smoking a. pipe.
Shortly after they continued up the trail the lookout saw smoke cuding
He shot to attract their attention and waved them
up from that log.
They
got
the
idea and put out the fire. The incident was phoned
back.
When
the packer next came out for supplies a latter
to the Ranger.
awaited him with instructions to report to Justice of the Peace and plead
guilty. This he did and paid the fine.
The practice was for the rangers to count the cattle on permittees'
ranches before the stock was turned out in the spring. Later all would
eventually drift onto the Forest. It discouraged any inclination to run
It was an agreeable chore which
a larger number than the permit allowed.
took several weeks, ahorseback of course, stopping overnight at the various ranches. The folk were glad to see a new face after a long winter
and we caine to know them intimately. Sheep were counted at appointed
time8 and places as they approached the Forest. The last sheep trespass
I had anything to do with was about 1913. A band had penetrated the
Forest about 30 miles before it was apprehended. The owner had. gone for
supplies and the sheep were left with a young Scotsman recently arrived
from the old country. He knew nothing about National Forests, grazing
permits and the like, nor did he know where hewwae. He was out of provisions except for a little flour but he did have a book of Robert Burns
We fed him his first good meal in days and named the nearby
verse.
creek Bobby Burns Creek. It is a branch of the Greenwater River.
Boundary surveys, claim contests and examination of homestead appliConviction
cations were major activities in early Forest administration.
for trespss could. not be had unless proof was made that the boundary was
clearly marked. This was quite a job for the few there were of us.
The desire to acquire Government land was widespread and. accounted
for the opposition to National Forests. There still were a number of
fraudulent claims initiated prior to the Forest Hose8tead. Act of June 11,
1906. These claims were contested at hearings where the testimony was
taken down for the record. The claimant paid for transcribing at so much
Hearings could become quite boring. At one such the claimant's
per word.
He was stuffy and the
lawyer was an elderly, pompous Southern gentleman.
Finally
the
young
Government
attorney
nudged me and
room was stuffy.
Anything
to break the
whispered, "Do you want to see me get his goat?"
Then
he
called
a
woman
to
testify
and
tedium was agreeab.le with me.
asked her a leading question which could be ingerpreted in more than
one way. The old gentleman was on his feet immediately, pacing back

and forth and shouting that it made his Southern blood boil to hear such
At length he passed the
indignities directed at a lady and on and on.
court stenographer feverishly filling page after page with his invective.
He stopped short and thundered, "These remarks are not for the record".
"Indeed they are," said the stenographer, "When your Southern blood boils
and I'm around, somebody has to pay for it". The old gentleman slumped
into a chair and mopped his brow; the young attorney nudged once more and
whispered. "See, I told you I'd get his goat".
Hardly a meadow on the East side or an Alder swamp on the West side
were overlooked by applicants for Forest homesteads. We referred to
them as June 11th cases. One question on the application form asked the
The invariable reply
purpose for which the application was being made.
was, "I desire to exercise my homestead rights".
At one time there were over 200 applications on file pending examThe clamor for free land was loudest in the Cowlitz Valley.
About that time each branch of the State legislature passed a separate
memoriaJ. to Congress to eliminate all land below 3,000' elevation from
Since the two drafts were not identical they did
the National Forest.
not become official.
ination.

The Forester, Henry S. Graves, decided to eliminate the "Big Bottom",
as it was called. This ended the contention that the development of the
community was strangled by being surrounded by Government land. It occasioned a small land rush on the day of the opening. The first person to
post his notice at a corner of a tract on the appointed day was allowed
to file on the claim. This method, as could be expected, made for many
disputes as to who actually was first. The elimination of this area
relieved the Forest of much pressure. It did not, however, increase
the acreage of cultivated land to any extent. "June li.th" applications
dropped abruptly after an extensive land classification was made of all
It made it possible to reject most applications without making
Forests.
individual examination. Then too the standard of living was improving

and the desire waned for isolated, suarginal homesteads.
Timber sales necessarily had to wait until the Forest became accessible. Meanwhile, they were confined to shingle bolts which were driven
on Nisqually, Cowlitz. and Cispus Rivers and to free use permits to seteven so, then as now, we sometimes had. difficulty in preparing
tlers.
the annual report on volume of business. One ranger reported the total
We explained the form lacked a
in his district to be one load of wood.
column for tabulating loads, could he give us a better idea of quantity
by some other unit of measurement. After several weeks we received his
reply which was about as brief and pointed as any official correspondence
that has come to my attention. It read as followsi
Forest Supervisor
Dear Sin
One load equals one cord.
Yours truly,
H. Croxford
District Ranger
Croxford went to some pains to hold free use permits to a minimum.
He occassionally rode across the Tieton plateau enroute to Ahtanum from
his station on Nile Creek.
By chance his horses happened to be all greys
at the time the plateau was being transferred from sagebrush to irrigated

farms, The settlers would, recognize him from a distance by the color of
his peck string arid waylay him for permits, To avoid these interruptions

in his travel he swapped his greys for horses of other colors so he could
not b. identified as readily.
In 1912 P.T. Harris was transThere was an urge to develop sales.
as
Deputy
Supervisor
because
of his experience in
ferred from Region 5
About the same
sale work and. with the hope he could promote them here.
time Abner T. Wright was assigned ranger at Morton on condition that he
ffect some sales within a year; otherwise, the promotion would be
discontinued.
The first siz.able sale on the West side was on Carton River prior
to the First World War and on the Last side in Nile Creek shortly after
Living and working
the war. Both operations continued about 20 years.
Laployment
was based on the
conditions were quite different from today.
Jobs
were
obtained
at
employment
offices for a
hire and fire system.
Camps
offered
The
fee
was
often
split
with
the
logging
boss.
fee.
Bunk houses had bunks, usually
shelter and, a stove and littl, more.
No provision was made
double deckere, but lacked springs and. bedding.
for bathing or drying clothes. Sox and wet clothing were hung about
the heating stove. Occupants of upper bunks suffered from this smelly
warmth while those below shivered. An umemployed logger invariably
packed his bed roll from place to place. There was both quantity and
variety in the mess h&lls but most camps probibited. conversation while
This was to speed up meals in preparation for the next one
in them.
On the Last side in the TMahort log1' woods the camps were smaller,
wages lower and sanitation worse. A &ozen families or so shacked about
a sawmill on a Government timber sal. on Nile Creek. The wages paid were
barely sufficient for daily needs. During the winter shut down they were
It is to the everlasting d.imdependent upon the County for sustenance.
credit of the industry that it allowed these conditions to exist. It was
not until the Industrial Workers of the World staged bitter strikes and
sabotage that loggers obtained decent living quarters. The I.W.W. or
Hwobbliesls as they were called, was a violent counterpart of the communists of today.

The diary of a Land Office ranger contained the earliest fire report
to come to my attention. It rsa4*
Stayed at camp in Tieton Basin. A man stopped
and said. there was a little fire on Sand Ridge.
Rode to Sand. Ridge found fire was beyond all human
Monday.
control so returned to caaip
Rode to Sand Ridge to see how the fire was doing.
Tuesday.
It slowed down and is doing no damage so I returned
Sunday.

to camp.
The same diary offered. an employee' s suggestion toward the end of the
It proposed that stockmen take up a collection for the Rangers
season.
to help them through the winter until spring work could be had. It went
on to say that a gift of a saddle or tent would help some.

The Last side has had but few fires of any size during Forest Service
administration. The largest occurred in Rattlesnake Creek about 1918,
It was largely responsible for setting up the game
caused by fishermen.
refu4e. The Supervisor encouraged the County Game Commission to make the
reservation and exclude fishermen and hunters. In this way the risk of
fire from that source was removed.

The fire record on the East side should be gratifying to the Service.
There have been intensive fires there at some time. This is to be seen
from the large old burns in the high country and the even aged stands of
In all probability Indians and early stockmen accountimber below them.
ted for some of this in their desire to expand berry patches and forage.
Speaking of the Rattlesnake closure and. Indians--the regulations
authorising fire closures and registrations came later. When registration was first invoked an old Indian drove up with his family enroute
to the berry patch. He was asked, using one of his offspring as an
interpreter, his name and destinaUon. At that he grunted and muttered
and displayed considerable hostility. A granddaughter quoted him as
saying he had always picked berries anywhere he wanted to; that we could
put him in jail; we could shoot him; but he would not tell us his name
Needless to say we did neither and. the old. buck
or where he was going.
continued on to his favority camping ground. Before automobiles came
into common use, Indians were accustomed to swarm the huckleberry patches.
They would drive spring wagons as far as possible and pack in the rest
of the way.
Extra horses were brought along for this purpose, in tact
It was a. colorful sight to see
all their horses whether needed. or not.
them on the move.
While the women and children harvested berries the
men occupied themselves fishing, hunting, gambling and horse racing.
They used fire freely.
It would be kindled the length of a fallen tree
It was used also in smoking
and the berries spread before it to dry.
salmon and making steam baths with hot rocks. Seldom were much pains
taken to extinguish them after they had served their purpose. This
migration has dwindled to the area around Mt. Adams.
Probably it is
the automobile that is putting an end to this ancient custom; they leave
no room on the road for horses ; cattle have replaced them on the range.

Fire on the West side was quite a different matter.
Settlers were
obliged to use it to clear land.
If they did not obtain a consuming fire
in their slashing it made for much additional labor and deffered for a.
year the use of the land for cropping. They knew the East wind was the
best wind too for fires and took advantage of it, often to our chagrin.
They knew the behaviour of fire and they knew how to travel in the
mountains; as fire fighters they were unexcelled.
My first trip on the Forest lead me to fire in East Canyon.
I saw
it from Suntop Peak and went to McCoy Creek mine where about 1.5 men were
assembled.
We worked on the fire about three weeks and during that time
our camp gear was limited to lard pails and. frying pans. We lacked soap,
towels, forks, blankets, etc. Supplies were diffisult to transport; it
was a three day round trip I or pack horses to the mines and another day
by man-pack over the ridge to the fir.. Venison was our mainstay. It
was agreed that the man delegated to hunt would receive pay for the day
only if he was successful. A falling tree fractured a man's skull and
he had to be carried out on an improvised. litter.
Although he was out
of his head, we delayed several days moving him in hope he would either
improve or we could finish the fire job, which we did..

There was a delicate personnel problem at first. The boys on the
creek had been fuedirig over their mining claims.
There had been threats
to shoot and some had not spoken to others for months. Our crude mode
of living and exhausting labor soon put these differences in the background.
A lawyer, school principal and minister, all stockholders in
one of the mines, were there and came along.
Naturally, they soon thought
of urgent reasons why they should return home but they were cajoled into
staying to the end. The minister even lead in song and prayer one Sunday
evening and it was most impressive.

The Land Office did not provide ranger stations and its rangers were
seasOnal employees. Among them were a
CowlitZ
John Smith
Nisqually
John Sch.mitz
K
H
Chas.
Randle
Via. A. McCullough
Naches
Henry Sedge
The first two remained on with the Forest Service, Schmitz became
McCullough continued in the Nisqually
Forest Supervisor at Walla Walla.
until he was retired in 1919 for disability, which was the first case of
its kind in the Region under that axz'angement.
C. C. Cryder was the first forest ranger on the Naches District.
It embraced all the area East of the Cascade Divide from Stampede Pass
He became a supervisor in Eastern Oregon and
to the Indian Reservation.
His headquarters was Little Fish Ranger
was followed by Henry Croxford.
Station on Nile Creek. A squatter, Joe Russell by name, had made a small
clearing and built a one room shack. It afforded the only accommodations
on Government land and was selected for that reason.
The Taneub District wa.s set apart from the Nachee in 1.909. It comprised the Yakisa drainage from Bald Mt. to Stampede Pass and was placed
in charge of Oliver C. Klingensa.tth. Here again a. vacated squatter's
claim was selected for its headquarters and. named Wilson Ranger Station.

Th 1911 the Naches District was further reduced in size by creating
a new one extending from Bethet Ridge to the Indian Reservation. Needless to say, a vacated dais on Ahteneum Creek was used as headquarters
and Ed Tittle was the first ranger here as well as the first one to
acquire an automobile.
The Ahteneua and Cowiche areas were exchanged to the State in 1.91.6
for school lands elsewhere so this district was reduced to the present
Tieton one. Mark Brun was appointed ranger as Tittle had meantime resigned.
The Tieton Station was the first to be built with assistance from previous
occupants.
Abner T. Wright was the forest ranger on White River District.
Christoff Ranger Station was selected as headquarters for it was near tie
only open meadow affording horse feed. Several. years at a time it lacked
a ranger but did have a fire guard during Summer months.
The succession of Rangers wasa
RANDLE
PACKWOOD
WNflE RIVER
NACHES
AB. ConEad
Harry
Cunningham
Abner T. Wright
C.C. Cryder
John Kirkpatrick
W.
Seth.
Frank Kir.ey
Arnold Arneson
Melvin Lewis
Fred
Homquist
Arnold Arneson
Ray B. Hampton
Via.
Sethe
Nevan
Mccullough
Horrace Cooper
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Ed Tittle
Mark Brun
Harry Croxford
Arnold Arneson
Orval Jess

Via. Mccullough

E.J. Fenby
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Charles Randle
Alfred Conrad.
J'ohn Kirkpatrick

Crickat Christian
Jules L. Hagen
Nevan Mccullough
Erwin Peters
William Vallad

Abner Wright
Melvin Lewis
Harold Crisuell

Forest Assistant,
Forest Supervisor,
Forest Engineer,

Rainier National Forest - 1.909
Rainier National Forest - 1.930-1933
Snoqualmie National For. 1933-1950
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LANGDON'S ODYSSEY
By Sam Poirier
Fulfilling dreams of many years, Hector and Louise Langdon are sailing around
the world in their 32 foot sailboat, t'Windbairn". They constructed their boat
from a kit on a spot near their Portland home. After several years of preparation, including instructions and all kinds of practice sailing on the Columbia River, in Puget Sound, and on the ocean, they finally left Portland on
Labor Day, 1979. They sailed down the Oregon and California coast to San
Diego, thence to Baja, with stops enroute, to the sea of Cortez.
A 31 day
trip returning to San Diego to make alterations, repair instruments and make
final preparations, was concluded with departure from San Diego, Sept. 9, 1980.
Following a rough trip west where every variety of weather, from near hurricane to becalmed, was experienced, they reached Hilo, Hawaii on Oct. 6. There
The
they followed trips to variou8 islands, including trips inland by auto.
next leg of their trip takes them to the French Polynesian Islands.

Addendum by C.E. Brown - Among the preparation8 for this trip, Hec obtained
Since leaving Haiaii, they
a General Class Amateur Radio License, W137 OPJ.
report in to the Pacific Maritime Mobile Net each evening on 14.314 thz, at
05:30 Greenwich Time (10:30 P.M. DST). Net control for thi8 net is in Hawaii.
He has relay stations in San Diego, San Jose, San Francisco, Medford, Ore.,
Tokyo, Japan; Tahiti, and Sydney, Australia. They cover the entire Pacific.
At last count on June 1, there were 24 boats scattered over the Pacific, reporting in each night giving their position report, weather conditions, etc.
On Jay 4 Hec and Louise pulled into N[JKU HIVA in the French Polynesian Islands.
(Long.140 10' W., Lat. 9 5). They are sbill there at this writing, June 4.
i-Iec was formerly Forest. Engineer on the Rogue River Forest, transferring in
1966 to the Regional Office, Division of Engineering, retiring in early 1975.

A city feller came to sotne hills to do some
hang-gliding. As he sailed out over the
beautiful Ozarks the hill-billies Looked up
They watched quietly for a
and seen him.
spell then one of them took his rifle and
The other feller turned to him
shot it.
and said, uWhat kind of bird do you think
"1 don't know," replied the
that were?"
t1But I sure made him drop that. men."
other one,
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FIRST MAlC MILE SKI LIFE
By Ward W. Ga.no

There is significance in the original Magic Mile ski lift that makes
it worthwhile to record its genesis. It was in use within less than two
years after the January, 1938 op.ning of Timberline Lodge and was critical
to success of the Lodge as a year-round operation.
It was the one and.
For that matter, it
only publicly owned and built lift in the country.
was only two years behind Sun Valley in adopting an up-hill ski tranaportstion mode that has become synonymous with winter sports developments.
And, it was built under a unique collaborative effort of the Forest
Service and its contractor, the Biblet Tramway Company, and the Works
Progress Administration.
The Magic Mile nase has come to mean the ski lift that extends up
th. slope from lttmberline Lodge. George Henderson, in his younger days
an employee of the Mt. Hood National Forest and later Timberline Lodge,
and a long time friend of the Forest Service, recalls the origin of the
He remembers that Jim Nutter, an early public relations employee
name.
of Timberline Lodge, Inc., and the one who took th. widely publicised.
photograph of a skier schussing offthe roof of the Lodge, promoted a

prestige downhill sce more or less parallel to the original lift. 11.
promoted. it as the Magic Mile race--borrowing the thrust of the term
that had been applied to a prestigious downhill race in Austria, the
flying Kilometer. The term soon took over to identify the lilt rather
than the race, and was adopted as a matter of course for the double chair
lift that in 1961 replaced the original lift. This discussion of the
naming, however, gets us ahead of the story.
Jenekes Mason, at the time a principal assistant to F. J. (Jack)
Horton, Chief of the division of Recreatien and Lands, was in on the
evolvement of the policy decision to built a ski lift at Timberline
Lodge. He has collaborated in this article by furnishing his recollections, as follows, of at least some of th. steps involved in the decision
to build the lift and in getting it financed.
Within a month of the opening of Timberline Lodge
everyone concerned with success of the project agreed
that some form of up hill transportation for skiers was
essential to sake the Lodge a'viable enterprise, but there
was no agreement on the type of facility which should be
installed. Jim Frank].a.nd urged use of sleds tovd by
over-the-snow tractors. (The Forest Service Division of
engineering had recently built an experimental over-theJack Horton favsnow tractor which warn performing well.)
ored use of ski tows because of concern over the scenic
impact from a ski lift. Timberline Lodge, Inc., wanted a
ski lift similar to those in operation at Sun Valley, Idaho.
The final position of Region 6 was to favor a ski lift
provided the towers could be taken down and the cable
rolled up between ski seasons. timberline Lodge, Inc.,
applied for a Reconstruction Finance Corporation loan to
build a permanent ski lift and, in effect, appealed to
the chief, Forest Service, to authorise its construction.
The Regional Forester's letter of June 30, 1938 submitted this appeal to the Chief.
In his response of
July 29, 1938, Chief Silcox said: "I have decided that
since we have carried the development of Mt. Hood. and the
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Timberline Lodge as far as we have, there is no reason
for us to draw a fine line of distinction between a ski
Silcox also stated that he was
lift and. a ski tow,TM
opposed to further extension of heavy investment by the
He noted that Timberline Lodge, Inc.'s
concessionaire.
loan had been disapproved and added that in any event he
would have opposed it. He felt that the best course of
action would be to work on a combination of & Works
Progress Administration and a Public Works Administration
project to construct a ski. lift.
Silcox' letter was the turning point in getting the
It wisely and decisively setski lift project underway.
tled the squabble in Portland over the type of up-hill
transportation to be built.
It also committed the Forest
Service to find, a way for federal financing of a ski lift
on Mt. Hood. During the next three months at the behest
of the Chief's Office, the Secretary of Agriculture
supported such financing to both the Bureau of the
Budget and the Public Works Adminiotration.
In early November, 1938, the Chief's Office found it
possible to allot an additional $45,000 of P&M funds for
construction of the ski lift. This case as a sudden and.
unexpected surprise to the Portland office. The notification came in a long distance telephone call which I
remember well because I happened to be Its recipient.
vidently, C.J. Buck, Fred Brundage, and Jack Horton
happened to be out of the office when the Washington
call ease through. That's how I was called up to the
Regional Forester's office to take the call. Walt Dutton
was on the other end of the line. (evidently Chris Granger
was also away that day)
I remember the incident not only
for its content but also because it was the first time I
had ever talked across the country. Long distance calls
from Washington were a very rare occurrence in those days.
I had never had a full explanation of th. circumstances under which it became possible for the Chief's
Office to allot this $45,000 of P&M funds in early November
after a request for P.W.A. financing by the Secretary of
Agriculture in aid-October had stated such an allotment
was precluded because of limited funds. Obe story about
this incident which had limited circulation at the time in
the Portland office, but the accuracy of which I cannot
vouch for is as followas
£d Kotok, then Director of the California Forest and
Range ixperis.nt Station, was seeking funds to finance the
expansion of facilities at the San Dimas Poreat Influences
Laboratory in southern California. When d was in Washington
in some way or other he found out that with certain adjustments, about $50,000 of P&M funds could be made available
for allotment. He explained to Silcox what could be done
and asked that the funds thus released bç akloted f or the
improvement needed at San Dimas. Silcox' reply was to the
effect that finding the extra money was great but the #1.
project in need of financing was the Timberline ski lift.
If d could find some/y it would be allotted to San
Diase,
We In Portland never learned just when and how the

San Dia&a improvements were subsequently financed, but we
were grateful to d Kotok for finding a way to finance the
Mt. Hood ski lift.

The policy decision to undertake Forest Service construction of a ski
lift at Tiab.rlifl. Lodge. a. Jenekes Mason has described in th. above,
kicked .ff the engineering effort to get it designed, purchased and built.
In late August, 1.938, Regional Ingineex Jts Frankland assigned me to
survey two alternative locations for the lift--one to the east of the Lodge
and the other to th. west. Colonel Mart V. Palser, who became closely
associated with Lodge area activities, was assigned by the Mt. Hood Forest
to work with me on the survey.5 Th. east lin, had a siope length of
M945-ft., in a vertical rise of 1003-ft. The corresponding figures for
th. west line were 100-ft. and 752-ft. respectively. The reooamend.ation
to use the east line was made in Recreation & Lands L short tii. later.

The U.S. Steel Company, designer of the three chair lifts, (built in

1936.37) at Sun Valley, and its Portland agent, the Columbia St..l Co.,
had been consulted earlier in the year by Timberline Lodge, Inc. and
the W.P.A.'s Oregon Administrator U. tiuuith. US. Steel provided the
estimate of $60,000 materials and erection cost which became the basis
of subsequent funding efforts. The labor part of th. cost was estimated
at $10,000 and Griffith was indicating this amount could 'be covered as a
WP.A. project cost. By this time, the decision was firming up to use
public funds to finance the project even though these funds were not in
hand (and would not be until November, 1938). The use of public funds
would, of course, necessitate that any proposed. contract be put out to
bid. Nonetheless, U.S. Steel continued its collaboration by using the
Por.$t Service survey profile (with out guess as to snow profile) to
design the cable way--the tower locations, height., and foundations.

The pressure was on to expedite construction in every way possibi..
T.P.A.'a Griffith agreed to furnish labor for erection of the lift, including tower foundations, as an Immediate W.P.A. proj.ct. H. would
continue the relationship with Lorent Brothers Construction Company that
he had so successfully used in construction of Timberline Lodge, in
furnishing project sup.rintendence, key foremen, and construction Ranagemant know-bow. U.S.
s.l's agent, the Columbia Steel Ca,, agreed to
furnish its foundation plans to the Forest Servics without cost and to
authoriz, the Forest Servic. to trace these plans for use in subsequent
bid documents, In the early pert of October, 1938, I returned to the
Lodge to begin locating and laying out saab tower foundation from the
U.S. Steel design. Close behind, the V.P.A., under project superint.ndent Bill Wechner, began forming and pouring the concrete for the foundations. The cost of materials for this work was financed by a $5000
P&It re-allocatiob within the Region, with the expectation that the be].ance of the $50,000 materials cost estimate would somehow be mad. available from the Chief's Office. The work continued, until forced to shut
down by weather about the middle of November.

50ns day, when at the upper end of the east line, we spotted a ]on. figure
on-the slope below coming up toward us at a fast pace
As he closed in on
us we paid his kiitle attention--he looked like any other crag rat in blue
jeans and flannel shirt.
But then he stepped up and in*roduced himself
as Bob Marshall, Chief of the Division of Recreation in the Chief's Office.
Marshall was a strong proponent of wilderness in the Forest Service system.
He died of a heart attack not too many months later, still relatively
young.
A wilderness area in Montana was named for him. He did not confide in us that day how he
about the coming presence of a ski life
on the slopes above Timberline Lodge.

felt

In the meantime we had begun to prepare specifications for bidding
the 4esign, materials, equipment, and supervision of cabl. installation
for the lift.
Communications engineer i.A. Loew, electrical engineers
W.IC. Nelson and R.J. Mather, and I were responsible for writing these
specifications.
(Loew and Nelson completed their careers in the Chief's
Mather transferred to and. retired from the Bonneville Power
Office.
Administration.) Bill Nelson wrote that part of the specifications that
introduced the concept of full push button control of the lift from the
upper and lower terminal as well as an intermediate station. The Sun
Valley lifts relied on what was at that time convóntional drum-type
rheostat speed control at one station only, with stop buttons at other
stations. The lift would have a slope length of 14953-ft. and a vertical
rise of 996.5-ft. It would have a capacity of' 225 persons per hour, with
and a rop. speed of 50-ft. p.r min92 single chairs spaced at 108-ft.
ute.
The traction rope would be carried on 19 intermediate framed structural steel towers, plus a drive tower at the upper terminus and a
floating tension and counter-weight tower at the lomur terminus.
Nelson also wrote the procurement specifications for the motorgenerator power plant for the lift (there was no commercial power at the
lihe power plant would be housed in a separate reinLodge at this time).
forced concrete building about 200-ft. east of the lower terminus of the
lift.
The plant would, consist of a 120-H.P. diesel motor driving a 75-KVA
generator, with transformers to transmit 2300-V through the buried power
cable to a 30-H.P. d.rive motor at the upper terminus of the lilt.
The invitations to bid on the lift were issued on November 12 and
opened on December 17, 1938. In this period two or thre. protests to
particular features of the spec ifications were received. One involved
a congressional referral from the Chief's Office in which a non-bidding
tramway firm protested that a skier, positioning himself in front of a
chair moving at Lf50_ft. per minute, was risking a broken coccys.
In
drafting a reply for the Chief I had to turn to a medical book to find
out what a coccyx was that was being threatened. On December 17 we found
that five bids were received ranging from a low of $22,500 to a high of
$L4,0O0.
After application of payment discounts, the Riblet Tramway
Company of Spokane turned out to be the low bidder. The contract award
was finally made in March, 1939.
ven though widely experienced in
mining and freight handling tramway design and construction, chair lifts
were new to Riblet. The firm went c to become a principal ski lift
builder in the country. U.S. Steel's agent, in spite of its early collaboration and the head start it had in preliminary design and cost estimates, was the high bidder.
One of the highlights of involvement with the Timberline ski lift
was the opportunity to make an official visit to Sun Valley and examine
the three chair lifts in operation at that time. Lj'ew Nelson, Mather
and I were given this opportunity on January 5-6, 1939. The specifics.tiona for the Timberline lift had already been written, bids advertised
and opened, and a tentative notice of award made. The visit, however,
gave us a chance to observe operation and maintenance practices and
problems, and determine whether any change orders in the Timberline
contract might be advisable. As a matter of fact, we did. change from
single to multiple roller assemblies on the intermediate towers, and
from 14-in, to 1ó-in, rollers in order to improv, riding characteristics.
Bids for the diesel-electric generating plant were issued on Dec. 13,
and opened on January 6, 1939. Nine bide were received the lowest responsive one by ?airbanks Morse at a price of $12,230.

Bi].]. Nelson was assigned as r.sident engl.ne.r to administer construction of the lift and installation of the diesel-elec*ric power plant.
Civil ngineer Bob Swanson was assigned to the W.P.A.'s construction of
the power plant building. Bob had done most of the design work and detailing on the building.
W,P.,.A, work on the tower foundations resumed about May 1. 1939.
Structural steel tower materials began arriving from Biblet at Spokane
soon aft.r, and were erected promptly on those foundations that were
As It had in servicing the
already in place from last year's work.
uncovering of the Lodge's first water supply source in January and
P.bruary, 1.937 (Som. Timberline Lodgø Recollections, Tiiab.rlines,
Volume XXIII, September, 1979), Tad. Flynn's snow cat p.rforaed well
in transporting materials over the snow from th. Lodge pe.rktng area to
the respective tower sites. Accordingly, we avoided any need for
attempting to locate, under the snow, and re-open th. cat road that
had been used the previous fall in transporting concrete materials.

Word got around that Norway' s Crown Price Olav and Princess
Martha would make a visit to Timberline on May 21. Someone decided to
take advantage of the situation by having the royal visitors participate
For th. occasion two anchor bolt
in a sort of pre-d.d.ication ceremony.
nuts and a steel erector's wrench were chrome plated for the Crown Prince
to use in symbolically completing erection of one of the towers.
Assistant Regional £ngine.r Ray Grefe kept the chrome plated wrench, nicely
frsmed, behind his desk for several years.
The W.P.A,'s project work was amended to include construction of
a warming hut at the upper terminus of the lift. Th. building was
designed, under the supervision of Timberline Lodge architect Tim Turner,
by architect Ward Lilis. This building also sheltered the fixed tower
that housed the drive machinery and electrical controls for the lift.

It was W.P.A. Oregon Administrator U. Griffith who in June, 1O proposed dedicating this building as a memorial to F.A. Silcox, Chief
Forester, November, 1933 to December, 1.939, "Whose invaluable support
made possible the development of the Timberline Lodge Recreation Area'.
By late summer erection had progressed to the point Riblet could
be notified that, in accordance with its contract, th.ir cable installation supervisor should plan to be on sits September 6, 1939. This man
was C.J, Kuchera. It would be his responsibility to direct unreeling and
laydown of the 10,250-ft. of i-in, diameter 6x19 plow steel wire rope,
Its splicing, its positioning on the tower sheaves, and, later, the installation along the cable of the clips to which the chair hangers were
attached.
Riblet had an impressive background of successful experience
with its system of attaching hangers to a clip that had a lengthwise
core which matched the lay of the strands, and was inserted between the
strands of the wire reop. As compared to the system used by U.S. Steel
at Sun Valley, it avoided an external fastening which interrupted a.
smooth, quiet ride over the sheaves. It also avoided any patent infringement with the U.S. Steel type of attachment.

The diesel-electric generating plant was started up on October 25,
making it possibl. to "break in" the plant and at the same time operate
the tramway rope so as to remov, most of the construction stretch. By
early November Kuchera was able to complete installation of the clips.
hangers and chairs.
With chairs on the rope it becam. possible to use
the tramway to transport crews to and from the upper terminal where work
was still going on at the warming hut.

During this p.riod, before the tramway was opened to public use, one
of the workmen so dismounted from a chair as to cause it to swing violently,
snag on tower No. 2, force the rope out of the sheaves on that tower and
and. CSU8 it to lead Oat of the groove of the 10-ft. disaster tail sheave.
Although workmen were in other chairs on the downhill side, no one was
thrown from a chair and there were no injuries or serious damage to the
Since it was advertised that the lift would be opened to public
lift.
use on Sunday, November 16, the incident triggered a rush of activity by
Riblet and us to decide on preventive measures and get thee in place.
The one final readiness job was to attach ladders, as built by the
Zigzag Ranger Station shop, to towers at critical points along the lift
so they would be reasonably accessible in the event of a pow.r or mechanical failure that required evacuation of the line.
On November 21, Timberline Lodge, Inc. named its operating crew.
laer F'rana, a W.P.A. workman who had, demonstrated. mechanical and cableway skills during construction, was named as chief operator and loader.
The crew included 30-Year Club member Jack Ferrell, at that tine a. shorttern employ.. of the Mt. Hood National Forest with a good knowledge of

electrical controls and equipment, as control man and rli.f loader.
Ferrell took over as crew leader before the winter was over. The aadsrn
day skier can agonize over the ski lift rates established for the first
year of operation, 35 - single ride; 50 - round trips 3 rides (one
way) for $1.00; all day for $2.00.
The lift constructions costs were reported as follows a

Forest S.rvice (materials, eqlpia.nt, handling, but no labor)
$30,265
Ski lift proper
Power plant
16,990
,i55
Silcox hut

Total

5t,#10

Works Progr.aa Administration (no breakdown available)
$30,000 approx.
Labor
Getting the lift into operation brought on a new set of problems and
challenges. 1. had expected to get at least a three year life from the
traction rope. However, by mid-February, 10, Jack Ferrell was reporting broken wires at at*ut a. third of the chair hanger clipe. On April 1,
aft.r its own inspection, Riblet advised they had r.ported the wire breakage
situation to the cable manufacturer but did not see any cause for alarm
because the wire breaks were distributed over a considerabi. length of
the rope. Also, in routinely relocating the clips along the cable in the
second week of April, the crew found 29 clips with broken cores. Under
its contract warranty Riblet promptly replaced all clips with new ones
specially annealed to improve their ductility. This eèlved the clip
problem, but on July 26 we notified Ribl.t that wire breakage on the
traction rope was continuing and we expected replacement would be reOn Rib].et's recommendation
quired before the next. winter's operation.
we advised Timberline Lodge, Inc. on August 16, 191O that the lift must
be shut down immediately pending further inspection by a representative
of the manufacturer. The manufacturer's representative inspected the
rope on August 22 and. concurred in the shut down pending replacement of
the rope.

On Riblet' a and the manufacturer' a recoanend*tion we approved
replacement of the rope, under th. contract warranty, with one of the
sass 1-in. ttaemt.r but Lang lay instead of th. regular lay and of a
special steel instead of ploy steel in t±e interest of improved ductility. The replic.asnt cable was inatalled October 7-9, 1940 and the
lift ass back in service on Sunday, Oatober 13.

Mo really satisfactory reason for the rapid deterioration of the
first cable was learned. Ribint th.oris.4 the sxc.saive wire breakage
say have been due to burnings the rope by operating it over ice-stuck
sheaves, contrary to instructions which ea]led for freeing an sheaves
b.fore starting lift. The operating crew agreed this happened four tines
in th. early weeks of operation but involved a relatively few sheaves
near the upper and of the line.
It was never shown that the saount of
pressure bstwssa rap. and sheav.s, or the speed or duratien of the 'stuck'
operation could generat. the heat that would induce the brittleness of
the wires leading to the breakage.
In any event, the replacement cable performed well at least up to
the tim. of the closure of the Lodge and lift fros Augmat 28, 1942 to
December 1, 1945, as brought on by World War II.
Other lifts have since been added to the Timberline Lodge area,
and th. original Magic MU. was taken out of service in 1962 when
replaced by it. fl.W namesake--also financed with public funds
It's
worth remembering, though, that the first one, built under unusual
arrangements, did much to pave the way for a successful Timberline
Lodge recreation area.

FL FPY YEARS A TREE

From a seed dropped by a frightened squirrel I grew
For half a century to attain majestic height and girth;
To labor in the wind and rain and snow
For the protection of my humble home - the earth.
Seasons of want and famine were not knotm to me,
I3ecause the never failing earth held food and wine
And I in turn, gave back my service free - tQ those
Who wisned to rest, or hide, or live, or even dine.
Strange things before me passed in life's parade
Put I spoke not, for watching of an owl taught me to think,
To keep those thoughts where other thoughts are made
And like the owl to ponder, and just wink.
Birds of the air made homes among my boughs
And I was glad that I [night serve their needs
For they in turn gave song that thrilled the air with rows
Of notes that roused the sleeping world to bigger deedsi
Long since I died that you night live to read
The story of my lifu which made retreat;
To furnish you with all thome things you need,
And yes,

L' in looking at you from this very sheet!

fly Lloyd Gillmor - 1-30-37

As far as I know, this is
(.T found this among Lloyd's papers.
1illy Gillmor.)
the only poem he ever wrote.
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THE SMA 0? THE

JRLOINED WHISKEY--OR--THE OTHER SIDE OF BOYD RASMUSSEN
By Hillard M. Lilligr.n

Many people in Region Six know of or have worked with Boyd L.
Rasaussen. H. was one of the finest organisers and adsinistrators I
ever set, and also a good friend. But he had another sidet He was a
clandestine practical joker.

This incident took place in the very early fifties on a Ranger
District on the Sius].aw National Forest.
The Ranger had a bottle of Brand X whiskey, a gift fros a local
resident that he stored. on the top shelf of the closet in his office.
He inforsed veryon. that the whiskey was specifically designated for
consuaptiora at the (lhristaas Party.
As a young forester with sore brass than brains, I decided to play
a practical joke, so I purchased another bottle of Bra.nd.-X whiskey, and.
eventually found a use for the contents. Once the bottle was e*pty, I
refilled it with strong tea, and very carefully replaced the cap, seal
and tax staap. I placed it on the shelf in the closet, and push.d the
genuine bottle to the rear, where it was not visible.
Boyd was at the Ranger Station on offici*l business the day of the
Christias Party, so he decided to attend the gathering in the evening.
I told his what I had planned s When the Ranger produced what he thought
was his bottle (actually tea) several people at the party whoa I had
briefed. beforehand would iaa.diat.ly grab the bottle and start passing
After the Ranger got
it around, eaptying it as rapidly as possible.
sufficiently upset at the excessive conAumption, I would confess to the
prank and produce the genuine whiskey.
Boyd and sosa lads fros the bunkhouse brought part of a bottle of
whiskey as their share of the refrsshsents, and the party got start.d.
Soon that bottle was eapty and the Ranger asked se to get his bottle fros
I did so, knowing it was t$3, and returned to the party. I
the closet.
iaa.diately opened it, took a bLg swig, and. passed it around. By the tue
it had gone through the hands of four gusslers, it was less than half-full.
The Ranger becase very irate, and said, Mcut it out, the ladies haven't
I then confessed that the bottle was really full
even had a drink yett"
of tea, and. said I would get the genuine object fros the closet.
I went to the office, and was very shocked to find the shelf bare.
I returned to the party with confused and sixed esotionst It took
lose tise to explore the possibilities en the Ncase of the aissing bottle.'
By strange coinci&encó. the bottle Boyd. and the lads brought was also
Brand-I. I could only conclude that they brought the Ranger's own whiskey
to the party.
I was never .,ble to explain satisfactorily what happened to the
Ranger's bottle, and lived under a cloud of suspicion until I was
transferred. Henceforth, I was very careful not to get involved with
Boyd. Ra.aaussen In any sore practical jokes.
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TRAIL INTO HEBO PROVED BY TILLAMOOK TIMBER CRUISER
Anonymous
One day several years ago as Leonard Whitmore, a timber cruiser for
the U.S. Forest Service, was looking over some land on Mt. Hebo, he came
across what looked, like a well-worn trail working its way up the mounta.inside.

Further investigation by Whitzaore revealed the hollowed out spot
was indeed a trail, in fact, the original road used by white settlers
to traverse the Coast Range from Tillamook County to the Willamette
Valley.

The trail never crossed a ravine during its
ridgetopa to Grande Ronde.

O miles, following

First mentioned in the Warren Vaughn diary in 1854., the trail may
have followed paths originally paced out by Indians, Uhitsore said, but
there is no way of knowing for sure. That trail served as the only way
to getting into the valley overland until about 1859 when another trail
was worked through to Yashill.
Whitmore has authenticated the trail for Forest Service records
N1 remember the early surveyors plat showing the course of
t)e trail passing the edge of Habo Lake. His notes mentioned
a section corner nearby that was 1,100 feet north of the old
trail," Whitmore said. NOn a summer day in 1975, I took an
assistant with me to help measure the distance between the
found section corner and the trail.
We were in a state of excitement and anticipation when we
neared the last few feet of our measurement and there it was,
a three-foot-wide trail faintly visible beneath a several-inch
accumulation of dead ferns and twigs. As we followed more of
the trail, the reality of its past historical events unfolded
before our eyes
We could see a potential recreational value
of developing this site for the benefit of the public to hike
and to enjoy as a nature and historical trail. A further search,
lasting several weeks, was made to find as much more of the trail
as possible. Roads and radar base activities have destroyed all
evidence of the path on the summit of Mt. Hebo," Whitmore said.
Eventually, about three miles of the trail will be d.veloped for
hiking, but Whitmore said no schedule has been set up for that. One portion extends from Lake Mebo easterly for two miles to within one-half
mile of the radar base. The second trail site starts at the east Mt. Hebo
campground traversing down the steep east slope of the mountain for one
mile to North Lake.
Today, the trail, which is about 3-4. feet wide, is in good shape,
except it has
one spot a 70-year old tree growing right in the middle
of it.
Whitmore warns against hiking it at this time because the trail
is unmarked and a hiker might get lost.

Vaughn, who provided the first record of the trail, visited Tillamook
in 1852 and made a donation land claim near the Kilchis River.

Valley

By 185, Whitmore said. documents show the Tillamook Valley contained
five or six families and 11 bachelors for a total number of about 50
souls. To provide for a more convenient transportation route, settlers
were anxious for a passage over the Coast Range to the Willamette Valley
via Grand Ronde. Indian trails needed improvement for use with saddle
and. packhorses.

Severs.]. Tillamook Valley resIdents decided to ascend Mt. Hobo, thinking by so doing, they could gain knowledge of surrounding country. From
this 3200 foot summit, they were able to determine routes. The easiest
route was across rid.getopa since valleys and lowlands were choked. with
fallen trees, dense underbrush and. debris from a. forest fire in 16A5.

Hiram Smith, one of the earliest Tillamook Valley settlers, made a
trip the early spring of 185i to Grande Ronde for the purpose of constructing a road from that end. toward Tillamook. He raised a subscription
of men to help with this enterprise. After about four miles, they went
back on Smith, causing him to abandon his project. He vent through to
Tillamook and got the cooperation of several residents. About May 1, 185$,
Truman Harris, James Quick, Mr. Alderman, Smith, Trask and others went
over the mountains to Grande Rondo. They made an arrangement with Grande
Rondo settlers to help out the trail from their end and the Tillasook
settlers to start at their end, racing to see who would reach the Ne8tucca
River first.

The Grande Rondo party reached the Nestucca River first, but they
kept on working. When the two parties met, all warn excitement, and there
went up such a shout the mountains re-echoed again and. again f or they were
assured of a. much nearer, safer, and pleasanter route to the valley.

Immediately following the completion of the trail, sveral horsemen
arrived from Grand.e Rondo to the Tillamook Valley. Despite about 200
snags lying across the road, they made the trip in one day.
As the news spread that there was a new trail to Tillamook, a large
number of ion flocked into the country taking up new homestuds. On.
year after the trail was cut, Major Ambrose N. Armstrong surveyed the
boundaries of the Indian Reservation. His survey notes and plat shows
the course of Hiram Smith's four ailes of road and is titled. "Road to
Killamook (sic)."
Armstrong made a trip over the road two years after it opened and
commented that it was "a trail barely practicable. It is the intention
to finish the wagon road as soon as convenient. This will asks the
traveling distance from Salem to Tillamook within two-and-a-half-days."

The trail was ued. by settlers until t95 when a shorter route was
found by traveling up the Trask River over the mountains to Ya.shill. Tb.
trail continued to be used by Indians from th. reservation for travel to
the Neatucca River.
With construction of a wagon road from Grs.nd.e Ronde down the Little
Nestucca River to the Nestucca. Valley, which was dedicated July +, 1882,
use of the historical Grand. Rondo-Mt. Hobo trail was discontinued.,
although other settlers traveled it occassionally.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have been told that I was on the road to hell, but I
had no Idea It was just a mile down the road with a
Dome on it.

Abraham Lincoln

TALS OF A LOST

MINB ON M. }LBO

By Leonard Whitmore

It was around the year 1880, a prospector by the name of Lampeon,
accompanied by an Indian guide, roamed the hills and canyons between
Testament Creek and Mt. Mebo in search of mineral ore. He chipped some
interesting looking red rock from a rocky ledge in a small creek and put
a sample in his pack-sack.
Lampeon and his guide became lost and wandered through an area
between Bible Creek and Mt. Hebo. They finally found their way out on
an Indian trail from Silver Falls on the Nestucca River to Sheridan.
However1 he never had it assayed until the next year when it proved
to be a rich grade cinnabar. This started the whole thing. Lampeon made
a return trip into the mountains where he had made his discovery, hoping
to start a mining operation. The canyons and ridges all looked alike to
him, which caused a question in his mind as to which creek held his high
grade vein of cinnabar.
He was positive the place of his discovery must be beneath a recent
landslide in Nina Creek. Me reasoned the beat way to wash away the landslide was by diverting a stream of water to its top to make it easier to
wash the entire slide down Nina Creek, thus exposing his lad..
He imported. a. group of Chinese laborers to dig a uatergrade ditch
that extended from an adjoining creek for 1+ wiles to his mining site.
During the time of the mining operation the Chinese laborers on their
day off, once a week, would visit the homesteaders on the Nestucca River
to beg for food. There is no doubt their food supply was very meager
up at the mine. Lach Chinese had a small pail that they would use to
put the various bits of food given them. They would stir the conglomeration around in their bucket and eat it on the spot.

Lampeon, with his coolles, washed off the mountainside, dug vertical
and horisontal shafts all to no avail. A blue stream of mud flowed down
Nina Creek into the Nestucca River for years. After 1$ or 12 years of
operation, Lampeon died and the laborers all went their way. Why he
persisted all these years not producing one drop of mercury nobody will
ever understand.

Ironically, he had a friend by the name of Thacker who, many years
later, moved onto Leapsons mining site working all by himself until the
1930's when one of his neighbors found him dead in his cabin.
Two men have worked and died where their dream never matured because they were not digging at the end of the rainbow.
The year 193A4, a forest fire broke out near Niagara Point lookout
sweeping westward across Pheasant and Niagara Creeks for a distance of
2 miles; this was called the Kay Burn. Ranger Leroy Garwood, while
firefighting, thought he found the lost cinnabar lode in one of the creeks
west of Niagara Point and. remarked when he retired he would look into it.
Soon after his retirement from the U.S. Forest Service, ho died. The lode
ia still out there for the finding, seen by 2 men that makes it a fact.
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The facts of this story were told to me by Douglas Jones who had
lived near the mouth of Nina Creek most of his lu.. His grar4psrents
hoemeteaded. here in 1882 and fed the hungry coolies.
The government surveyors plat of 1882 shows Lampaons mining site
and the water ditch leading to it. The .it. i. located on 'the north and
east sides of th. corner to sections 11-t2-13-1M T.Les., R.8W, W.M.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Helen Affolter of Hebo sent the following article, also pertaining to
Mining, on the Hobo Ranger District of the Sivalaw National Forest:

Mt. Hobo Mining Coap&ny
By Sonia L. NoCawley
Nestled high on Mt. Hobo's north slopes between Boulder Creek and
West Alder lie, the homestead of Jacob and. Magda.leua Nicklaus. Tumbling
creeks and fir fringed a.a4owa surround the rustic buildings.
Married in Wisconsin. Jacob and Magda.lena migrated westward in the
1.890's. living in various places in Tiklaaook county, before settling on
Mt. Hebo. Herman and Robert, th. youngest of eix brothers were born there.

Growing up in this remote sitting without benefit of modern conveniences the boys developed ..lf reliande through honest hard work, and
firm guidance from strict parents.
veryone was involved
These were good years for th. growing family.
in earning their modest living by milking a small herd of' cows and making
cheese. This special natural cheddar was of high ua1ity and much in
demand, creating a steady market for am much as they could produce.
The om.stea4 was proved and a t.nt for the land granted in i9Ol..
Jacob liked to prospect the surrounding hills and streams sometimes
accoapanid by a Mr. Vaughn. Together they located a rich vein of iron
pyrites over on west Alder Branch,
The miners built a small cabin on th. site and set to work sinking
two prospect holes, each 45 feet deep, in the creek bed to locate the
Robert, who than was a young child remembers the cabin
paying vein.
fondly as a place of excitement where mining tools and supplies were
stored and hot meals prepared in the large stone fireplace,
Ore sent to assayer' a office in Philadelphia and Denver showed a
value of $16.00 a ton in a combination of gold, silver and cinnabar.

Trying to calculate the direction the vein might take the miners
ran an adit into the sidehifl just above the shafts in the creekbed.
Blasting a tunnel they worked to the right, but unfortunately did not
strike the vein.

Onthe advice of a mining engineer by the name of Mr. Capels and. w
with the help of a. Tillaaook lawy.r, a Mr. Johnson, J&cob and Mr. Vaughn
formed the Mt. Hebo Mining Company, printing a number of shares of stock.
The idea was that if th. vein could be uncovered they would. be ready to
rAise the capita]. needed for development.
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The vein was never uncovered,. After years of heavy beck breaking
labor, work was abandoned, on the mine around 1.91.2 or 191J4. The little
Al]. that
cabin by the mine was gradually reclaimed by the forest.
now
are
the
holes
in
the
creek
bottom
and.
hillside.
r.aain

Scattered through the hills of Tillamook County are the remains
of severs], such mining endeavors, most make in search of cinnabar.
Legend has it that hidden deep in mountainous forest folds lies a
secret tin mine. Uncovered many years ago and known only by a few,
that treasure waits to be discovered again.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE LOST LODE
A rumor here has gone the round
That near Mt. Hebo once was found
A mine of wealth, rich and rare
Which Siana the assayer claimed was cinnabar
One of Oregon's pioneers
Mad. this discovery it appears
But was lost, by some 'tie said,
When he the rich discovery mad.
He'd many times these mountains crossed
Yet nsver dreamed of getting lost,
But this time did, the story goes,
And wandered. where, God only knows
And in his wanderings found the place,
Somewhere near Mt. Hebo's base,
Ther. in a canyon found th. ore
But, alas could find, the place no more
To find himself was no light task,
Yet this he did, then loudly &sked,
"Where is my mine of cinnabar?"
An echo answered "Tionas Caw
Time and gold he spent in vain,
In hopes to find the lode agains
Yet nst.r. found an easy task.
To keep it from the old man's grasp

Then mountains high and. gulches deep.
With rocky spurs, sharp and steep,
Were found to guard for ought we know
The wealth surrounding Mt. }iebo.
W.C.}L.

THE EARLY DAY FOREST RMGER
By H. R. (Mickey)

lliott

The Forest Ranger of 1910-15 was pretty much a pioneer especially
in the West. Alone at a Ranger Station, isolated, far from other humans,
he was dependant upon his own ingenuity and limited resources.
I recall a more or less common incident that occurred in 1912 which
illustrates this point: That day I had, a. 13 ails rids to see a homesteader
who needed a line run between him and the National Forest. I had a bunch
of well. broken horses (no car!) but this was a chance to "gentle" a. colt
(Believe it or not, this was about the averag, price
I had bought for $10.
for a "wild horse!)
So--on foot--I ran my string of seven from my pasture to the corral
He was "halter broke" and had been "bucked
and roped and tied th. colt.
out" by an Indian friend and had. been used as a pack horse twice, but he
was far from gentl
I blindfolded. him with a. gunny sack and saddled him with a very little
bit of trouble, then climbed on and pulled off the blind. I expected him
My system for riding a colt was
to buck a little, which didn't worry ma.
to grab the horn with both hands (I was no buckaroo) and if the horn didn't
pull out, or my head snap off my youthful strength and. determination outlasted the colts' bucking. But he fooled me! Having learned he couldnt
unload an Indian or a pack by bucking he decided to stampede--and did he
mile ahead--would
ever run! I thought of the pasture gate (7 ft. high)
he try to jump it? But he fooled me again I Seeing the gate blocking his
way, he made a flying left turn which completely unbalanced mej then he
made a few jumps along the fence to the stsep bank of a creek where he
decided to unload me.

By that time I had lost my balance, my stirrups, the horn and my
confidence! He made one quick, high buck and I sailed so high I had. time
to review my whole misspent life on the way up and check it for errors on
the way down! I lit on my back and slid down the steep bank 10 ft. to a.
stop.
I can still hear the grass rushing by my ears! Luckily, ther. were
no trees or rock.s to get in my way!
With only a few scratehes to show for it, I picked myself up arid
walked b&ck to the corral where my colt was sharing his experience with
the other horses.
I thought I detected a slight smirk on his lips when
he looked at me!

Having learned my lesson, I now did what I should have tone in the
first place. Putting a long lead rope on him, I ran him around. and. around
rral, urging him with my quirt until he was wet with sweat and
that
streaked with white foam. By this time both he and I were too tired for
foolishness, so I climbed aboard. All day long I kept him in a trot or
gallopi I did my surveying job, then came back home--a dead. tired Forest
Ranger and a dead tired, GENTLE colt. In fact, h. was so gentl. he was
I'll admit I treated
OK either for women or children from that time on!
that horse csuel-a.an that day, but before you condemn me, think of this a
I lived alon, at this Ranger Statkon, miles from other humans, and if this
colt left me draped over a boulder with broken bones or smashed head, it
might have been days before anyone knew about it!
I liked my horses and, this colt proved to be a dandy saddle horse.
I was fond of him and believe ha liked me.
I actually had a lump in my
throat when I sold him and my string to join the Army in 1917.

THE LOOKOUT' S FAREWELL

By Vondis £. Miller
I am going down tomorrowi the long summer watch is o'er,
It baa rained for d.ays together and has soaked the forest floors
every canyon's running water; every streani is rising higher,
And each single drop that's falling helps cut down the risk of fire.
So I sit in my little cabin on top of a lonely peaks
And hug the stove and shiver for the world ia cold and bleak,
Out5fs the rain is falling and the fog is flying pe8t,
And. the anchor wires are singing as they tighten to the blast.
Aa I sit I get to thinking of the days that are to come,
When I'll hike back to the city and will hear the motors hunt,
Where the bright lights are aglimmer and there's muaic soft and clear,
I'll mingle with the pretty women and their merry laughter hear.
See the ballrooms gaily lighted; hear the music of a band,
Where the food is fresh and varied, oh it surely will be grand.
Some days I've aiiaost inelted soie days I've almost froze,
One day I've wrapped i!1 blankets, the next I've shed my clothes.
I'm tired of toting fire wood up a steep old, mountain side,
And I can't love packing water, though the Lord knows how I've tried.
I'm tired of egge and butter that are three to six weeks old,
And the thoughts of rice and raisins simply iiakee my b1oo run cold.

Sour dough and spuds and bacon along with canned milk, fruit and meat,
Fla.pja.cks, syrup, ancient butter, time to cook again and eat.
Think of washing clothes in water that you've packed uphill arldLhour,
And the very thought of bathing make3 my disposition sour.
Oh, I've cursed the Job and aountain, cursed the grub both blue and blacks
Cursed the world and then the weather, cursed ayaelf for coming back,
Yet I'll aiss the gentle murmur of the breezes when they blow,
Mi35 the beauty of the suneet and the mellow afterglow,
Miss the aunrise o'er the ridges, miss the beauty of the hills,
Miss the birds and Mother Nature with her many happy thrilla,
Oh! I hate you beyori reason as you stick there in the sky,
Still, old iountain, I ahail mias you so I bid you sad goodbye.

Published in t929,
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Vision is what we modestly admit that we have, when we
discover that ie gueesed right.
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RBCOLLTIONS ABOJ? CCC CAMPS DURI

T1{

2930'S

By George Morey

The Civilian Conservation Corps prograa start.d in eouth.rn Oregon
in May, 1933. It was through this program that many of the first roads
and trails were built in eastern Curry County.
My remarks are made around Company #1650, which convend at & t.nt
camp on the o14 Mt. Reuben road and remained ther. for a few months. It
was thsn moved to a mare permanent location at sand near Galice.
I was an snrollse from the start of ths program and. want to say that
it was about th. best thing that had happened to many of us since th.
on paycrash of 1929. Our pay was $30.00 a month; $5.00 was given to
day tnt dna was sent a check for $25.00. I only worked for this amount
for on. month and th.n was promoted to leader, which paid $Ai5.00 a month.

Try to imagine a crew of 275 inexp.rianced men, or I should say.
boys, aasamled. in a very short tim., to be organised and started on a
program that wa.s tangled in government red tap.. In addition, this proj.ct was supervised by two different departments. However after a few
weeks tb. kinks were mostly ironed out and the result was on. of the
finest operations with th. most lasting good results of any undertaking
since th. depression started.
The Army was in charge of the camp, that is, subsisting, clothing,
During the initial program, the camp
and the general welfare of the men.
was staffed with regular army officers, consisting of a commanding officer,
a mess officer, a first sergeant, a contract doctor and a civilian educational advisor. The project work was supervised by the Forest Service.

Getting back to the organization of the camp; Our main contact while
at the bess camp was with an old regular Army sergeant. I believ that
41.5 years later, 90% of' the enrollees of the L933 period will recall the
old sergeant and his methoWof operation. His manner n.ver changed around
K. gave one the impression that
the olock; the snarl was peratnent.
you were properly greased and had your ears pinned back that h could
swallow you. During the time that he was in camp I never heard him say
a pleasant word to or about anyone.

if

Being an old Army regular he carried the same aanneriaas and methods
of supervision to the CCC camp as prevailed in the army.
It was a common
"shut up".
thing especially in th. morning to hear him t.l]. someone
Me ilso liked to get away from the camp and "live it up'. One night in
Grants Paea he became involved in a brawl with some of the boa], citizens
and came out the loser, arriving back at camp about dawn and reported to
the company doctor that he had fallen down the steps leading to the
officers' latrine. It looked, to the men, as though each step had bitten
a chunk out of him as be passed by. That is about all I recall about the
old sergeant, It is not to our credit that we never tried to be friendly
to him. There may have been a real. human being hidden behind that mask.

The assistant to the sergeant was an enrollee from Illinois, Lee
Miller, who had been a railroad employee and had. spent much of his spare
time in a gym, boxing. He was a good fighter in the ring, and his nose
was decidedly flat from the punches he had taken with th. gloves. The

adainistrat ion was not altogether popular with the men and Lee acted as
1. had a good personality and with the
a stabilizer for the company.
athletic program he conducted at the camp made his a favorite with the
personnel.
As the sen arrived, in camp they were issued clothing consisting of
World, War I uniforms, beds which consisted of hl&nkets and a bag filled.
with straw for a mattress and. a sees kit. Then cue time to assign duties
It is not known just what methods were need to get the men on
and jobs.
th. job and. the program rolling but I believe that a. list of the jobs to
be done was written on a large chart and a roster of the men placed alongside. The men's names were listed alphabetically from A to Z and, starting
with A, assignments were made.
It went like thist a name was called, the man stepd forward and
received the news that he would be head cook; the next one would be 2nd
cook and so on until all th. jobs were filled. I'm cure this was the
method employed bec&uee when they got down to the M's and called my name,
I was informed I was to be a powct.raan unlimited." and. would head ups,
Up to this time, I had never
crew blasting trees from th. right of way.
any more than seen powder, let alon, used any of it.

Many of the enrollees had the use trouble that I did, with results
On the second day of my job as powderiaan,
that were less than acceptable.
after studying the blasters manual thoroughly, I attempted to remove a 50"
Douglas Fir tre. from the edge of the road. It was the practice in thase
days to blast the trees from the right of way, in doing so the tree and,
the stump were both removed at th. use time and went down the mountain
and out of the way. The manual indicated where to dig th. holes and how
mch inch
such powder it would take to blast out a tree of a given size.
required a certain amount of powder.
After getting the holes filled with powder and all tasped in I
started to get second thoughts and doubted very much If that amount of
powder would do the job. At this early stage of my career I did want to
be a success, So to be safe, two large holes were dug mId.? the tree and
The result was that the
two more boxes of stumping powder were tasped in
tree went down the mountain all right, and with it about 100 f..t of the
It took several days to repair the road enough to let th. trucks
road.
over it. In the meantim. the crews walked the 3 miles to work in the
morning and back to camp in the evening.
Along about this time someone dlgscovered a couple of hundred pounds
of bacon on the garbege dump resting on the tin cans and other debris,
Upon investigation it came out that the cooks had discovered a small amount
of mold, on some of the meet and had made the decision that all of it was
spoiled. The kitchen operation was given th. long look and the result was
employment of a professional cook to supervise food preparation. The
ity of the chow improved, as did the morale in the camp.

qu4-

The few months that we were camped on Mt Reuben road saw the road
completed to the Bolivar saddle and a road down the Kalsey ridge, toward
Maria,l to near 7ourmile, Timbers were prepared for a lookout tower at
Ninemile.
Some of the work was now in Curr
County but the rains case
and the operation was moved to Rand near Calice where a barracks camp was
nearly completed. One road was started down the Rogue River commencing
at the Alameda Flat, and another started up Galico Creek, with Bear Camp
as the destination.

I was d..tail.d to the Peavine country and. another tent camp for the
purpose of cutting winter wood. for the .iain camp. The quarters consisted

of several tents for the sin and one large tent that served as a cook
hoae and ease hail.
We had been there only a few days when we were visited by a. large
One
bear. The animal would eat the garbage and anything else av&ilable.
night th. cook heard a noise in th. mesa tent and upon investigating,
found himself fans to face with the tallest, meanest, and, ugliest animal
that he had ever seen. The bear was just finishing a large pan of stewed
prunes on top of the dining tabl, when surprised by th. cook and the difficulty was that the cook blocked the only door to the tent so the bear
went out the back of it where there was no opening and in so doing, took
In just a few seconds the tent was a shambles. The
the tent with it.
cook finally found hia way up and out of the debris and we all crawled
out of bed to work the rest of the night restoring the cook tent and
salvaging the rations.

The pilfering bear came back each night and seemed to get bolder as
tim. want on. With each visit we found our supplies damaged and by this
time the men were becoming nervous, and no one was able to get a. night's
rest without interruption. We plotted to fool the bear and encourage her
to go elsewher, to hunt for food. We secured an old oaken barrel, the old.
52 gal. type, and holes were bored near the open end, and several 90 penny
spikes were inserted with the sharp ar4a slanted toward in. inside and
bottom of the barrel
The idea was that the bear would be able to squeeze its head past
th. nail points to get at the food but would not be able to draw back out,
as the nails would bite into th. neck just back f the ears. In theory,
it seemed like a good idea but here i. how it workeds the barr.l was
baited with some choice bits of food and placed in front of the tents
where the men oould watch all the happenings that moonlight night.
bear arrived and stuck her head into the
It wasn't long before
barrel, eating the last scrap of food..
When she started to back out, it
was evid.nt that her head was firmly held by the spikes near the bottom.
What happened next lasted about fifteen.eeconda. The animal panicked and,
holding her head and the barrel high in the air, started to run. She had
just gained top speed when she hit a large fir tree squarely in the middle.
The impact sounded like a car hitting a stone wa.0 and the barrel literally exploded, throwing staves and binders several feet in all directions.
That freed. the animal and allowed her to retreat to other parts, no doubt
to nurse a headache.

The winter wood was finally cut and hauled to the base camp. We
folded out tents and. moved. down the mountain and made ready for the winter
At about this time I drew KP for a week and managed to struggle
work.
through the potato peeling and dish washing which lasted at least Iii. hours
each day. On Friday the commanding officer informed me that commencing
the next day I would be the head cook. Now I knew just about as much
about cooking as I had known about blasting at the start of the program.
but that was the way the Army did things hi those days.
Thanksgiving was just three days of f and there were 25 frozen turkeys
to be cooked. With the anexperienced help that knew just about as such

about cooking as I did, the result was that the seal preparation for that
As it turned out the gelatin
Thanksgiving dinner turned into a nightmare.
was th. only success. The turkey was rare, the side dishes were all cold
and dinner was four hours late. I'm sure that any of the 265 men who are

still surviving after these
Thanksgiving, 19:33.

Li.5

years will remember the dinner on

Along late in th. winter we received a new assignment of enrollees and in that group were 50 blacks. ?hy were from Chicago and were
the first blacks that many of us had ever worked around. These sen were
used as a crew to clear right of way and bukld telephone lines. Their
foreman wan Archie (Alabama) Boyd, who is retired and. lives in Gold Beach.
Th. reason for mentioning these men is to show how segregated the military
as well as the civilians, were at that time.
The blacks were not allowed in the barracks with the whites. They
were required to line up behind the whites for roll call and although
they were permitted in the same mess hail with the rest they were seated
at separate tables and at the rear of the building. Although th. whites
had weekly tripe to Grants Pass or Medfor± for recreation, th. blacks were
taken an average of once a month to Kiamath Falls, as there was no room
at the inn at either Med.ford or Grants Pass for this minority group.
Th. winter work progressed slowly. Machinery for road building was
scarce but some accomplishments were made. There was a good educational
program and other activities to keep th. men occupied. This was th. winter I took my first First Aid course. Completion of the course was required
of all supervisory personnel. It was conducted by Captain Diamore, the

ca.mp physician.
As an instructor, the doctor was a very thomough man. The course
lasted three months with classes twice a wesk and no time limit set, We
were required to learn much more than First Aids in fact we would, go so
deep into the scientific that we imagined we were in the twilight zone
and would return to reality only alter th. hour of midnight. The pressure
started to show on some of us after about two months but we stuck it out
and. were mighty proud and relieved on graduation day,

Life in camp was interesting most of the tim. There was a full time
educational adviser and, aside from th. educational program, dances and
parties were a regular wsskly function. About one fourth of th. camp went
to Grants Pass Saturday veninga for recreation and. fun. A danc. was held
in the Gallee schoolhouse twics a month for those remaining in camp. Tje
difficulty here was lack of partners. There were about a dozen young
women who attended, sass bringing young children, who would sleep on the
On most of thes. occasions the
school desks pushed against th. walls.
ladies would be there until the wee hours, dancing and teaching the beThis period was during prohibition and
ginners to master the "hoe-down"
there were a few "aoonshin.rs" about.
I do not recall that this gave any problems as far as the enrollees
were concerned, biat the foremen and officers used. to make it a bsh once
in awhile. They would show up Monday morning with some beautiful shiners,
The music was furnished by District Ranger Loren Cooper, Bill Zennar, a
retired music t.acher, and several members of the CCC.
One incident, or I should say situation that existed I'm sure moat
of the inhabitants who are still around will remember. This was when a
truckload of men captured two fawns when returning from work. The doe was
out walking with her b&bss h.n the truck stopped to let them cross the
road. Thirty men bailed over th. side of that truck and. literally ran
those fawns down and brought them to Rand. The coasanding officer called

the state polic, and reported the incident. Officer Malcolm ordered the
men to take th. deer back to the exact spot where th.y had been captured
and turn thee boa..

This procedure started all right but as the men were going through
convinced thee that they shoè].d give her the fawns. She
immediately named them Sweety and Sweet. Thus started one of the biggest
problems that probably ever plagued th. little community of Ge.lice.
The
deer were loved, cared for, raised on cows milk from a nipple and bottle.
They lived and played with th. school children and any family that would
l.t thee on their front porch. This was great until both Sweety and Sweet
had twin fawns.

Galic., a lady-

There wasn't so such trouble the second summer, but when the third
generation arrived and the herd increased to about 14 tame and semi-tame
animals the older deer became cranky and aggressive. It wasn't safe for
a child or woman to go outside without protection. At &bout this time,
many of us changed th. names Sweety and Sweet to other names not so endearing as we chased them out of our garden or had to let th. dog into the
house to keep it from being stomped into the ground.
The two older deer wore bells that could be heard for a long ways
and d.uring rutting season we hay, been able to locate them as they came
for the settlement just as fast as they could run, down off the mountain
and onto th. porch with th. buck in hot pursuit. He never approached
closer than the front gate where he would stomp around for awhile and
then finally leave in disgust. Shortly after the CCC abandoned the camp
the deer went hack t. the wilds.

In the spring of 1934 I was sent to Cold Springs as assistant to
Homer Jones. U. had a crew of 100 men. The road toward Marial was completed to the Marble Ledge and the road headed for the Coquill. was
finished to the Boliver Saddle.
A new lookout tower was erected on
Ninsaile mountain.
A short time before we broke camp for the winter one of the trucks
with 30 men aboard failed to negotiat. a curve and rolled down the
mountain through thick brush. Three men were hurt quite seriously; one
was in critical condition.
All others received cuts, scratches and
abrasions en their arms, legs, and backs.
Dr. P'aucett of Glendale was called and he gave medical aid to the
seriously injured.
Walter Barkiow and I gave first aid. to the rest.
Here's what we did. A two quart pan about half full of Army iodine and
with a 2" point brush we lined the man up and had them strip, We then
went down the line, painting everything that looked red. A good generous
supply of the Army remedy was splashed on the wounds. It may be that the
iodine hurt some of them more than others and it may be that some could
just naturally yell louder. At any rate, I'm sure that anyone who had
been passing by and not having known of the situation, would have been
convinced that a mass execution was in progress.
The year 19314 was the last year that the CCC worked on the road to
Marial. In 1935 a ?orest Service crew, I believe WPA, built the road to
Bald Ridge.
In 19:36 the same crew finished the road to Tucker's flat.

The r*sidents of the area, with donation labor and some help from Curry
County roughed out the road to the mouth of Stair Creek canyon. The
county also helped with the bridge across Mule Creek. During the winter
of 1934 and 1935, at the base camp the road was passable as far as the
mouth of Grave Creek.

A new swinging bridge was under construction across th. Rogu. River
at this point. This bridge was designed for heavy traffic at that time.
By late spring of 1.935 the bridge was far enough along to allow traffic
tb. cross the river. The old trail. bridge, used for many years by the
pack stock, was dismantled and packed th. ens and a half miles out to
the road. A trail was constructed from the new Mt. Reuben rOad to the
south of Whiskey Creek. The cables from the Mule bridge wars packed out
an th. shoulders of the CCC men. Seventy f ive men spaced a. few feet
apart shouldered the cables and proceeded up the trail. Th. operation
resembled a giant centipede, possibly from another world.
The road construction continued down the east side of the river,
climbing up over the rock bluffs headed for the Mt. Reuben road. The
two roads were to join at Saw Mill Gap, 15 miles west of Glendale.
At this time in history the Forest Service had a. very poor safety
program. This fact was brought out in the open when a fatality occurred
on a work project during the night shift. A young man was killed by a
slide while operating machinery without adequate lights. About every safThe lighting was not
sty rule and precaution was violated that night.

adequate, there was no communication to the main camp and the work crew
had no transportation to get th. injured man out. One of the crew 0hotwired" an old model P Ford which belonged to a downriver miner and went
for help. This tragedy sparked a study program in the lin, of saf.tyj
so for some time, although the work program suffered, the men were taught
safety skills and from this emerged one of the beat safety, programs yet
devised. The Forest Service af.ty record attests to that fact.
During the summer of 1935 I worked as assistant to Walter Barkiow at
a 50 man spike camp at Cold Springs. All efforts were directd toward the
When the winter rains case we had passed den
road to Powers and Agnees,
Valley and were headed for Ash Swamp. We returned to Rand, and spent the
winter working for Walter Barkiow on th. new Mt. Reuben road. The large
bluffs above Rogue River, just north of Grave Creek, were blasted and
several concrete retainer walls were built along the river road by Argo
Creek.

Along toward spring I decided that a career in the CCC was not for
me, so I resigned and worked for som. time sniping for gold along the
This did allow us to eat and that is about all. After that I
river.
worked for the Forest Service until I got too old and cranky to be of
I retired and joined the ranks of a million or two others
further use.
who are just marking time.
I'i glad that I lived during those times. They could not exsctly be
called the "good olE days" but at least I can remember when all streams
ran full of good pure water and pollution was a word that we hadn't heard
We did contribute to the present conditions by building roads and
of yet.
trails that served to unleash th. greatest polluter of all--the human
animal.

I have very littl, information absut the CCC camps on th. west side
I do believe that the road through Red Flat to Wild Horse
of Curry County.
and possibly Snow Camp as well as the Middle Lik road past McGribbl. and
the road to Iron Mountain were conatcted by CCC. The CCC continued until
about 1939 and at that time Hitler was bristling and the great depression
was to come to a close due to war.
Thanks if you have read this far--Thanks anyway.

MEMOIRS OF JOHN TMRAr BRUCKAIT, SR.

The following is an account of Ray's experiences in the Forest
Service from 1909 until 1938 when he was first aseigned to the
Willasette National Forest as Forest Supervisor.
The material on which the memoirs has been developed is in the
nature of drafts in Ray' s handwriting and probably were written about
1972 when he would have been 85.
To the extent possible, every effort has been made to faithfully
reproduce his story without editing. Since he had several write-ups
of certain periods or events, it has been necessary to use what appears
to be the most complete in those cases where it is not otherwise possible
to ascertain his intent. For similar reasons, in a few cases there say
be limited duplication.
It is not clear whether any write-ups concerning the balance of
his tenure on the Willainette are missing or whether the 1938 period is
as far as he had progressed with his official story. Since the last
comment is on a page only partially used, it would appear it was the
latter.
Except for comments or additions enclosed in brackets, the wording
How unfortunate that a Forest Service historian with a recordis Ray's.
ing device did not sit down with flay about 10 years ago.

Presented to the Forest Service posthumously by
John Ray Bruckart, Jr., Mrs. Larry P. Pagter, and
Mrs. Joseph E. Elliott, the children of
Ray and Fay Bruckart.

PREFACE
Most of the material for my memoirs has been compiled without notes
or material that I should have available had I retained my official
diary that I had kept during my Forest Service career of L.5 years.
Unfortunately, as I was transferred from one position to another, I
did not take my diaries with me and they are not available to me at
this late date. However, I did obtain some material from my personnel
file (now missing) which will nail down a few dates. Also, my wife,
Pay, retained all our letters from the time we were engaged until I
retired which has been kelpful in refreshing my memory relative to some
important events.
John Ray Bruckart, Sr.

In the spring of 1909, I wrote to
Snoqualnite Forest in Seattle inquiring
sent with the Forest Service. A short
tion form from the Supervisor's office
(missing)
copy as followsz

the Forest Supervisor
about the opportunity
time later I received
which I completed and.

of the
of employan applicareturned,

n) June 22, 1909, the Forest Supervisor wrote to the District Ranger
A. C. Jackson, as follows (missing) I was interviewed a few days later
by Mr. Jackson and as a result of the interview he wrote the Supervisor
(missing)
as follows
On July 6, I was instructed by the District Ranger to report to his
Index is and was a small
headquarters at Index, Washington for duty.
town on the Great Northern Railroad about 1.2 miles west of Skykomish.
Ranger Jackson advised me that my first duty would be to patrol the Great
Northern Railroad right-of-way from Scenic, a telegraph station and resort
at Scenic Hot Springs, to Wellington which was at the west portal of the
Great Northern (Railroad) two and one-half mile railroad tunnel.
Wellington was the scene of a disastrous snow avalance during March,
1910 that resulted in the death of one hundred passengers and railroad
crewmen and railway mail clerks,
(The victims) on the siding at Wellington were on the Spokane local and (a) fast mail trail waiting for (the)
snow bluckcade on both sides of the tunnel to be removed.
The Ranger furnished me with a notebook for a diary but had no
fire tools or camp equipment available.
I, therefore, rustled my own
and proceeded to Scenic and set up my camp back of the telegraph station
which also served as the depot.
The summer of 1909 was not particularly difficult from the standpoint of fires starting along the railroad right-of-way. Several small
fires were started by the coal burning locomotives taking the trains up
the mountain east of Scenic but these were extinguished by the railroad
track walkers. The railroad had several miles of wood snow sheds east
of Scenic and these track walkers were employed for protection of these
structures.
However, a small fire that started along the track (a) short
distance west of Scenic did not interest the railroad people because no
railroad property was immediately threatened. I worked to control this
small fire for a couple of days with only marginal success and decided
I needed some help.
I sent a telegram to the District Ranger at Index asking for help.
At about noon that day, two guards who were at Index working with the
District Ranger got off the passenger train. I took them down the track
where the fire was smoldering the roots of a large hollow cedar and a
couple of hemlocks. The two guards sized up the situation with me and
one turned to me and said in hi8 opinion I did not need help and furthermore the District (Ranger) was quite unhappy with me for asking for help.
So he took the first train back to Index.
Fortunately the other guard whose name as I remember was Mack Rudie,
(a) YMCA Secretary working during his summer vacation, did stay and help.
The following day was Sunday and before we went to bed that night,
Rudie, being quite religious, wondered if it would be all right to work
on (the) fire on Sunday.
I suggested that I thought in this situation
it would be necessary. Rudie agreed and we (spent) most of Sunday extinguishing the fire. I'll have more to say about the forest guard who
decided that the assistance I requested was not needed later in the
narrative.

- s.

-

In late August of 1.909 the District Ranger directed me to move to
Miller River about two miles west of Skyhomish to assist with a timber
cruising project for a few weeks after which time I was transferred to
Index to assist the Ranger examine squatters' homestead claims on the
We measured the cleared area on each
North Fork of the Skyhomish River.
claim1 wrote up a description anti size of cabin. The purpose of the
examination was to determine if the Forest Sezvice would be justified. in
contesting the claim for non-compliance with the homestead law. (This)
law provided for residence on the land, livability of the dwelling and
(In) those cases where there was
(minimum) acreage under cultivation.
lack of evidence that the squatter was not really acting in good faith
by reason of lack of improvements, the Forest Sezvice would protest the
issuance of a patent to the land at a hearing before representatives of
the Genera]. Land Office, a branch of the Department of the Interior.

After we finished the examination of claims on the North Fork of
the Skyhomish River, another Forest Guard and I were detailed. to compile
the cruise sheets that was the result of the timber cruise on Miller
River using volume tables furnished by the District (probably District
Office in Portland). We made our headquarters in an abandoned miner's
cabin on Miller River. The Forest Guard assined with me to compile the
cruise data was the same individual who refused to help extinguish the
small fire near Scenic that previous summer. It turned out he was no
As
more eager to work compiling cruise data than he was to fiht fire.
a result, I. did most of the work while he took off Saturday and would not
show up until the following Tuesday.
Most of the housekeeping chores were left to me so our "friend0 lived
Or so he thought because the Supervisor fiaa].ly
the life of "Riley'.
decided that he would not make a desirable Forest Officer. Although he
passed the Forest Ranger examination that was given in November, 1.909.
the (Supervisor) took steps to have (his name) stricken from the civil
8ervice eligible list.
In November. 1909. I (also) took the Forest Ranger examination in
This consisted of a written (portion) and a field test. For
Seattle.

the latter, candidates were required to demonstrate their ability to use
a compass, saddle and ride a horse and saddle and (place a) pack on a
pack animal. Those taking the exaiiination were notified. of the results
Fortunately, I was successful in passing the examthe following spring.
ination and. was appointed an Assistant Forest Ranger May l., 1.91.O at a
In the meantime, I had completed the 3 month
8alary of $1,100 per year.
ranger course at the University of Washington and was restored to duty
as a Forest Guard March 23, 191.0. On April 6, 191.0, I was transferred
to what was later to become known as the Darrington Ranger District on
the Snoqua].mie National Forest. Copy of the letter implementing the
transfer is as followsa (missing)
Following the Supervisor's instructions. I hiked with my bed roll
and suitcase to the French Creek Ranger Station where I met Mi-. Erickson
d preceeded me on the district by a couple of days. He, along with
who
a couple of men in the newly formed Northwest National Forest-District 6
(now known as the Pacific Northwest or Region 6), were practical experienced woodsmen who had the title of Lumberman. He stayed with me for
about a month (and gave me) instructions in log scaling and timber s&le
administration. After Mr. Erickson left, I was on my own. Forest Guard.
Earl Muir, (John Muir's grandson) acting ranger, maintained his headquarters at the Clear Creek Ranger Station located about three miles east

of Darrington on the Sauk River. Mr. Muir was occupied with other duties
and never had time (to) vi8it me at French Creek while I was in re8idence
In December, 1.91.0, I was directed by Supervisor Kirkland to take
there.
over the administration of the Darrington Ranger District from the acting
district ranger and move the district headquarters from (the) Clear Creek
Ranger Station to the trench Creek Ranger Station. A couple of years
later I moved the district headquarters to a rented home in Darrington
It was an eight room structure that I rented
known as the Rand.ill house.
for $5.00 per month.

Thus in 1910 was the start of my 1.6 years service on the Darrington
Ranger Dis trict (that) terminated (in) January, 1.927 when I was transf erred to the Olympic Forest as Deputy Forest Supervisor.
The Darrington years were years of development and growth. I consider
myaelf fortunate to have had an assignment that not only included custodial
Because of early
arid development duties but also resource management.
development of timber cutting on private lands along the Darrington branch
of the Northern Pacific Railroad, some fairly large National Forest sales
were made as the cutting reached the adjacent National Fore8t lands. In
addition to saw log sales, there wa a demand for cedar tiniber by the
8hingle mill at Oarrington and on the Skagit River some 20 mile8 clown
river from Darringtori. Western red cedar was cut on National Forest
tracts adjacent to the Sauk River during the fall and winter months by
shingle bolt cutters who lived and batched usually (in) one room cedar
shake cabins.
Most of the cutter8 were individualistic (types) who lived arid worked
alone although sometimes two or three were cutting bolts from the same
tract.

The Dis trict Ranger was delegated the job of designating the sale
area1 cruising and appraising the timber involved, which sometimes amounted to several thousand cords, and submitting his recommendations to
the Forest Supervisor for approval. Later1 the District Ranger administered the sale which involved counting the shingle bolts and supervising
the bru8h disposal1 if required.
In the 8pring of the year team8 were
taken to the woods and the shingle bolts hauled to the river. When a few
thousand cords were accumulated on the river bank, the (river) d.rive
started.
On the Darrington District this involved a drive on the Sauk
River of from 1.0 to 16 miles. As the only access to the cedar bolt sale
areas was by trail1 all 8upplies had to be packed in for the bolt cutters
and crews hauling bolts to the river.
The river driving crew moved only
a few miles a day and their camp had to be moved by pack train. The
river was cold and. much of the time the weather was rainy.
Indian dugout canoes were used to go back and forth across the river;
men had to wade much of the time pushing bolts that (had) hung up in
shallows arid rocks with their long pike pèles.
Those 8hingle 'bolt drives took maybe 10 to 1.5 days to reach the
shingle mill moving only a mile or so each day. It was a cold wet job,
(but) the operators could always get men who were willing to endure the
hard8hipa because of the somewhat higher than average woods pay (they
received for such work).
My early as8igniaent on the Darrington District, as indicated previously, was in connection with scaling and administration of the Hazel
Mill Company timber sale on French Creek, a tributary of the North Fork
of the Stillagaunhi8h River.
I have no record of the volume or acreage

-

of this sale but my best recollection would put it at about 100 acres
(with an) average volume of 7511 per acre or a total volume of about
7,500 MBN.

The Hazel Mill Company Sale activated on Franch Creek in the spring
of 191.0 was the beginning saw log sale on the Darrington District, (and
such timber sale) activity is continuing to this day 62 years la.ter(1972).
A branch line extending from the Northern Pacific main line at Arlington
was built to Daxrington, a distaiice of 28 niles, about 1900, This made
the timber on the upper Stillagaumish watershed accessible to the Puget
Sound log market. As the cutting of the private lands reached the adjacent National Forest boundaries, demand the National Forest timber develThe Hazel Mill Company sale was a steam donkey operation, Trees

oped.,

were felled and cut into (logs) suitable for yarding to the main skid

As the logs were assembled by the steam yarding engine, they were
coupled together with spike like "dogs" arid, short Bbles. Then the "turn
of logs' numbering from four to eight logs was draged (to the log pond)
by a larger donkey, a mile distant. (At this point) the logs were uncoupled and. floated to the loading point where they were loaded on (railroad)
flat cars for shipment to Puget Sound except the cedar logs which were
sent to the company shingle mill about a Tuile arid a half distance.
road,

Scaling of the logs was done on the flat cars after the logs were

loaded,
Other sales were made following the Hazel Mill Company sale on French

Except for shingle bolt sales, earlier logging activity in the
area resulted in the building of spurs from the Northern Pacific Railroad
to the privately owned timber tracks adjacent to the National Forest Lands,
The logging firms then purchased the public timber adjacent to their own
operations and extended their railroad into the purchased tracts, All of
these operations, because of the steep country, used geared locomotives
to reach the timber to be logged. The Fortson Lumber Company (had a mill
at the town of Fortson) where it milled timber cut from both its own lands
and National Forest lands, Other timber companies were the Sultan
Creek.

Railroad and Timber Company whose principal. operation:was on Boulder
Creek, the Holterman Logging Company on Jim Creek, the Washington Spar
Company on the Sauk River just southeast of Darrington and the Sauk River
Lumber Company east of Darrington,

Fro%n the time of my assignment to the Darrirgton (District) timber
For the most part the Division of
Timber Management in the District Office (now Riona1 Office) hand.led
most of the timber appraisals with some part ic&pat ion by the Supervtsor' s
staff. The District Ranger did help to some extent with on the ground
manage%nent was a major activity.

decisions relative to sale boundaries and. rail accessibility. After sales
were consumated the day to day sale administration,was, in the absense

(of) instructions from the Forest Supervisor, the responsibility of the

District Ranger. This policy continued until about 1926 when as a result
of an inspectionof the Forest by (E.E.) "Nick' Ca.rter,Chief of Timber
Management in the Chief's office, it was recommended that the adxninistration of the large Sauk River Lumber Sale be turned over to a project
tiiuberinan. The District (Ranger) was still responsible for the ad.ministration of the Fortson Lumber Company sale at Fortson. Later the name
of the company was cha.nged to the Clement and Kennedy Lumber Company.

By 1926 the sales on upper Jim Creek, Boulder River and on French Creek
had been closed. The Washington Spar sale just east of Darrington, I

believe, was still active.

(On all the above timber sales) ground lead logging wa still used.
High lead. (logging) was started on the District eometime during 191L1..
Burt Kirkland, a young Yale Forestry School graduate, was Forest
Supervisor of the Snoqualmie Forest from 1908 until he re8igned in 191.2
to accept a position at the Washington University College of Forestry.
Kirkland was followed by Stanton G. Smith, also a Yale graduate. Smith
was tran8f erred from the Coconino National Forest in Arizona. Soon after
he took up hi3 dutie8 as Supervisor he was detailed to head up negotiations with the State of Washigton for the exchange of school sections
1.6 jd 36 within the National Forests for consolidation into solid blocks
to simplify admini8tration for both the National Forest and State lands.
During Smith's detail, Louis Treen, the Assistant (Deputy) Forest Supervisor, was designated a.s Acting Supervisor for a period of about 2 years.
During Supervisor Kirkland's tenure, funds were obtained to map and
inventory the timber resources of the Darrington District. This work
was continued until completed in about 1.915. The mapping and inventory
crows were made up largely of forestry and engineering students, many
of whom later became career employees--most in the Forest Service anda
few becate college professors in forestry schools.
(Along) with the young forester, an engineer assigned was Jim
(Others included) Herb Plumb, Forest
Franklin, later Regional engineer.
Supervisor and Assistant Regional Forester; Ira J. Mason, Chief Division
of Tinber Management, Chief's office; L. B. Pagter, Forest Supervisor of
Colville and Mt. Baker National Forests; Newt Wright, Forest Engineer,
Riona1 Office; Lloyd Olson, Forest Supervisor and Assistant Chief of
the Division of Fire Control, Chief's Office; Woodbridge Metcalf,
Professor Forest Management (long time Extension Forester who met Ray
for the first time when both were visitirg Mt. Wilson, near Pasadena.
"Woodr wa in character at the time heading up a University of Michigan
singing group) University of California; Henry Schmidt, President of the
University of Wa8hington and. others whose later careers I do not recall.
At the time I took over the administration of the Darrington District
there were few trails except those built by early miners and many of these
were unusable due to failure to maintain in usuable condition. Duriàg
the mining activity around Monte Cristo and Goat Lake on the headwaters
of' the South Fork of the Sauk Rlver and 1liott Creek, a tributary, a
wagon road. had been built from the Skagit at Rockport up the Salk River
(The overall length of the
to Monte Cristo with a
anch to Goat Lake.
road wa8) about 5 miles. This road east of the Clear Creek Ranger Station
had fallen into disrepair and was no longer suitable for wagon traffic,
but (after) continued maintenance (it) was suitable for gack and sad1le
animals. The only u8able road was a short 8tretch of a couple of riles
between the Clear Creek Ranger Station and Darrington. A start had beei
made to develop a communication system durixig 1909 by
ilding 3 miles
(of telephone) line from Darrington to the Clear Creek Ranger Station.
Unfortunately the line had been iilt by nailing wooden pins with glass
insulators ( prob1y pole type) to trees along the road so that the
first heavy wind storms ju8t about ruined the line (when the trees swayed).
Later it was rebuilt using swinging tree insulators (doughnut like porcelain insulators that suspended a number 9 guage galvanized wire at the
end of 6" to 18" wires attached to staples driven in trees) which became
standard in the National Forests. Thig type of single wire was operable
during most of the year in forested areas.
(Slack line usually at least
10' above the ground at the center of a span, hung in such a way that the
line hung out at least 34" from the trees to which they were attached.

Any foliage that might touch the telephone line was removed. The circuit
During y sixteen years on the
worked on the ground return principa.].)e
district many miles of trail were built opening up many watersheds that
had, been inaccessible except by boat travel. Among some more important
areas were the White Chuck River Basin, Indian Pass from Bedel to Indian
Pass, Sloan Creek to Cady Pass, and Boulder River-Jim Creek Trail. AIèO
the communication system by building many uiiles of ground circuit lines.
During the period from 1.91.0-1920, practically no new trails were
During 1.912 through 1.91.3, about 25 miles of new telephone
constructed.
lines were btilt, linking the French Creek Ranger Station with the town
of Darrington and from Clear Creek to Barlow Pass.

(The trail to the) Mt. Pugh lookout was constructed in 1919 although
the lookout (site) had been manned about four years earlier using a tent
For several years the only means of telephone communication
for shelter.
was over telephone lines consisttg of Army surplus out post wire (known
as emergency wire by later day Forest Service employees) which needed
frequent repairs due to deer getting tangled up in the wire. Out post
wire (which was insulated, was normally laid on the ground or hung on
brush or low branches) was about one-half the size of a clothes line.
A half mile of it weighed about 1.0 to 15 pounds. Later this lookout and.
Mt. Higgins were connected with standard Forest Service tree line.
It was in the twenties that money became available for the development of the lookout.
A trail was built to Mt. Pugh. This consisted of
several miles of standard trail from Sauk Valley, elevation 900 above
sea level, (to an elevation) of about 14900. From this point a foot trail
was constructed to a point on the ridge between the Sauk and Whitechuck
Valley. After reaching the ridge it was slow going to reach the summit
(7120').
The lookout, Nels Bruseth, an experienced mountain climber,
placed hand support ropes in the more hazardous sections of the route.

The initial lookout was placed on Mt. Pugh about 1.91.6. Nels Bruseth
(for whon a living memorial has been established at the Darririgton Ranger
Station) was the first to occupy the station which consisted of a fire
finder, telephone and a tent for shelter. All supplies were back packed
from the valley floor for the first four years. After the trail as
completed in 1.919, back packing was confined to the section from timberThe lookout house, a standard Osborne
line Z4900 to the summit at 7120.
type, was started the the late summer of 191.9 and completed the following
year. The lumber for the lookout house was precut and packed to timberline by pack anintals.
From there we constructed two trams using the steel
river crossing wire about the same guage or diameter as number 9 galvanized.
telelhone wire for transporting uaterial for the lookout house to summit.
A second lookout site was established on Mt. Higgins.. For the first
couple of years after the Mt. Higgins Lookout House was established, we
used army out post insulated wire for telephone communication. The wire
was 8trung through the brush hanging it the best we could on small trees
where hopefully it would not be broken by deer or other large animals.
However, the line was broken several times each season. In 1925, funds
were alloted to install a standard telephone line which provided permanent and reliable conununication with the lookout station.

Mt. Higgins overlooked the North Fork of the Stillagaumish River
from the town of Oso to a few miles west of Darrington. Lumber for the
lookout building was packed by our pack mules over miners and homesteaders
trail.
After the house had. been built, we still lacked funds to build a

standard telephone line. After several years we finally received funds
to construct a standard telephone line; about three miles was on poles
belènging to a commercial telephone company and three or four miles of
I understandard single wire-ground return slack line hung on trees.
stand now (about 1972) all detection on the district is by airplane and
all the communication is by radio. No doubt these systems are quite
superior to our lookouts and telephone lines--none the less, many of us
old timers who pioneered the early day improvements regret to see them
replaced with more modern systems.
During the period of more than 1.6 years as a district ranger, it was
my priviledge to become acquainted with many of the early 8ettlers, trappers, loggers, and miners who first settled the beautiful Stillagaumish
It was only after I had moved that I became aware of
and Sauk valleys.
the somewhat unique character of the area and high drama in which some
became involved.

One such epic, and there were others hardly less dramatic, that I
have decided I might evaluate at this time as all of the principals have
long since passed from the scene.

The time covered a period of more than 30 years and had. its begining about 1895.
At that time, the Sauk Valley east of the town of
Darrington was being settled. Although this was a heavily timbered
country, most of the 1.5 or so residents were homestead claimants. Thus,
the majority of these people were interested in the land and not in the
timber.
Some made substantial improvements and established permanent
homes. The original wagon road, that was built to serve the Uncle
Custer and Goat Basin mines at the headwaters of the tributaries of
the Sauk, had fallen into disuse with the closing of the mines, and
all but a few settlers gave up and left their homesteads but not before obtaining patent to the land.
One of the settlers remained on his homestead claim until his
death about 1930. Jim Bedel had married an Indian woman and raised a
He was to play a prominent part in
family of two girl8 and one boy.
this story. Sam Strom is the principal character. Sam, a young scandinavian, had a homestead about 15 miles east of Darririgton and about
a mile west of the Bedel place. He was a hard rock miner and worked part
time at the Monte Cristo mine when not being busy on his homestead. Sam
built a good sized two-story house on his claim from native split cedar
Although a. bachelor, he built the building large enough to
bo&rds.
ActuaJ.ly,the house was intended as a stopping
house a large family.
place for travelers going to the mine in Monte Cristo.
During the ICtondike gold rush, (1.897-1898) Sam Strom decided to
seek hi8 fortune in the northern gold fields.
He did not want to andon his homestead on the Sa.uk, however, and he arranged with a close
friend of his, John Brown, another homesteader, to look after his place.
Brown was an older man and had a 1.60 acre homestead a few miles west of
the Strom claim.

During Sam Stroms absense in the north, John Brown lived in the
Strom house at least part of the time. Anyway, while living in the
Strom house he becane sick and died. As I recall from Forest Service
records in the district files, the party to whom Brown (purportedly)
willed his homestead completed the necessary steps to have the claim
patented.
When the zion-existent will was probated, witnesses claimed
they had seen the will but it was lost and not available to be sub-

mitted for probate. The court accepted the witnesses' testimony that
there had been a will witnessed by two or more persons, and Brown's
property passed to one of two brothers who were among those who claimed
to have seen the lost will.

When Sam Strom returned from the Kiondike, he learned that his
friend., Brown, had died in his house and was buried in his front yard.
Mr. Strom continued to maintain his house on the Sauk River although in the meantime he married, raised a family, and had a ysarlong
residence in Darring-ton.
He visited his homestead on the Sauk several.
times each year at which time he made needed repairs on the house and
generally kept the house and grounds in good condition.

On one of these trips while making repairs on one of the room of
the house, he noticed a loose board and upon investigation, later
stated he found a sheet of paper on which was written a statement about
as follows: "I, John Brown, am alone, sick and dying, and hereby will
to my friend, Sam Strom, my gun and homestead, providing that I am given
a Christian burial.'
Mr. Strom proceeded to carry out the provisions of the alleged will.
He asked me to witness the removal of Mr. Brown's body from the grave on
his Sauk River property. The local packer provided the transportation
to Darrington where the remains were shipped to a funeral home in
Arlington. Mr. Strom then arranged for a funeral and burial in the
Arlington cemetary.

Later, his attorney arranged for a date when the will he found
would be presented to the Snohomish County Court in gverett,
On the
appointed day, necessary witnesses, of which I was one, were assembled
in the court room where the attorney attempted to have the will accepted
for probate.
Unfortunately for Mr. Strom, the judge refused to have the
will recognized because there were no witnes8es.
There was nothing for Mr. Strom to do but give up his efforts to
obtain Mr. Brown's property on the Sauk.
There were four individuals involved in the successful effort to
circumvent John Brown's wish for the disposition of his property on the
Sauk River. There were two brothers; one was killed in a saloon brawl
in Granite Falls--the other was involved in a shooting incident in which
his adversary lost his arm. For his part in the shooting affair, he was
hauled into court, convicted, and served five years in the penitentiary.
The third person, a packer, was killed in a snow slide at Monte Cristo.
The fourth, Jim Bedal, suffered a stroke and was a helpless invalid until
he died about 15 years later.
Thus, retribution was visited upon the four persons involved in the
alleged plot that later resulted in a tragedy for all of them.
In June, 1918, I was instructed to go to Portland to pick up four
pack mules from the Mt. Hood National. Forest. Arriving at the Mt. Hood
office to find out where the animals were located, I found no one seemed
to have the information, After staying in Portland for a couple days, I
learned that the mules were at the Zig Zag Ranger Station.
I talked to
the packer, Dee Wright, who advised that there were three bay and one
white mule, that it would, probably be best not to try to ride any of the
bay mules as one of them, named Dy'namite, was pretty wild. It was advised, however, that the white mule was gentle and had been broken to

I never had the provilege of meeting Dee Wright, but always felt
grateful to him for advising me regarding the disposition of the four
animals.
ride.

As I recall, I arrived at the Zig Zag Ranger Station about noon and
that afternoon rode to Sandy, riding one mule and leading the three
other animals. The following day, I reached the North Portland Stock
Yards, where the stock was to be loaded for the trip to Arlington. From
Portland, the car in which the animals were loaded was placed in a train
The pullman cars were
made up of Pullman sleepers, each with a porter.
This was during June, 1918,
destined for Fort Lewis for moving troops.
It was evening
and the U.S. was, by this time, involved in World War I.
when we pulled out of Vancouver and the conductor suggested that if I
wanted a good sleep that night, I should give one of the porters a
I followed the conductoi1s
dollar and he would fix me up with a berth.
advice and it worked out very well; I had a good night's res, even though
some porters gathered in the car where I had my berth and they spent
several hours shooting craps by candle light as no electric current was
available to operate the lights in the coaches. After a stop in Tacoma
to unload, water, and feed the stock, the train proceeded to Arlington
from where I proceeded to Darrington (by ground travel) riding the white
mule, (later named Mable,) and. leading the other three animals.
During my tenaue as District Ranger, there was considerable labor
unrest in the logging camps and sawmills and shingle mills. The IWW,
otherwise known as the "Wobbly Movement,' carried on an aggressive campaign organizing the workers in the forest industries. It was no doubt
the most radical labor organization in the western part of the country.
Their success, in the opinion of many knowledgeable people, was their
objective to improve working conditions in logging camps and mills. They
wanted an eight hour day instead of being required to work ten hours,
clean bunk houses, employers to furnish bedding instead of the men having
to carry their bedding from camp to camp when they changed jobs. To my
knowledge, there was no complaint about the food served in the camps.
Food was uniformly very good and plentiful.
During 191.6, the shingle weavers in Everett were involved in a
bitter dispute with the shingle mill owners. As I recall, they had an
independent union but were supported by the I. V. V. whose headçiarters
were in Siattle. The "Wobblies" moved on Everett, making speeches and
pieketing the mills. The employers organized what might be called a
vigilante committee, rounded up the I.W.W. agitators, marched them to
the out-skirts of town, beat them up, and sent them on their way to
Seattle. A few days later, the I.V.W. agitators chartered a steamboat
and started for Puget Sound from Seattle headed for Everett. As the
boat approached the Everett docks, the sheriff and the vigilantes were
waiting. Fr
the information grained from persons watching, shooting
started as the vessel was about to tie up, and before it was over at
least three of the vigilante groups were killed and several I.W.W.'s on
the vessel were also killed. After the battle, the vessel, chartered by
the I.W.W., backed away and returned to Seattle. Thus ended the battle
of Everett.

At the time all the above trouble was taking place, I was working
with Burton McKay from the Chief's Office. He was gathering material
for a study of labor conditions in the forest industries in Western
Washington.
The jay following the shooting affair, Mr. McKay and I
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drove to verett and interviewed a number of citizens who had witnessed
the battle between the local vigilantes and the invading I.W.W.'s. As
as aa I know it was not determined which group fired the first shot that
started the battle1 but from an examination of the billet holes in the
walls of the dock warehouse shed1 it appeared that most of the vigilante
Anyway1 there were fatalities
shots were fired from inside the shed.
among both the I.W.W.'s and the vigilantes.
World War I started in the spring of 1917 resulting in increased
activity in the forest industries. As a result1 demand for woods
workera in the Northwest exceeded supply, making it necessary to put
soldiers in the logging camps. They were part of the Bpruce Division
and most of the enlisted men in the Darrington area were from the Middle
West. While lacking experience1 they were young and eager to learn and
soon became competent loggers. The older1 experienced men (loggers) who
remained in the camps were available to teach the young soldiers the log
trade.

After World War I, the Forest Service received increased funds for
developing more trails1 lookout houses and telephone lines1 as well as
increasi funds for fire protection.
In 1920, the house which I had rented since 1912 for my residence,
Fortunately1 we had acquired about five acres of land iinmedwas sold,
iately adjacent to the house. At this time we received an allotment of
$1000 for construction of a new residence. With these funds and a lot
of contributed time and other arrangements1 we built the residence which
is still occupied by a Forest Service family. Later, we constructed a
large barn1 a bunkhouse, ani a second residence on the site on which is
now locatei the headquarters of the Darrington and Suiattle Ranger Districts.
In 1922 negotiations were conducted with the Neil Jamison lumber
interests in Everett for a proposed sale of a large volume of National
Forest timber on the Sau.k River between the Clear Creek Ranger Station
and the Bedal homestead and post office about thien miles east of the
In addition to the National Forest timber, there was about
station.
3000 acres of private timber1 lying largely in the bottom for the most
part, consisting largely of abandoned homesteads, whose owners had sold
Jamisons newly fornted Sauk River
them to a Timber holding company.
Timber Company was the successful bidder; it was the only bidder.
In the spring of 1923 work was started, building a modern logging
railroad. from Da.rrington east up the Sauk River drainage. The railroad
reached the hitechuck and beyond1 and logging was started. This was a
real high ball outfit and it was not long before full train loads of logs
were moving to Darrington. there to be picked up bu the Northern Pacific
and moved to Puget Sound log dump near verett.
I continued to administer all of the timber sales including the Sauk
River Timber Company, Fortson Mill Company1 and Standard Timber Company
About 1925 it was decided that having all these large sales haniSales.
led by the District Ranger was not in the interest of good sale adininistration, and I was relieved of the administration of the Sauk aiver Sale.
A project man assigned to the job, a very capable junior forester, named
Howard Spellina.n.
He was later assisted by Jencks Mason.
Jencks had been
my assistant ranger starting in 1.925. Later, Jencks was assigned to the
Sauk sale1 and when Spellinan left because of ill health, Jencks became
the project sales officer.
]tn the meantime1 I continued to administer
the other iinber sales on the district along with my other district
responsibilities.
-

It had always been my opinion that the district ranger should be the
We were among the
administrator of all activities on his district.
first to put this policy into effect with support from the Regional
Office after my assignment to the Willamette.

The cutting practices in the Doulas Fir region in Washington and
Oregon changed little from 1.91.0 or earlier, until just before World War
Because of the heavy expense of building logging railroads, it was
II.
the practice to clear cut large areas, leaving seed trees azd seed blocks
to reforest the cut over area áfter burning the heavy accumulation of
With the advent of the logging truck and bulldozer which made
slash.
development costs less, it became possible to modify cutting practices
This
and confine cutting in patches or unit from 20 acres to 100 acres.
It has
cutting policy was first developed on the Willamette about 1.9i-6.
been undergoing modification and improvement since that time but is still
the practice on most west side Douglas Fir public forests.

During the summer of 1.926, the Regional (District at that time)
Forester Cris Granger spezt several days on the District reviewing all
district activities izcluding timber management, improvements, and fire
protection. He was not accompanied by anyone from the Supervisor's Office
or the Regional Forester's office. I have always thought that the results
of Mr. Granger's persona.l review of activities on the district had something to do with my assignment to the Olympic Forest as Assistant Forest
Supervisor the following year.

In the fall of 1926, I was detailed to the Regional Office in
Portland to work with a committee made up of Nelson McDuff, Supeivisor
of the Willamette (probably the Cascade or Santiam at that time), K. P.
Cecil from the Division of Ingineering, District Ranger K. C. Langfield
Our assignment was to develop a
from the Fremont Fore8t and znyself.
reminder or check list for the use of district rangers in the adniinistraAfter working for about 1.0 days, the committee
tion of their districts.
developed a comprehensive list of items that became a valuable tool for
district rangers to use for the efficient admizistration of their districts.
After review and approval by the Regional Forester, the lists were printed
on notebook sized 8heets and were used in the Region for many years.
In January I was assigned to the Olympic Forest as Assistant Forest
Supervisor, thus ending my 16 years as District Ranger on the Darririgton
District. During the very interesting and productive years, I had on
December 1.8, 1914 acquired a wife, Fay, a Da.rrington school teacher; a
son, John, age 12 two daughters, dith, 7 years and Yirginia, 6 months,
respectively, a dog "Mike," an automobile and a van load of furniture.
When I arrived on the District in April, 1.910, my personal belongings
consisted of a bed roll, a suit and a few personal belongings in a small
suitcase.
At the time of my transfer, the Olympic National Fore8t was one of
the most heavily timbered National Forests in the United States outside
xcept for portions of the perimeter, the Forest was largely
of Alaska.
undeveloped. There were relatively few trails, few lookout stations, and
limited communication. The Forest had a very heavy work load and limited
personnel. The Supervisor's office personnel consisted of H. L. Plumb,
Forest Supervisor; myself, Assistant Forest Supervisor; Robert Liaclay,
Junior Forester; Cla.nce Adams, Administrative Assistant; Helen Engle,
Secretary; and one temporary stenographer.

Quinault, Joe Fulton Rangera
There were four ranger districts:
Quilcine, William Bryan, Ranger; Hoodsport, Ralph Hillgo8s, Rangers and
Snider, Sanford Floe, Ranger. Leonard Blodgett was Project Timber Sale
Officer and Denny Ahl was the scaler at Hoodsport. Harry Park was the
Project Timber Sale Officer and Scaler at Carlsburg.

One of my first assignments after arriving on the Olympic was with
the help of Junior Forester Maclay, to organize a planting project on an
area of about 1000 acres a few miles south of Quilcene. This was a very
successful plantation as were others west of Hood Canal that were planted
during the following 3 or L years on cut-over and. logged over National
Forest lands.
At this time the Olympic had several sales either operating or in
Among the operating sales was the
Fu].ton Creek Sale, producing about 200 M per days the Hanua Hamma. Sale,
operating on both sides of the Hood Canal produced about 100 M per day;
and the Carlsburg operation near Sequim produced about 50 M per day.
Later, during 1928 and 1.929, additional large timber sales were uade to
Merril Ring south of Pysht along the Juan De Fuca strait, the Polson
Logging Company at Quinault and another to the Crescent Logging Company.
(location not given.)

the press of being consumated.

We had to handle the timber management work load along with the
usual jobs including special uses, land excharges, trail and improvement
maintenance, and a heavy fire protection load with few year-long personnel.
During 1928, the Elwha District was carved out of the northern part
of the Port Angeles District. Bill Vallad was the District Ranger with
headquarters on the Elwha River about 1.6 miles west of Port Angeles.
The Olympic was a large and very heavily timbered forest with vast
areas relatively inaccessible. There were horse trails up mo8t of the
During August,
main valleys, but otherwise one had to travel on foot.
1928, a thy lightning storm started two lightning fires northwest of
Mt. Constance. There were no lookouts that covered the area where the
We arranged for an airplane reconnaissance
lightning started the fires.
with Bob Maclay as the observer. Bob had spotted the generai location
of the fires. Ranger Bryan arid two men reached the fire8, but as there
was no means of communication, their discovery was not reported. As a
result of not having had any word from Bryan or from a second four-man
crew that had been dispatched, I decided to find a route to the fires
by going up the Quilcene trail to a take off point from where it appeared
iaving slept all night at the
I might have a chance to reach the fires.
take off point, I started early in the morning and after possibly six
hours cross-country reached one of the fires.
Ranger
The second fire was about one mile further to the east.
Neither
Bryan and his crew of two men were building a line around it.
was spreading very fast but because of heavy txrush, roots, etc., control
was very difficult. It was decided we would need a crew of about 12 or
15 men if we were to prevent the fires from spreading repidly should. any
I decicted.
heavy winds develop before complete control could be assured.
to get to the nearest telephone which was on the Ducka'bush River.

The fires were at an elevation of about 5000 feet which meant it was
Anyway,
necessary to descend to the valley floor about 4000 feet below.
I managed. to get in touch with Bob Maclay arid suggested he request the
Supervisors office in Olympia to recruit about 15 firefighters to be

sent to uilcene.
I also asked him to discuss the possibility of dropping bed rolls and supplies in a small alpine meadow near the fires. The
following day, I guided the crew with their tools from the Duckabush River
to the meadow where we hoped the supplies and equipment could be dropped.
Just as I reached the ridge above the meadow, I saw the plane approach
the designated d±op area. The plane made nine drops and most were successfu.1.
As far as I have been able to determine, this was the first
successful effort to supply a fire crew from the air.
Sub8equent air
drops were made to keep the 1.5 man crew supplied for several days until
the fires were controlled and put on a patrol basis.
I spent three years on the Olympic Forest as Assistant Forest
Supervisor.
Herb Plumb was an excellent administrator. He delegated
much of the timber management, fire protection and over-all admiriistration to his staff, which consisted of Junior Forester Maclay arid myself.
To keep on top of the work load involved long hours and spending much
time in the field including many weekends. There was no overtime during
this period and in fact it never occurred to Forest Service enployees
that they should be paid for extra time worked. That was all to come
later but was not in keeping with the original spirit of the Service
which had been one of dedication to the overall objectives of the Forest
Service (without regard to necessary overtime to get jobs done.)
On January 1., 1930, I was assigned to the Columbia, later named the
Gifford Pinchot in honor of the first Chief of the Forest Service, as
Forest Supervisor. The Columbia at this time had three ranger districts;
Ross Shepeard, Ranger at Wind River; Harvey Welty, Ranger at Guler; and
Al Wang, Ranger at Spirit Lake. There was one project also on the Little
White Salmon.
Eiler Skaar was the project sales officer and scaler.
Later that year as I recall, Skaar retired for disability and Larry Mays
was appointed ranger and assigned to the Broughton Lumber Company Sale.
After 14.0 years this company is still operating on the Little White Salmon.

In addition to the three ranger districts, the regional tree nursery
was located at Henilock, on the Wind River District.
The nursery was
supposed to be administered by the Forest, but in practice, the Forest
maintained the nursery records and Julius Kummel, a staff fnernber of the
Division of Timber Management in the R.O. directed the nursery operation.
Williani Wills, the nurseryman, received his instructions from Mr. Kununel.
The arrangement worked very well.
Located also at Hemlock was the field station of the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Ixperiment Station. Gale Simpson was the leader.
Station personnel from PortlaM were frequent visitors at Hemlock, all
of which added to the interest of the Columbia assignment.

Forest Staff personnel in 1930 were R. P. Botcher, Forest &gineer;
Jess Maim, Fire Assistant; George Bright, Forester; Ryle Teed, Administrative Assistant; and two women clerks.
Among the niore important activities on the Columbia was range
management.
Several thousand sheep grazed in the high meadows in the
eastern part of the Forest.
Mt. Adams lambs were in demand in the
Chicago and other midwest markets. About 1.14.00 head of cattle were
grazed under permit by the Mt. Adams Cattleman Association. The cattle
were primarily from ranches in the vicinity of Glenwood.
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During the fire season of 1929, a fire on portions of the old. Yacolt
Burn in the southwestern part of the Forest covered, several thousand acres,
Two lookout houses were destroyed and two guard stations as well as a
large acreage of reforested land. Also considerable mileage of telephone
line was l*mAged and much of it had to be replaced. Replaceient of the
improvements destroyed and damaged by the 1929 fire was pursued aggressively starting in 1930. Also the forest planting program was stepped
up and much of the thrned over land was reforested during the following
ten years.
During my time on the Columbia Forest, 1.930 through 1935, was a
period of severe unemployment. During 1931-32, the Forest Service was
allocated funds to provide a limited amount of employment. A snag
felling project was started in the Yacolt Burn and during the winter we
provided work for a limited number of men with families from Vancouver
and vicinity.

Because of the nature of the work, men assigned to this snag felling
In order to spread the
project were required to be experienced woodsmen.
work as mush as possible, the crews numbering 12 to 22f men were changed
every month. Clark County cooperated in selecting men to be employed on
the work relief snag felling project. This was before the Roosevelt
Administration and the W.P.A. CCC or other relief programs. (Lloyd.
Olson advised that he was the Foreman.)

With the advent of the New Deal, the work program of the Forest
Service and. other public agencies were vastly expanded. First by the
Civilian Conservation Corps. The first six months of 1.933 the Columbia
was allocated nine 200-man camps. Projects were reforestation, constructing fire breaks along with snag felling, road and campground construction and other needed improvements.
With the abundant man power available, construction of truck trails,
snag fellin& fire breaks, horse trails, campgrounds and many other improvement projects were pushed aggressively. During the first six months CCC
program, the Forest was able to pretty much operate the work program with
We located our side camps in such
out very much Army interference.
numbers and in such locations as the work demanded and not which was
the most convenient for the Army supervisory personnel. However1 after
several months1 regulations were changed and the Camp Commander had to
approve the locations, number and size of the side camps. This made
operation from the Forest Service standpoint somewhat less efficient but
in most cases the Army personnel were cooperative and we still managed
to get a lot of important work done.,
Work projects were initiated by the Forest Service and. responsibility
for supervision of the CCC work crews was the responsibility of Forest
Service supervisory personnel. Ordinarily this consisted of a Camp
Also,
Superintendent and a 200-man company of four to six foremen.
several enrollees were designated as straw bosses or assistant foremen.
Most of the Forest Service facilitating personnel were selected from
regular Forest Service personnel and local experienced logging and
private construction supervisory people.

A great many worthwhile projects were accomplished by the Civilian
After i9+O.
Conservation Corps during its eight years of existance.
unemployment declined and it became increasingly difficult to get young
men to enlist in the Corps. Finally the program was abolished, but in
the meantime many thousands of young men who might never have had the
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opportunity learned useful skills and had the experience of working in
the forests as useful citizens.
A year or more after the CCC program was initiated the Federal
Government established what was known as the National Industrial Recovery
Administration, known as the N.1.R.A. This was a real boon for the
Co1ubia Forest as we wore in a position to initiate large snag felling
A plan was
programs and hire experienced timber fallers at a going wage.
developed to pay the fallers as piece work or by the bushel as it was
known on logging operations. As I remember the fallers were allowed to
earn about $6.50 per day which was the average wage for experienced
fallers at the time. The Forest Service furnished the tools and camping
equipment; we hauled the equipment to the job and the men estab]ished
their own camps. Each set of two men had a sleeping tent, stove, etc.
and did their own cooking.
This was a very successful program and it resulted. in the elimination
of many thousand snags in the old burns on the forest and inad.e fire control on these areas much easier.
As an economy measure, during 1.933 the Rainier National Forest with
headquarters in Tacoma was eliminated; and two of its southern ranger
districts, Randje and Packwood, were merged with the Columbia Forest.
The addition of these two districts added substantially to the Columbia's
work load, particularly in view of CCC and NIRA programs involving three
CCC camps and a NIRA snag felling project. The four other districts of
the former Rainier became part of the Snoqualmie Forest and in turn two
Snoqualmie Forest districts, Darrington and Silverton, became part of
the Washington National Forest, which was renamed the Mt. Baker Forest.
(Staff Officers, Louis Preen and Elmer Johnson, were transferred from
the Rainier to the Columbia at the time of the realignment - L.Ft.O.)
In the fall of i931., A]. Bottcher was transferred and promoted to the
Regional Office. Others on the Coluntbia at this time included Jess Mann,
Louis Treen, Elmer Johnson, and Lloyd Olson, ngineers; Lester Moncrief,
Assistant Forest Supervisor; and George Bright and John Hough, Foresters.
Also clerical personnel in the Vancouver office had increased substantially
by this time.

In the fall of 1931, the Region set up a Ranger training project at
the Hemlock Ranger Station. This was a 30-day program. About 32 trainees and seven instructors were in attendance. Among the students were
Ed Cliff, later Chief of the Forest Service, and Axel Lirtdh, later
Assistant Regional Forester in Region 1 and still later Chief of the
Division of Lands, W.O. At the end. of the training session, Allan
Hodson requested the instructors to rate the first ten who were most
likely to succeed during their Forest Service careers. I do not recall
who were included in the first 10, but I do remember Fd Cliff was rated
the highest.

The instructors assigned to the program were Ross Shepeard, District
Ranger (Wind River District, Columbia - L.R.O.); Glen Mitchell, Supervisor
of the Siskiyou Forests Stewart Moir, Supervisor of the Colville Forest;
K.C. Langfield, District Ranger (Mt. Adams District, Columbia - L.R.O.);
Jack Carter, Fire Assistant of the Mt. Hood Forest; Allan Hodson, (probably
Division of Operation at the time); and J.R. Bruckart, Forest Supervisor
of the Columbia National Forest.
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The Twin Buttes huckleberry fields had for many years been a mecca
for the Indians from east of the Cascades. Eah stuTuner as the huckleberries
ripened, hundreds of Indians--men, women and children--migrated to the
berry fields using all modes of transportation including pack and saddle
horses, wagons and automobiles. They put up their teepees in the meadows
Most of the berry picking was done by
along the cold. mountain streams.
women and. children while the men gathered wood for the camp fires, looked
after the stock and did some poaching when they could get away with it
by avoiding the county game warden.
In years gone by, the men went down the Lewis River (probably from
the we8t side of Mt. Adams) for salmon, but the power dam cut off the
migration of salmon that the Indians had previously caught in the upper
reaches of the Lewis River.
The Indian women dryed. most of the berries they picked before slow
fires except for some fresh berries that were sold after they left the
area. The influx of large numbers of unemployed white people into the
huckleberry fields led to complaints by the Indians who had previously
had only a minimum of competition from the local white pickers. In 1933,
the Yacoma Indian Council notified District Ranger' Har' Welty that it
wanted a meeting with the Forest Supervisor at Twin Buttes to discuss
their grievances.

At the appointed time, I met with the group and the following news
story and editorial, "Sorrows of the Yakimas" (both missing) that appeared
in the Oregonian on August 211., 1933, is a pretty good description of what
Quoting Chief Vellup, "I have spoken to the
took place at the meeting.
Your words give me happiness. You
end, nothing is hidden in my heart.
are my friend. Now all is well between the whites and the Indians.1'
Later in the fall after the Indians had returned to their homes,
many of the wrilte people lingered on not realizing that after the rain
started, the unsurfaced road to Trout Lake would become impassable for
their vehicles. The Forest Service and Army trucks had to come to the
rescue to bring the cars to the graveled road that led from Trout Lake
to the Evergreen Highway on the Columbia River.
In the spring of 1934, the Regional Forester asked that I accept a
detail in the Regional Office in Portland to assist the Division of
Engineerging in the overall supervision of the CCC program. I was
reluctant to give up my responsibility for the work on the Columbia.
He agreed that I might retain control of activities on the Forest,
leaving the Assistant Supervisor, Lester Moncrief, in charge. This
detail continued through September, 1.934 when the Regional Forester
called me to his office and offered me a staff position in the Division
of Engineering with responsibility for road construction and CCC activI was very reluctant to give up my supervisorship on the Columbia.
ities.
The Regional Forester said the salary would be $1,000 more than I was receiving, so after talking the matter over with my wife, I decided to
accept the offer.

This position enabled me to become well acquainted with the problems
on most forests as well as personnel in the Region engaged in the development of transportation systems and the operation of the Civilian
Conservation Corps Camps.

During the short period that I was assigned to the Regional Office,
I had the opportunity to work closely with Regional Forester C. J. Buck
on problems relating to the selection of supervisory personnel for the
CCC Camps. At the time the program started, the Forest Service had a
After
free hand in the selection of supervisory personnel for the camps.
the program had been in operation for several months, state and county
political organizations became aware that these were pretty well paid
In the CCC program, the same pressures developed among some conjobs.
gressmen and when openings occured, they requested the Forest Service
fill the positions with men they recommended. The Forest Service had
no choice but to abide by these requests. However, some .mbers of the
congressional delegation from Washington complained that the Regional
Forester, Mr. Buck, was not cooperating in placing the men they recommended for the CCC supervisory jobs.
In an effort to explain to the congressmen his position in selecting
supervisory personnel and his desire to cooperate with them, Mr. Buck
decided to make a swing through the State of Washington to contact members
of the Washington delegation. This was in the fall of 1935 and he asked
that I accompany him because of my knowledge of the CCC program and the
selection of the supervisory personnel. Our interviews with the congressmen and one senator were quite friendly and most were reasonably satisHowever, at this time, the CCC program was being reduced and few
fied.
jobs were available and this fact did not make the congressmen too happy.
The staff position in the Division of Engineering was not too satisI told Jim Franklin, Chief of the
fying as far as I was concerned.
Division of Engineering, and the Regional Forester, of my desire to
return to National Forest administration and in November, 1935, I was
assigned as Supervisor of the Olympic Forest to fill the position of
H.. L. Plumb, who was being transferred to the Regional Office as
Assistant Regional Forester in charge of State and Private Forestry.
(On November 1., 1935, when Ray returned to the Olympic as Supervisor
the following were year-long personneli L. L. Colvill, Assistant Forest
Supervisor; E. J. Hanzlik, Associate Forester; Paul. H. Logan, Lumberman;
Arthur E. Glover, Associate Engineer; L. D. Blodgett, Ranger, timber
sales; Christian N. Skaar, Ranger Staff; Clarence Adams, Administrative
District Rangers were;
Assistant; Julia Lee and Helen Engel, Clerks.
Port Angeles District, Sanford Floe, W. D. Bryon, Assistant; lwah District,
LeRoy Olander; Quilcene District, M. J. Mapes, J. R. Blake, Assistant;
Hoodsport District, John Rough; Quinault District, J.W. Fulton; Simpson
Logging Company Sale, .Ralph Hiligoss and Denny Ahi. - L.R. Olson)

I was happy with my assignment to the Olympic, having spent about
However, I had
three years on the Forest as Assistant Forest Supervisor.
not anticipated the controversy that was developing between the Forest
Service and the National Park Service and their supporters over a proposal to create a National Park as set forth in a House of Representative
bill introduced by Congressman Waigren. There was a National Monument
in the central part of the Forest that included Mt. Olympia, that involved
about 300,000 acres. The Monument was created in about 1906 primarily
for the preservation of the large number of Roosevelt Elk that made their
home in the Olympics. The Forest Service had always administered the land
within the Monument until 1.933 when all monuments on most public lands
The
were transferred to the National Park Service for administration.
Park Service immediately established a monument headquarters in Port
Angeles. Preston Racy, a very personable Park Ranger from the Mt.Rainier

National Park was placed in charge. Without doubt his principal duties
were to promote the support for the establishment of the proposed new
National Park.
As mentioned, Congressman Waigren had proposed to create a National.
Park in the Olympics to include the Monument and a few thousand acres
around it. The policy of the Forest Service (opposition to the national
However,
park) was backed by Secretary of Agriculture, Henry Wallace.
he was no match for Harold Ickes, the Secretary of the Interior in the
Roosevelt Administration.
The Park Service so.ught and. largely obtained public support from
many preservation minded organizations and worked diligently to persuade
the local people around the Peninsula of the economic advantages that
would be gained by having a national park on the Olympic Peninsula.
Also there was nationwide support sought and to a considerable degree,
obtained, from many so called conservation groups. While there was
considerable local support for the establishment of an Olympic National
Park, particularly around Port Angeles and Forks, there was strong opposition in the Grays Harbor area.

The controversy continued through 1935, 1936, and 1.937 which culininIn October, 1.937 the President
ated in President Roosevelt's intervention.
I was advised by the Regional
scheduled a trip to the Olympic Peninsula.
Forester to report to the Regional Office in Portland to make plans for
the President's trip which was to take place in about ten days. A party
was organized headed by Regional Forester, C.J. Buck, his secretary,
Mildred Sinnoff, Allan Hodgson, H. L. Plumb, and myself. The party
drove around the Peninsula deciding various things to be accomplished
before the Presidential party arrived. This among other things, consisted
of assembling material with photographs explaining Forest Service management policies to be made available to news people traveling with the
President.
The balance of the party returned to Portland while I stayed in
Olympia to implement plans on the ground that had been decided upon by
Later, Herb Plumb and I were
the Regional. Forester and. his staff.
directed to meet Col. Starling, Chief of the White House Secret Service
Detail, in Port Angeles and accompany him over the route the President
would travel. This included a brief inspection tzf the accomodations at
Lake Crescent Inn on Lake Crescent, short stops at the Snider Ranger
Station where the Ranger with the assistance of CCC enrollees were
scheduled to put on a brief demonstration of Forest Fire prevention
and Assistant Regional Forester, Ed Kavanaugh was to read a script prepared by Rudo Fromnie explaining the action taking place. A stop was
made at the Bloedell Logging Company camp where plans were made for a
high climber to demonstrate topping a tall Douglas fir tree.
A rest
stop was planned at Kalaloch. Inspection was made of the Quinault Lodge
where the party would have lunch.
From Quinault, the route to be covered
went through Hoquiaa, Aberdeen, Montesano and on to Olympia.
Colonel
Starling was pleased with the Forest Service plan for the trip. The
trip with Starling ended in Olympia at 2 a.m.
Plans for the President's trip were completed October 1, 1937 and
on the afternoon of October 2, the Presidential party arrived at Port
Angeles on a. U.S. Destroyer from Victoria, B. C. at about Z p.m. A
fleet of Forest Service sedans with drivers, was assembled for members
of the party with the addition of two large sedans for the President
and. the Secret Service Detail.
(Lloyd Olson reports he drove car #1,3
with off-duty Secret Service personnel.)
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The City of Port Angeles had erected a grandstand along the route
The proponents
of travel for the benefit of the local school children.
of the proposed national park had erected a large sign at the grandstand
which read "Please give us a National Park, Mi. President." The sky vas
overcast and gloomy as the party moved through Port Angeles and by the
time it reached the eastern boundary of the Forest at Lake Crescent, it
was dark and arrangements had to be made to illuminate the large sign
the Forest had erected at this point that read. NWelcome to the Olympic
National Forest.".
The Presidential Party stayed for the night at the Lake Crescent Inn
where dinner was served and lodging was provided. The President, his
Secret Service bodyguard, and his valet occupied a small gueSt cottage
adjacent to the main resort building. After dinner, Senator Lewis
Schwellenback, several congressmen and other interested officials,
including Regional. Forester C. J. Buck and Superintendent Tomelson of
the Mount Rainier National Park were invited to meet with the President
and discuss the legislation as proposed by the Wa].gren bill. This
legislation, if and when enacted, would change the status of possibly a
half million acres of National Forest land and place it in a National
Park. This proposal was vigorously opposed by the Forest Service and
vlgourouslyaupported by the National Park Service.
The proposal also
had the support of many outdoor groups, the local press in Port Angeles
and elsewhere around the State. The Fore8t Service position was supported
for the most part by the press on Grays Harbor and by some organized groups
in that area.
Much time had been spent by the Regiona). Office and the
Olympic Fore8t peraonnel presenting the Forest Service position in the
controversy.
The meeting with the President was the final effort by the Forest
As the meeting
Service and the Park Service to pre8ent their views.
progressed, Mr. Buck asked me to come to the meeting and explain to the
president the different fore8t types, cutting practices, and in general
the forest land use management of the Olympic Forest and to answer any
que8tions the Pre8ident might ask. The meeting was attended by the
President's son, James, Congressman Smith from Aberdeen, Waigren from
bverett, Senator Schwellenback and other politicians. After reviewing
the maps which the President had spread out before him, he stated among
other things that the proposal as outlined in the Waigren Bill did not
He stated that in the Yellowstone Park, the
tnclude nearly enough area.
m.ged by the large number of visitors and for that
vegetation was being
reaso, it was necessary to greatly enlarge the area to be included in
the proposed park. Also, that a substantial strip to the we8t along the
coast should be included in the proposed park boundaries. Also, he stated
that the name of the park 3hould be changed from the "Mt. Olympus National
Park" to the Olympia National Park." All the P?esidents suggestions were
carried out in a revised park bill which was enacted into law during the
Of course this was a major disappointment, but considering
suinnier of 1.938.
the strength of the proponents including the President of the United States
and the Secretary of the Interior, Harold Ickes, it was fortunate for the
people of the northwest that the entire Olympic Forest was not included
in the Park.
In September, 1.938, Regional Forester Buck requested me to accompany
him on a trip of several days to contact members of the Washington congressiona]. delegation. Some of these .Ebers had been critical of Mr. Buck,
claiming that he had not cooperated with them in placing men whom they
had recommended for supervisory positions in the Civilian Conservatton
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Corp8 and National. Industrial Recovery Administration crews. Actually,
Mr. Buck did issue directives instructing that the recommended men be
hired as positions became available. The difficulty was that where not
nearly enough supervisory positions available to place the men recommended
by the Congressmen. This situation was explained but it failed to completely satisr all members of the delegation.

In the meantime, the Regional Forester recommended my transfer to
the Willamette National Forest as Supervisor which met with my enthusiastic approval. P. T. (Pat) Thompson, the incumbent Supervisor, was
being transferred and. promoted to Assistant Regional Forester in Region
Pat was an easy going man to follow and the public attitude toward
1.
the Forest Service was very favorable in the Willamatte area. There were
no outstanding controversies such as we had experienced on the Olympic
in the national park dispute. In 1938 the Willamette had five ranger
districts; Oakridge, West Boundary, McKenzie Bridge, Cascadia and Detroit.
District Rangers were C. B. McFarland, Fred Briem, Ray Engles, H. C. (Bud)
Burgess, and Glen Charlton, respectively.
In 1933 the Cascade and the Santiani National Forests had been combined
and renamed the Willamatte National Forest. At the time of my assignment
the only timber management activity was the large timber sale of the Westfir
Lumber Company on the North Fork of the Willamette. This company had a
sawmill located above the confluence of the Middle Fork and the North Fork
of the Willamette River. The Company owned practically no timber arid was
dependent entirely on timber purchased from the Forest Service.

In 1938 a large sale was made to this Company on the North Fork of
the Willamette River that included an area known as Christy Flat.
This
area because of its topography, lent itself to tractor and truck logging.
A substantial part of the area was designated to be selectively marked.
The stand was largely decadent old growth Douglas Fir, which in the opinion of Staff Forester John Hough and myself, was not suited to this type
of silviculture. After some preliminary discussion with the purchaser.
the area designated for such treatment was reduced. The remainder of the
sale was cut am provided in the sale agreement which resulted in removing
the less defective trees and leaving those of lesser value for removal
sometime in the indefinite future. The result was a high grading operation but because of the marginal character of the silvicultural experiment, it appeared about the only way to proceed. Also the brush disposal
phase presented a very difficult problem which we never did solve to our
satisfaction. One may ask why the local forest administration allowed
This sale was made at a time when the Region was anxious
high grading.
to deteine if selective logging in Douglas Fir was feasible. (This is
as far as Ray got with his narrative, but it is obvious that Douglas Fir
does not have the proper characteristics to be managed as uneven aged
stands. His account was to illustrate the problems the Forest had and
how they tried to resolve a difficult set of problems that had not been
encountered on the Willamette previously. There does not seem to be much
doubt as to the conclusion Ray was building up to. The translater of
Ray's long hand account can add the following from his own experience.
In 1938 the Westfir Lumber Company had an annual cut of about 30MM a year.
In 1940, the Mill City Manufacturing Company initiated a 25MM a year sale
in Blowout Creek, a major tributary of the North Fork of the Santiam River
between Mill City and Detroit. This at the time of Pearl larbor, the
total cut on the Willamette was only about 55 MM a year. More recent
historians are better equipped to take it from there.)

The translator of Ray's account wishes to acknowledge with thanks
the help of Lloyd Olson in going over the initial draft to correct the
spelling o the names of persons and places and. for his help in contacting Les Colvill and others for missing information. Also thanks to
John Bruckart for his help àoncerning the names of the early settlers
in the Darrington area.
The parts Lloyd Olson had in the story have been introduced in
the hopes others will come forth with valuable information they have.
Allan R. Cochran must have anticipated the article for he initiated
in the April 1.980 newsletter what we hope will be only the first of
many such recollections for the benefit of Region 6 and. all the
Forest Service.
I also want to thank Clyde uam, Rex Wakefield and Jack Smith for
the information they supplied at my request concerning Ray's tenure on
the Willamette. Since it would not have been the story as written by
I will, however
Ray, I decided it best to stop his memoirs where he did.
return their material to the Willa,xuette in the hopes it can be made a
part of that forests history.
Finally, I am indebted to the Director of the Pacific Southwest
Forest and Range bcperiment Station and his organization for final
proof reading and providing copies to appropriate Forest Service
offices and organizations and to the children of Ray and Fay Bruckart.

Joseph L Elliott
September Li., 1.980
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